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16 Abstract
]he objective of this test research program was to investigate stall flutter by obtaininc
detailed quantitative steady and un_teadl, aerodynamic and aeromechanical measurements in a
typical fan rotcr. The experimental investigation was made with a 31.3 percent scale model
of the Quiet Engine Program Fan C rotor system. Both subsonic/transonic (torsion_l mode)
flutter and supersonic (flexural) flutter were investigated. Extensive steady and unsteady
data or, the blade deformations and aerodynamic properties surrounding the rotor were acquired
while it was operating in both the steady and flutter modes. Analysis of this data showed
that while there may be more than one traveling wave present during flutter, they are all
forward traveling waves. The compilation of this data will be useful in the future development
and extension of s_all flutter prediction techniques.
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FOREWORD
The test research program reported herein was conducted by the Genera _
Electric Company under National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Lew_s
Research Center, Contract NAS3-20605 and conducted under the cognizance of
W. Stevans and J. Adamczvk of the Lewis Research Center.
This test research program was conducted to investigate stall flutter by
providing detailed quantitative steady and unsteady aerodynamic and aero-
mechanical measurements in a typical fan rotor. Both subsonic/transonic (tor-
sional mode) flutter and supersonic _flexural mo#e) flutter were investigated.
The tests were condrcted in two builds: Build i tested during November, 1978;
Build 2, Tests i and 2 during March, 1979; and Build 2, Test 3 during January,
1980. This report documents the results of this program.
The authors would like to acknowledge the valuable assistance of L.W.
Kruger and Mike Chalfi_ in the FFT acquisition and analysis of the test data,
of _.J. Klapproth in analyzing the test data, and of T.A. Dodd in preparing
data presented in this report.
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Blade Element Data from Fixed Instrumentation. Near Stall
Flutter, 70;: Speed, Reading 56.
Blade Element Data from Fixed Instrumentation At Stall
Flutter, 7OZ Speed, Reading 89.
Blade Element Data from Fixed Instrumentation. Near Stall
FLutter, 75% Speed, Rca:ing 57.
Blade Element Data from Fixed Instrumentation Near Stal]
Flutter, 85g Speed, Reading 61.
Blade Element Data from Fixed Instrumentation, Low
Operating Line, 90Z Speed, Reading 172.
BLade Element Data from Fixed Instrumentation, Interme_: .e
O.L., 9QZ Speed, Reading 176.
BLade Element Data from Fixed Instrumentation, At Stall
Flutter, 90_ Speed, Reading 169.
Blade Element Data from Fixed Instrumentation, Below Peak
Efficiency, 957: Speed, Reading llO.
Blade Element Data from Fixed Instrumentation, Below Peak
Etficiencv, 95% Speed, Readin_ 717.
Blade Element Data from Fixed Instrumentation Intermediate
O.L., 957_ Speed, Reading 151.
Blade Element Data from Fixed Instrumentation Near Stall
Flutter, 93'1 Speed, Readina 63.
Blade Element Data from Fixed Instrumentation At Stall
Flutter, 95"; Speed, Readin_ 148.
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NOMENCLATURE
w
Symbo 1
Ai
Amn
AC
ALF
BK
BPR
BTW
CC
CK
CW
CX
C
DC
DFT
da
E n
FFT
FT_
IFT
IOL
ki
kmn
LE
Definition
Maximum tangential tip displacement of ith blade
Amplitude of ruth harmonic wave
Alternating current, unsteady component
Aft looking forward
Blade-mounted Kulite
Bypass ratio
Backward traveling wave
Concave face
Casing-mounted Ku[ite
Clockwise
Convex face
Chord
Direct current, steady component
Direct Fourier transform
Double amplitude
Acerage k{netic energy per cycle
Fast Fourier transform
Forward traveling wave
Inverse Fo.rier transform
Interme,_[ate oper_._t[ng line
Blade index
Wave number
Leading edge
x ......
.,, _ j ,)
x:4i
Symbol
LP
M
m
N, Nf
Nb
ND
NOL
n
OGV
O/L
PS
P_
P
Pmn
Pn
APn
QEP
Rh, Rt
rpm
q
SG, S/G
S/x'
TE
TWBL
t
De finit ion
Light probe
Modal mass
Wave harmonic number
Rotor speed
Number of blades
Nodal diameter
Nominal operating line
TravelL.;, ,, '_. number (number of nodal diameters)
Outlet guide vane
Overall level
Static pressure
Total #ressure
Total unsteady pressure in rotating system
Complex amplitude of Pn
Unsteady pressure for nth nodal diameter wave
Pressure difference across the airfoil from nth nodal diameter
Quiet Fngine Program
Radius of hub, tip
R=volutions per minute
Span
Strain gage
Serial number
Trail ing edge
TWISTED BLADE computer program
Time
x×ii
,B
0"
Symbol
tm/C
V z , V e
W n
IF, IT
i/rev
26/rev
Definition
Maximum thickness to chord ratio
Axial, tangentLal flow velocity
Aerodynamic work done per cycle
Axial location
First flexural, torsional vibratory mode
Once per revolution
26 per revolutLon, once per blade, blade passing frequency
Greek Nomenclature
6aero
6i
dn
dn
q
e
0
*i.
n
Angle between rotating refers_nee aad inertial reference at
t = 0
Inlet total Dressure divided by standard dav pressure, 10.13
N/cm 2 (14.7 psia)
Aerodynamic logarithmic decrement
Normal deflection of ith blade tip
Normal deflection of blade tip in the nth nodal diameter mode
d_n/dt , time derivative of 6n
Effic [ency
Angular position [n rotating system; Absolute flow angle;
Angular position on rotor; Total temperature divided by stan-
dard day temperature, 288.1 ° K (518.6 ° R)
Blade stagger angle
Air mass density
Time shift
Phase angle; Phase lag; Absolute phase angle
Interblade phase angle
Rotor speed; D_rection of rotation
xxJii
Svmbo 1
W
_mn
Subscripts
AC
DC
0
i,j
LE
S
SA
l
2
14
20
Definition
Flutter frequency in rotating system
Flutter frequency in stationary system
Unsteady component
Steady component
Value of quantity at t = 0
Indices
Leading edge
Static
Total
Stacking axis
LeadLng edge
Trailing edge
Bypass OGV inlet plane
Core OGV inlet plane
XXJV
I.O _NTRODUCTION
An important limiting factor in the development of gas turbine engines
is blade instability or flutter of fan and compressor airfoils. Flutter
invariably produces intolerable vibration levels that exceed the airfoil's
allowable fatigue strength, severely affecting engine life. Whenever flutter
is present within the operational range of an airfoil, extensive design
modifications are necessary for production engines.
Avoiding blade flutter in gas turbines is always a primary goal for gas
turbine designers. Unfortunately, flutter prediction has not kept pace with
the overall advances and new requirements of turbomachinery design. This
has been true because of the complexity of flutter phenomena, which can be
characterized as a combination of aerodynamic and structural interactions
within a feedback system. As a result, the detailed flow mechanism in stall
flutter, to cite one example, remains ill-defined, a fact which has prevented
the development of a valid analytical model. In fact, present technical
achievements in the theoretical analysis of flutter problems are all the more
remarkable in view of tile complexity of the problem involved.
Blade flutter, as it occurs in rotors, is a predominantly non-integral
per-rev blade response at one of the blade's natural frequencies, generally
in first flexural or first torsional modes. Usually, the amplitude of a
blade's vibratory response is fairly constant with fixed flow conditions when
flutter occurs alone, not in combination with other _orrns of blade excitation.
Due to the complexity of the unsteady aerodynamics, however, the exact details
of how aerodynamic forces generated by the blade motion do work on the blade
system over a given vibratory cycle have not been adequately determined.
Because there is no valid analytical method for predicting flutter bound-
aries, the industry has used various semi-empirical methods. These methods
vary in detail but are often similar in concept: the flutter boundarv is
experimentally determined on each of several experimental rotors in terms of
basic rotor parameters. This composite is then used to predict the flutter
boundary for the new designs. Although this method has been relatively suc-
cessful for parameters within the range of experience, it does not provide
a basic understanding of the flutter mechanisms.
Semi-empirical techniques depend on the analytical models of the flutter
mechanism to establish the "primary" parameters against which flutter exper-
ience is interpreted. Therefore, these techniques can be influenced by the
same inl,erent limitations of the analytical model on which thev are based.
_bviously, an improved analytical representation would result in better semi-
empirical techniques and should lead to direct analytical methods with poten-
tial for developin_ design criteria for preventin_ flutter.
The specific objectives of this program were to obtain detailed measure-
ments of both the steady and unsteady flowfields surrounding the rotor, and to
determine the mechanical state of the rotor while it was operating in both the
steady and flutter modes. This data could then be used to form,_late empirical
and semiempirical correlations for predicting the onset of stall fl,ltter [_high-speed axial flow rotors.
l.l PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
This flutter research program was initiated to investigate stall flutter
by providing detailed quantitative steady and unsteady aerodynamic and aero-
mechanical measurements of a typical fan rotor. Both subsonic/transonic
torsional mode f]utter and upersonic flexural mode flutter were investi-
gated.
The rotor configuration chosen for this program is a 31.3 percent geomet-
ric scale model of the Quiet Engine Program (QEP) Fan C, Build 3 design (Ref-
erence l). Figure I provides a comparison of th_ scale model rotating rig
fan blade with the full scale Fan C blade. The model blade is an exact geo-
metrical scale of the original fan, the major aerodynamic design features
of which are shown in Table I. The scaled fan blade resulted in a 54.35 cm
(21.4 inch) tip diameter with a design pressure ratio of 1.61 and a corrected
airflow of 40.8 kg/sec (89.9 ib/sec). The test facility in which this rotor
was tested is described in Section 3.0.
Both conventional and innovative instrumentation methods were used to
measure the steady and unsteady flowfields and the mechanical state in and
around the test rotor. The instrumentation detai]s are described in Section4.0.
The testing in this program was handled in a total of three tests using
two separate Builds. This approach was taken in order to meet all the objec-
tives outlined for the program and to acquire all the necessary data from the
instrumentation.
Build 1 consisted of two tests:
i. The first was a mechanical checkout. The vehicle's soundness was
determined by monitoring vibrations in the blade system throughout
the speed and throttle ranges defined for the test program.
2. The second was an aerodynamic performance test which completely
defined stall and flutter boundaries.
Build 2 was the special instrumentation test. The program's fundamental
research activities were conducted durin_ this phase of the program. All
of the aerodynamic and mechanical unsteady data were obtained durin_ the
testing of Build 2. The original plan called for the investigation of
fifteen data points during this phase - three data points (for three
levels of flutter penetration) on each of five different speed lines
However, the plans were changed when flutter penetration caused the
blade's vibratory stresses to increase rabidly until the bl.ldes were _n
jeopardy of failure. The data points where unsteady data were obtained
are shown on the rotor performance map in Fig,lre 2.
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Figure i. Comparison of Rotatin_ Rig Fan Blade with Full
Scale Fan C Blade.
fTable I. Full Fan C Aerodynamic Design Features.
Corrected rotor tip speed
Inlet hub-tip radius ratio
Rotor inlet tip diameter
Corrected airflow
Inlet corrected flow/annulus area
Bypass ratio
Bypass stream total-pressure ratio
Core stream total-pressure ratio
Rotor aspect ratio
Rotor solidity, tip
Rotor solidity, hub
Number of rotor blades
Rotor tip diffusion factor
Number of bypass stream OGV's
Number of core stream OGV's (tandem airfoil)
Design relative tip Mach number
Design speed, rpm
472.4 m/sec (1550 ft/sec)
0.36
1.73 m (68.30 in)
415 kg/sec (915 Ibm/sec)
201.6 kg/sec-m 2 (41.3 ibm/sec-ft 2)
5.0
i .60
1.49
2.09
I.40
2.45
26
0.325
60
60
1.52
5200
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Figure 2. NASA Rotating Rig Performance Map, Build 2.
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2.N TEST VEHICLE DESCRIPTION
The rotor stage selected for this experimental research program was Fan C
from tile _ASA Quiet Engine Program (QEP), Reference I. The fan rotor tested
on this program was a 31.3 percent scale of the full scale sinole stage fan.
The design characteristlcs for the scale model fan are summarized in Table
II.
The rotating rig test vehicle included a cantilevered, singl -s'age fan
rotor system with a split discharge flowpath configuration, see Figl_re 3.
Major control features included (I) a variable discharge vane row in the bypass
duct to control the vehicle bypass ratio and, further downstream, (2) a facil-
ity discharge valve to throttle the fan above the design operating line to
stall and flutter.
The overall test arrangement was comprised of the following features
(see Figure 3):
• an inlet screen and a bellmouth cylindrical inlet,
a fan module, flow splitter, fan bypass discharge valve, and fan
discharge frame,
• a sump and drive shaft system, and
• a facility discharge mechanism.
The fan module was an exact scale of the Fan C system including the rotor
blade-disk system, the core and bypass out]e_ guide vanes (OGV's), the flow-
path casings, and tile rotating spinner.
The fan stationary components we-e mounted on the forward end of the fan
discharge frame, a boilerplate structure which provided primary support for
the test vehicle. The inlet bellmouth and flow measurement section were
supported separately. They were mechanically decoupled as a unit from the
basic vehicle by a silicone rubber O-ring. For easy access to the rotor, the
fan rotor casing was a split casing consisting of two 180 ° segments jointed by
axial flanges at the horizontal centerline.
The rotor contained 26 titanium blades with integrally machined platforms,
a straight shank, and a single tang dovetail. The pressure faces of the dove-
tails were protected from fretting by an application of copper-nickel-indium
coating. The blades were retained in positiop by an aft ring which locks the
blades in the disk.
Table II. Rotating Rig Design Characteristics.
Corrected rotor tip speed
Inlet hub-tip radius ratio inlet
Rotor inlet tip diameter
Corrected airflow
Inlet corrected flow/annulus area
Bypass ratio
Bypass stream total-pressure ratio
Core stream total-pressure ratio
Rotor aspect ratio
Rotor solidity, tip
Rotor solidity, hub
Numberof rotor blades
Rotor tip diffusion factor
Numberof bypass stream OGV's
Numberof core stream OGV's
Design relat{ve tip Machnumber
Design speed, rpm
472.4 m/sec
53.80 cm
40.74 kg/sec
1550 ft/sec)
0.36
21.18 in)
89.81 ibm/sec)
201.6 kg/sec-m2 (41.3 lbm/sec-ft 2)
5.0
1.60
1.4Q
2.09
1.40
2.45
26
0.325
6O
60
1.52
16597
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2.1 AERODYNAMIC DESIGN
The scale mode[ fan rotor tested in the rotating rig vehicle was an exact
geometric scale of the NaSA Quiet Engine Program Fan C guill 3 single-stage
fan- The scaling factor was determined as a ratio of the tip diameters
(21.4/68.3 = 0.3133). Fan C was designed as a high speed, lightly loaded,
high bypass ratio fan with a low hub-to-tip radius ratio and large axial
spacing between the rotor and bypass OGV's to reduce noise. In the Build 3
configuration, the part-span shrouds were removed and the blades were twisted
closed, resulting in improved aerodynamic performance. However, significant
stall flutter was encountered below the aerodynamic stall line. Full details
of the Fan C test program are given in Reference i.
The aerodynan_ic design point for the scale model test vehicle was chosen
to match a measured operating point at i00 percent corrected speed taken during
the full scale Fan C Build 3 component test. At this point, the measured flow
conditions were nearly equivalent to the Fan C design objectives. The scaled
total fan flow was _0.8 kg/sec (89.9 Ibm/set), and the bypass stream stage
pressure ratio was {.61 with a stage adiabatic efficiency of 83.9 percent
(slightly Less than the meas:ired peak efficiency at speed). The core flow
stage pressure ratio was !.5OO. The vector diagrams obtained by an axisvm-
metric modeling of the full scale fan's measured flow properties were
dupli_-ated in the scale model rotating rig from the fan rotor inlet to down-
stream of the flow splitter in the vicinitv of the outlet guide vanes.
Design stream-surfaces were established through the rotor along which flow
area distributions were determined for use in subsequent blade element data
analyses.
Although the bypass and core OCV's were not exact scales of the Fan C
_eometry, they were designed to perform similarly so as to preserve the rotor
aerodynamics while transitioning the flow smoothly into the test facility
discharge valves. The Scale Model Compressor Test Facility, as discussed in
Eection 3.0, incorporated a single discharge valve rather than the separate
discharge valves used by Fan C for both bypass and core streams. In order to
set the bypass ratio, a ring of moveable vanes was installed behind the bypass
OGV's to be used as a trimmer adjustment to the bypass flow rate. The main
discharge valve was used to set the overall operating line; see Figure ].
The mai<_r aerod,.':,,amic factor that cannot !.,e scaled vxactlv except _'.
te>_ti.n_ ti_e m{_del at imprtctica! inlet pressurt, s is the Rcvnold.q n,:mber.
Fh,. effe,'ts <_f Revn,_l..t._ number ,,n efficiencv and stall marL:in .lrt, known
t,, be "]uite _m;il[ if tht, .lbq,,!,lt_, level ,_f th_, _,lle .mod,.,l'_ Re'.'rl<,I,t_ number
i.q _,_re:lter than 3 :.: l f}3 Re'.'m>lds numbers f<,r the :_c.llt. m<,de] i.tu .ire
7 :.: I¢) 3 it 81} p,,rccut ,_eed ;lnd 11 x 1(_3 at l(l_! perce!_t s_c_,d, hi_:h c,n<,_le!_
t ' ,lq_:llr_. ' ,|t.)r,_d'.':l]lTlic perf,,r._,:_nce _imil.lritv.
2.2 ,_!ECflAN It'AL DESIGN
The rotor for thi_ program was a 31.3 percent _c_I_, of th# NASA I)EP Fan t7
Build 3. The aerodynamic design wa_ maintai_et by inc_rporatin_ an _xact _o-
metrical _cal_ of the, airfoil shap_-, /ncludin_ toler,nc,,_, _urfac_ fin h, and
tip clearance. The mechanical design of the rotor blades c_nsisted of t_e same
nlaterial (Ti 6-6-2) and exact scales of platforTns, _._lank and _i,_vetail zonfi_1-
rations, airfoil to si_ank offset, etc. The rotor disk wa_; sized to provide
lile exact scale of overall rotor stiffness a_.d was made of the _ame 'nateri_!,DOAC steel.
The aeroelastic parameters were also scaled from tile original rotor.
Their Campbell diagrams are identical since frequency and speed scale by the
same factor. Therefore, resonant croJso_ers occur at identical percent speeds
for both fan sizes. Likewise, reduced velocities are consistent as a function
of speed, Mach number, and incidence angle. Blade untwist due to centrifugal
loads and air loads are directly scalable effects. Table lit s,mlmarizes tileairfoil mechanical parameters.
!
l_)
Table Ill. Fan Blade Mechanical Summary.
No. of Stages
BiaJe Type
Material
Nb
DiaTip
LSA
(Rh/Rt)LE
Chord: Root
Tip
Aspect Ratio (Root)
tmlC : Root
Tip
Stagger: Root
?ip
Camber: Root
Tip
Soliditv: Root
Tip
1
Cantilever
Ti 6-6-2
26
53.14 cm (20.92 in)
15.49 cm (6.099 in)
0.36
6.46 cm (2.544 in)
8.92 cm (3.510 in)
2.40
0.114
0.027
6.A7 dee
71.11 deg
91.098 de_
-1.664 deg
2.414
1.389
3.0 'IEST FACILITY
3.1 GENERAL
The stall flutter test program was conducted at the General Electric Co.
(Evendale, Ohio) in Cell A9 of the Component Test Facility, located in Build-
ing 303. The equipment room and test tanks are located on the first floor of
the two-story structure, while the control room and data recording center are
located on the second floor. The test facility consists of three tanks, each
3.O5m (I0 ft.) in diameter by 8.23m (27 ft.) long, which are mounted horizon-
tally and interconnected as shown in Figure 4. The two outside tanks, East
and West, are the test chambers, serving as the inlet plenum chamber and hous-
ing the test compressor unit, the facility throttle valve, and the test com-
pressor after-coolers. This flutter investigation test program was conducted
in the West tank. _e center tank, called the booster tank, houses the
booster compressor, booster compressor after-coolers, booster bypass valve,
and flow measuring sections (four calibrated venturies).
The facility's power is supplied by a 3.356 M Watt (4500 HP) electric
motor operated in parallel with a 61 cm (24 in.) diameter single stage "non-
constant work" high-pres_ure turbine to provide up to 6.338 M Watt (8500 HP)
at 20,000 rpm.
_is test program was conducted in the open cycle (ambient condition)
mode. In this mode, cooling air was provided to the West tank by diverting
the h!gh pressure turbine discharge air flnto the test chamber, as shown in
Figure 5, to maintain a constant inlet temperature of 15.6 ° C (60 ° F).
An inlet filter system was incorporated co minimize erosion and con-
tamination of the instrumentation systems.
3.2 DATA ACQUISITION
On this program, data was acquired with analog and digital data recording
systems, and with on-line Dhotogranhic e_uipment.
3.2.1 Aerodynamic Performancc Data
The Digital Recording System, which t_ part ,of the ow, ral] _vstem for
acq,|irin_ performanc_ data, was used to obtain steady-state perfotma_ic_ _oa:;-
urements. On-line pr._cessin_ of performance data ,,las pvwided hv a data
transmi _si,)n link b_tween tho test coll d_ital system and the cnmputer (_,E
A_5) tn tho Inr.tr.unentation Data Room. Prior to performanc- calc,ll,_ti,_ns,
all data was ;_ve'l_ed, cnnverted t,_ on_ineerin_ ,inits, err_r-c_st_d for pre-
l,_finpd lim't _,_l,,ranc_, and then printed and st,'_r_,.i ir a data hank _vst,,m.
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A Burr-Brown Analog Computer system was primarily used to provide on-
line computations and monitoring c)f weight flow and pressure ratio. These
real-time parameters were especially valuable in setting desired test condi-
tions.
Sanborn recorders were used to provide a permanent chart of transient
data. In addition to aerodynamic parameters, the Sanborn system was also
used to monitor system vibration accelerometers for vehicle safety.
Unsteady data from stationary instrumentation was recorded on analog
magnetic tape operated at 152.4 cm (60 in) per second to obtain the high
frequency content of the signals.
3.2.2 Aeromechanical Data
The data acquisition system for dynamic stress signals consists of a
28-channel tape recorder with a selector switch providing either AM or FM
playback, plus signal conditioning pre-amplifiers, oscilloscopes, and
spectrum analyzers.
To record all the instrumentation measurements, four complete systems
were used on this program:
I . Data from rotating instrumentation, such as strain gages and blade-
mounted hot films and kulites, was analog recorded at 76.2 cm (30
in) per second.
. This data was also digitized via the FFT/computer system and stored
on disk for post-test analysis. The FFT/computer system has two
on-line modes of operation: the gapped data mode which provides
continuous real-time processing and display of data, and the contin-
uous data mode which allows the data to be digitized and written to
computer disk. Some of the data was processed on-line in real time,
but to minimize expensive test time, all of the data was digitized
and stored on disk.
.
Blade deformation data was monitored on-line and recorded on analo_
magnetic tape.
The steady deformations were recorded primarily by photographs, and
the unsteadv deformations were di%itized and stored on disk for post-
test processing.
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4.0 INSTRUMENTATION
4.1 GENERAL
Instrumentation was an important element of this stall flutter program.
The steady and unsteady instrumentation described in this section was used to
determine the steady and unsteady aerodynamic and aeromechanical characteris-
tics of a rotor blade operating in both subsonic and supersonic stall flutterand in st ble conditions•
Table IV summarizes the aerodynamic and aeromechanical instrumentation
used• This summary defines the types and quantities of instrumentation used
on each test and what parameters were measured. Basic positioning of this
instrumentation within the test vehicle is shown in Figure 6.
4.2 STEADY-STATE AERODYNAMIC PERFORMANCE INSTRUMENTATION
The aerodynamic instrumentation measured the overall performance o
rotor and blades under steady-state clean inlet flow operatin c . . f _he
Measurements of total pressure star" g ondLtzo
obtained from both fixed a-a ___ Lc pressure and total tem ......... ns.
rotor. Th o _ ..... "_ _L_versamte rakes 1,.o.___ _ _=_uL_ were
rotor = L-_versaoLe rakes were also , -_=_=u forward and aft of t
.... sed to measure flow angle aft of t_$
Traverse data was taken only on B "
fi::_tand traversable rake data showedU2_:m I' because a comparison
re , only fixed rake data w_= _-u_- to De _n good agreement °f the
• As a
ing the data accuracy. _ _=_=- on suasequent builds without compromis-
A summary of the locations of the steady state instrumentation is pro-
v_ded in Table V, for the static pressure taps in Table VI, for the static
inlet rake immersions in Table VII, and for the steady-state traverse probes
and rake immersions in Table VIII. These locations are also shown in theinstrumentation drawing of Figure 6.
4.3 UNSTEADY AERODYNAMIC INSTRUMENTATION
Aerodynamic unsteady or time-varying characteristics forward and aft of
the rotor, on the airfoil surface, and on the casing over the blade tip were
measured with blade-mounted sensors, casing-mounted sensors, and traversabledynamic probes.
.nemometers were apDited toP_h., s igh responsed n ic res ....transducers (Kutttess and h .........
_ton and t) obr_; .... blades to d --c;- • n ftlm_,i= 1. _JC 0 r
(p_) _ _ - -,_,- _ne chordw_se instantan . =LLne regtons of flow senara
r AC arouna the airf,,;1 _,_ . " eous aynamic _,re ........... ._ -
_A,_;_: .__, , _-,. Lne neared th; ' v oouLe atstrtoutton
=,,_-Ltuuat uatttaL' ,,h,,,,4..: .... ..,n. film anemometers also provided
q lye ..... _*'L_e unsteady ttow characteristics _ flow separa-
tton on the airfoil and velocity variations within a blade passage
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Table VI. Static Pressure Tap Locations.
Inlet Duct
Fan Inlet
Above Rotor
Fan Exit
Bypass Duct O.D.
Bypass
OGV Exit O.D.
Fan Exit
Bypass Duct I.D.
Bypass OGV
Exic I.D.
Fan Exit
Core Duct O.D.
Z !
Axial
Location [
cm (in)
-61 .0 (-24.0)
-57.2 (-22.5)
-38.1 (-15.0)
-25.4 (-10.0)
-8.4 (-3.3)
-11.95 (-4.704)
-].48 (-2.945)
--4.85 (-1.911)
-2.23 (-0.877)
-1.27 (-0.50)
O.00 (0.00)
0.64 (0.25)
1.47 (0.58)
1.83 (0.72)
2.21 (0.87)
2.59 (1.02)
2.97 (1.17)
3.35 (1.32)
3.73 (1.47)
4.11 (1.62)
4.50 (1.77)
4.88 (1.92)
10.67 (4. 199)
22.62 (8.906)
26.42 (10.40)
10.67 (4.199)
22.62 (8.906)
26.67 (I0.50)
12.58 (4.951)
Core (_2V 18.03 (7.10)
Exit O.D.
Core 32.26 (12.70)
Exit O.D.
Fan Exit
Core Duct I.D.
12.58 (4.951)
Core OGV I 18.03 (7.10) i
Exit z.o. i i
Core F 32.26 (12.70)
Exit I.D. i
L
Circumferential
Location, ALF-CW
55"
55", 115", 175", 235", 295", 355"
30"
30"
55"
O"
O"
O"
O"
0", 72", 144", 216", 288'
O"
O"
O"
O"
O"
O"
O"
O"
O"
O"
O"
0 °
15", I05", 195", 285"
40", I00", 160", 220", 280" 340"
99", 219", 339"
I05", 300"
40", I00", 160", 220", 280", 340"
99", 219", 339"
30", 90", 150", 210", 270", 330"
I05", 225", 345"
I05', 225", 345"
30", 90", 150", 210", 270", 330"
105', 225", 345"
105", 225", 345"
FTable VII. Pitot Static Inlet Rake Immersions.
Immersion
A
B
C
D
E
F
Radius
cmI25.631
23.193_
20.447
i7.275
13.388
7.724
(in)
(10.091)
(9.131)
(8.050)
(6.801
(5.271
(3,041
*From the outer casing
Percent*
Immersion
4.27
13.38
23.63
35.48
50.00
71 .15
Z
Axial
Locat ior,
cm
-57.150
-56.672
-56.195
-55.717
-55.240
-54,762
J
(in)
(-22.500)
(-22.312)
(-22.124)
(-21.936)
(-21.748)
(-21.560)
i
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The blade-mo,lnccd Kui[tes were positioned to survey two radial _tatians,
37.5 and 75 percent _pan, with four Kulites on each of four b[ade_. The
instrumented blades were paired so as to measure data on the adjacent suction
(convex) and pressure _concave) airfoil surfaces facing one common flaws_ream.
Figure 7 shows chorJwise 1orations of the blade-mounted Kulites a_ang with =he
circumferential positions of :he four Kulite instrumented blades.
Problems were encountered with these Kulites due to the technique used to
mount them on the blade. Consequently, a.development program was conducted to
alter the blade mounting technique for the Kulites to improve their response
by reducing their induced strain sensitivity and to maintain more adequate
sensor life in a centrifugal field. This new mounting technique is discussed
in Sectien 4.3.1.
Blade-mounted heated thin film sensors were applied at one radial posi-
tion, 87.5 percent span, on two blades facing the same flowstream. Figure 8
shows how the sen_ors were distributed. One sensor on each blade had a common
chordwise :oration (at the leading edge) and the remaining sensors were alter--
nat. el,., spaced as t f_nction .)f percent :i_ord from the leading ed@e. Figure 8
also depicts the =ircumfer_nCia[ Locati)n ,)f the hot film blades.
Twelve casing-mounted hLgn frequency dynamic pressure t_'ansducers
(Kul[tes) located above the rotor blad_ tip were installed on two axia' l_:_e_
staggered as specified in Table IX and depicted in Figure 9 relative to the
cold blade tip position. These Kulites were used to investigate the shock
structures and their effects on the local boundary layer. Of the twelve
casing-mounted Kulites used, three were located at the fan inlet, eight over
the blade tip, and one :lirectlv aft of the fan rotor.
A static pressure tap was installed at the same axial station as each
Kulite to provide a reference level of the DC component of static pressure
for each Kuiite.
A 3-element traversable Kulitc probe (PT yaw) was u,_ed to me_sure tr.e
magnitude ,of instantaneous total unsteady Pressure bch'nd the rota_ir, g sta'_e.
In add[Lion, steady (PC) transducers provided parallel measdrem_nts some dis-
tan_e along the total pressure tube from the element inlet. The DC outer ele-
meats were used t,) _et the orientation angle of the probe for each radial
Lmmersi,.,n, which is held at _ constant DC value, the location of th_ pt,,be
is shown in F[_ure 5 and in Table X along with the _even radial immersions.
Bl,_e Ball (Pr) dvna_nic pre_,_re pr:_b,, wa_ ,_d a_ a r,'Dlac_ment f)r th,_ Pr
vow probe when the KuI_te e[em,,nts fai[_d. Ti,e BI |e Ball pr)oe i_as no va_,
zapabiliLv buL is relatively i, ',, itive L,) n_le variations. This pr.)b+;,is_n_ fl_)w a
wa_ installed at the _am_ [)c_t i_t_ as the PT y|w .n_',_be.
Two x-array, traversable, heated thin-film anem,,met,:r pr)b_ were ,_'_t t _
_stain tw,)-dimen_i _nal fl,|id flow inf)rmat_on. The_,, probes measured t!_, _aa_
f[,_x in the axial (_V-.) and in the circ,Jmferential (tanzent[al) tirocti _n
(aV 0) at th,, seven r_d_l tn=nersi>n_ _iv_.q in T_ble X. One, x-array pr,)b,_ wa_
l.)cat_d f,rward and ,)he aft of the r,)t,)r a_ _hown in Figure O and T_bl,, X. [h,,
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Table IX. Casing-Mounted Kulite Locations.
Fan In let
Above Rotor
Fan ExL[
Bypass Duct
l
_×ial,
Location
cm _ _n)
O.00 0.0)
0.64 0.25)
1.47 0.58)
i
1.83 0.72)
2.2L 0.87)
2.59 L.02)
2.97 1.17)
3.35 1.32)
3.73 1.47)
_.ii 1.62)
_,50 1.77)
_,88 1.92)
Circumferent ia[
Locat_en , ALF - CW
B° _. d
8 ° - d
8° + d
8°,_ d
8 ° - d
8° + d
8 ° - d
8' * at
_° - :l
8 ° * d
8° + d
/
_7_23_ '7¢5J 1707 ¢709) /_i!,
70(0. ]0)76i0.30) 76i0.30) 76(0.30)
c702) _70_) (706) (708) (710) (7!2)
1:2,°_ _°_5_;_°_8, 8 )
Rotat ion
Stackina
Axt_ Axial
lip Chord = _.42 ¢].51
.... id
Trlil'-- z_
Fi_.,ir,, 9. Ca_in<-Mounted Kulite _;eometrv.
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probe's output is an instantaneous analog voltage level as measured bv the two
orthogonal wires of the probe. From these measurements, steady time-averaged
values of mass flux were obtained and unsteady values determined from the
perturbation about the steady values.
4.3.1 Blade-Mounted Kulite Sensor Calibration
During initial testing with the rotating rig, the Kulites were simply
epoxied into countersunk holes in the blades. Unfortunately, th_s application
technique made the Kulites extremely sensitive to mechanical strain induced by
blade vibration.
In response to this problem, an improved technique for installing Kulite
sensors was developed. The Kulite transducer is attached with epoxy to a
glass tube which is isolated from the blade with RTV as shown in Figure I0.
About tO percent of the glass tube is epoxied to the blade, which maintains
reasonable operating reliabity in a centrifugal field while minimizing the
influence of the blade strain. Table XI lists the bench test calibration
results with this new application along with those of the original application
method. Strain sensitivity in the first flexural mode was reduced to within
the measurement accuracy obtainable in the laboratory. But for the first
torsional mode, the strain sensitivity remains significant - even after con-
sideration of transverse g-loading effects which are much greater in torsion
than in flexure due to the higher vibratory frequency. Moreover, the sensors
were oriented in the airfoil to minimize strain sensitivity in the flexural
modes. This may be the major factor contributing to the high torsional strain
sensitivity
In summary, the new installation technique for the blade-mounted Kulite
sensors successfullv reduced their sensitivity to mechanical strain induced by
the blade's flexural vibration, it worked somewhat less successfullv in the
first torsional mode.
4.4 AEROMECHANICAL INSTRUMENTATION
4.4.1 Blade Deformation Instrumentation
The primary objective of the blade deformation measurements made during
this program was to determine the time-averaged (steady) and unsteady changes
in stagger (untwist) and camber (chordwise bending) of the test stage while it
operated at the onset of instability and while it was in instability. These
measurements were made with bifurcated fiber optic scanners (light probes)
mounted in the casing. A total of 14 sensors of three different types were
utilized to obtain complete airfoil deformations. The locations of these
light probes are shown in Figure 6 and schematically depicted in Figure II.
Eight of the light probes were located on the casing over the blade tip
_ection and aligned with the calcu[ate.d tO0 percent speed blade tip stagger
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Table XI.
Blade i
No. I
a. Former
4
!
Spanwise
Location
(Surface)
Results of Blade-Mounted Kulite Laboratory Calibrations.
I M°de ]
Installation
75% S
(CX)
75% S
(CC)
87.5% S
(CX)
87.5,% S
(cc)
i
Current
75% S
(cx)
75% s
(cc)
--?---_F -
2F
iT
IF
2F
IT
IF
OF
IT
q
IF
2F !
IT
I
ionInstallat
IF
1T
IF
IT
IF
IT
87.5% S
(cx)
IF
IT
87.5% S
(co)
F
i _ cc !
i  req. Zcx
(Hz) % c
Technique
120
394
878
124
402
890
122
400
910
120
384
874
Technique
- c j D
A - D
8% 50% 60%
0.052
0.345
0.256
0.061
0.784
0.354
120
880
Kulite
A B
B C
20% 40%
0.052] 0.II0
0.391 0.616
0.216 0.216
0.188 0.009
0.571 0.072
0.506 0.i01
- 0.024
- 0.158
- 0.179
0.038 0.007
0.008 0.055
0.050 0.204
0.014
0.008
0.245
0.056
0.077
0.071
I
I
0.178
I .00
O. 360
0.058
O. 284
0.182
0.220
0.761
0.514
0.013
0.133
0.146
122
888
118
900
116
874
Note: Ku[ite response normalized
<0.02
0.226
<0.02
0.191
<0.02
0.062
<0 .O2
, 0.113
<0.02
0.164
<0.02
0.O65
<0.02
O. 064
<0.02
0.02
<0.02
0.062
<0.02
0.050
<0.02
0.032
0.023
0.024
to 6.894 N/cm 2 (10.0 psi)
<0.02
0.072
<0.02
O. 084
<0.02
0.062
<0.02
0.050
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®
angle. This allowed for the measurement of blade tangential displacement from
which the blade tip untwist and chordwise bending could be calculated. Two
axial deformation light probes were incorporated in the casing over the blade
tip leading edge to measure the time averaged axial location of the rotor blade
tip leading edge. Two laser light probes were located on the casing forward
of the rotor to measure the leading edge deformations at 60 and 87.5 percent
span locations with two 16 mm (0.0625 in) reflective targets strips located on
the blade convex (suction) side. Two laser light probes were also located on
the casing aft of the rotor to measure the trailing edge deformations at 60
and 87.5 percent span locations with two similar reflective targets strips
loc_ued on the concave (pressure) side of the blades. The laser light probe
systems were incorporated to measure blade untwist at the selected spanwise
locations. Posttest measurements showed the lasers to intersect the blades at
57.2 and 78.9 percent span.
4.4.2 Dynamic Strain Gases
The rotor was instrumented with 26 dynamic strain gages, one on each
blade at the same location - near the leading edge at about 15 percent span
from the blade root on the pressure (concave) side, as shown in Figure 12.
For reference, Figure 13 shows the circumferential location of each blade
identified by their serial number, strain gage item number, and rotor slot
location.
The gages were located to be sensitive to the first three modes of vibra-
tion most representative of flutter. These gages were used for safety moni-
toring as well as for measuring such blade dynamic characteristics as fre-
quency, vibratory stress amplitude, rotor modal content, and phase angle at
selected operating conditions. Blade-to-blade phasing was obtained while
operating at the onset of and within instability for selected data points.
Strain gage signals were continuously monitored and recorded throughout each
test.
The strain gages were used as the fundamental basis of identifying flut-
ter, making general diagnoses, establishing a reference for comparison of other
mechanical and aerodynamic data, and for immediate interpretations allowing
control of test conduct and test safety.
4.5 ROTOR POSITION INSTRUMENTATION
An accurate rotor position signal is required for timing and data corre-
lation purposes for th_ analysis of the data obtained from the aforementioned
special instrumentation. The timing signal (I/rev) was obtained from one of
the four magnetic pickups located at the rotor hub seal as shown in Figure 6.
Figure 14 shows their circumferential locations. The I/rev signal was then
transmitted to an electronic shaft angle encoder which can generate any user-
selectable number of pulses (between I and 99,999) in the time interval
between successive I/rev pulses. Here the si_aft encoder was used to generate
the 26/rev, or I/blade, signals.
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®5.6 DaTA ANALYS_S PROCEDt'RES
This section discusses the data acquisition and analvsi._ pcocedures used
to obtair, quantitative data for both (l) tt_e stead¢ and unsteady flowfield
surrounding the fan rotor and (2) the rotor's mechanical state in both "the
steady and flutter modes of operation.
The principal datl analvsis t_ol used for this program was the FFT/com-
puter system. In addition to on-line analog-to-digital conversion and disk
storage of te._t data for post-te_.t proces.sing, the FFT/com_uter system pro-
vided spectral analyses of the data usina the well known fast Fodrier trans-
form (FFT). The spectral analvges include generating the direct Fourier
transform (DFT), the inverse Fourier transform (IFT), the power or auto
spectrum, and tile cross spectrum. (It _hould be _oted that ti_e term "linear
spectrum", used throughout this report, refers to the square t,)ot of the auto
spectrum. )
5.I STE,-_DY AEIxODYNAM[C PE,RFC'R2.%NCE DAFA
_'{eas_ire_ data ne,,ded to calculate t!',e _verall p_rforman,',-: and blade eie-
,nent data of the scaled Fan I" rotor wet,, ,_bc:lined fr _m the fixed and travers-
abI_ instrumentation described in Section 4.0.
5.l.l Calculations of Overall Fan Performance
Performance data for the bypass _ream were obtained by measuring total
pressure and total tempera:tlr_, with instrt_m,,nts locat,_,d i..'ltile inlet duct and
with three 7-element radial rakes located on the leadin_ edge of the bypass
'3GV's (see FiRure 6). Perf-)rmance data for ti_e core ,_tream were obtained by
measurin_ total pre._sure and total temperat_ir,_ with the inlet duct instrurnent_
ar,d with three 4-element radial rlk_,_ located in front ,)f the core O(;V's
(s-e Figure 6).
Fan stage bypass performance was _,stima,,,d for the Rotatin_ Rig. [.'l_¢ru-
mentation was not _lsed e_i_ind the bypass I._GV to rneas.,lr,_ flow losses. As a
result, a tepr,-sentative radial distribution was assumed for th,, val,,,, _f ti_,,
bypass O(;V loss coefficient. This di_trib,_ti,)n c,_rr_'spond_d to Fan C me:i_,_red
values i_ the iat,rm.,diat_ ,_n,,ratin_, rau_:,, b.,tw_en peak ,,'fft,:i_nc,., and stal!
fL,lttec.
Inlet propert i_ wet,, d,,t,,rmi_,,d from m,'a_.,rom_,nt _ of l,_t:_l t,mp_,rat,_r.,,
total pressure, static pressur,,, and wat,,r-air ratio. T,_tal _,'rnp,_r_t,_r,, "'a_
kot0r exit propert its at .iiscret,_ immersions wer_ teterni:led fr )mipe,l-
-_urement_of total temperatn_._, t _t<tl pressure, and flowpat'a surface stati-
pressures. The total temperature and total pressur_ w_.red._fi_ed by the arith-
metic aw.'rage of t'_e r_.adings from the three rake element_ at each immersion.
The stati" pressure was based on a radial linear interpolation between arith-
metically averaged hub and casing static tap readings. Corrections were .mad_
to the average temperatures for static-wire factors and Math n,Lmber effects.
Thermodynamic relationships and r ,I gas properties were used to find values
of stagnation en.halpy (act_lal and i,,-,al), exit phi-functions, velocity, and
density at each immersion. The local mass flow associated with each immer_ion
was calculated with an effective flow area consistent with the static pressure
level.
Rotor exit properties were mass-averaged usin_ the local immersion values.
_pecificallv, the followin_ properties were computed in both the bypass and
core streams: actual stagnation enthalpy , ideal stagnation enthalpy, and exit
phi-function. From these proDerties the rotor performance paramete, rs of
ldiabatic efficiency and rot,_r total pressure ratio were calculared.
_[ow wa._ .i_ter;ai:_ed '_v sumtai:l._ t _,__ l._cal immersion fl)ws at _,acb ._f th-
ti_ree calculation planes. _Jore stream fk)w was a's,) computed at the c,)re duct
exit fr,),n ti_e :lrtt!_mettc aver:l_e values )f pressure and temperate;re. Total
fan fl,>w was "ndepend,±ntlv :_easured bv the facility venturi flowmeters.
Bypass ratio was calculat_,d from the core duct exit flow and the integrated
inlet rake flow.
5.I.2 Calcul. ations of Blade Element Data
Blade clement data were computed in basically the same manner as done in
ti_e NASA/GE AT'[" 7an Pr.)grlm, Reference 2. Blade element sections were chosen
parallel _ the c,_lc,llati0n stream surfaces ,)f the, scale model design p('.tnt at
l!!0 Percent corrected s_eed. P_,:s,_, s,cti,)ns passed throuah specified immer-
si._ns ,t,,fined as a per,:entaze :)f the averaee blade height. For the" b,.,'pass
stream, ti_e _elect¢,d imm_,r_ions wer., 5, lO, 15, 30, 50, 60, and 70 percent
annulus from the 5lad_ tin, and for the cor,, stream, the immersion_ were 8¢_,
_.5, 90, and 95 p_rceut.
Rot._r blad_ elem,nt ta[a w_re calc,_Iat,,d usin_ an axi_nmetric str,,amlin_
analvsis pr.)ce,lur_,. This m_,thod ,_s,,,t th,' men._ur_d radial di_trib._ti,_n_ >f
" :tal t.,mp,,r_t,,re and t)tal pr,,s_,,r,, .)htain,,d fr)m the- fixed rak_,_, _,_!_ for-
war t ,ln,t aYt ._f _}1), r_t._r, pl,|_ 4ore,, wal 1 _t,:tt ic pr,,ss_re m),a_))r,,m),nt_, *.
cal,',_lat,- all ._th,,r fl,_id pr)perti_-q and v.-ct,_r .tia_r.m param,,t,,rq .)n axi-
s'nnmetrtc stroam _,_rfi,.-,s. -l'h,, anal'.'si.; it,,rat ivolv s,,loct.,d q:roaml in.,
_i,,m,, ',,rvat,,r,,, and str,,am'.in., r.ldil[ p.)si_.t,_n at oach calou] t_ i,)n q _[ i,_r:
t,_ _attsfv the" oq._ati.,ns ,)f .,,,_tin,_irv, ,,n,.r_.,', and radial ,,.l,_ili_rl,_m. Th.,
._'_ :;:m_.t a×ial digit iS,_t ion_ ,>t ,,ff,,,'t tv,,-,lr,,a ,:,_,,tfi.:i_,'_t _ (._r hi., ";'ae.,q '
n ...... t,,,1 by the, anal'.'_t_ wer., intttal lv ,'h,,_,,n in,tiv_d,_allv t,_ mat'h t'._), w,t!'.
_r. at_.: pr,,ss,_re .tata _t ,,a,:_ _,,adin_.. '_h,,n n., s_b_tlntial (tift,,r,,n,',,_ _n
the_,, die, trib,_tion_ wor., fo,_nd am,_u_ th_ first ,_ight_on r_,adinv._, a ,',m_'t_n_.
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set ot values was us_-d. The assumedduct losses in total press:ire kn)wn t:)
exi{t between the blade edf,es and the measurement pltnes 'were cnnfined to ti_e
fluid near the fl,_wpath 'walls, and the values were based ,or,, limited data fr_)m
the boundary layer a_e and cobra traverse probe. ChorJwise tistribJtions of
r '
relative total pressure luss and work input through the fan rotor were selected
by matching the measured axial static pressure distribution at the fat. tip, and
transitioning into quarter-sine wave distributions across the subsonic hub sec-
tions. Fluid properties at the rotor trailing edge were made continuous across
the splitter stream!ine, so smooth blending was required between bypass stream
data and core stream data. Figure 14 illustrates how the analysis modeled the
measured data, showing radial profiles of total pressure and temperature for
the four data points analyzed along the 95 percent speed line. The profiles
are not continuous between bypass and core streams because the plotted values
come from the measurement plapes, which are separated by the splitter. The
effects of throttling, _ich are more pronounced in the fan tip re_ion, .apparent, are
A second method of calculating blade element data was used for the five
data points of Build I for which travers_ probe measurements ,_f flow angle and
_tatic ,2ressure were obtai_;ed. This met!_od had s,tfficient dara availablo t.)
determine all fluid properties and vector diagra_ parameters at the measurement
planes without a streamlino analysis, hence, it was used t,) verify the results
ot the first method. The data wa._ translated from measurement planes to blade
edges by applyin_ continuity, conservation of energy,, and conservation of
moment of tangential momentum along strea_-n surfaces similar to those used in
the streamline analysis. The resu!ts obtained with both methods are compar,:d
in Figure 15 for a sample reading, the oear-flutter point at 70 percent cor-
rected speed. At all bypass immersions, adequate agreement between incidence
and deviation angles, diffusion factors and loss coefficients confirmed the
validity of the streamline analysis m, thod. Based on these results, subse-
quent testing used fixed rake measur,:ment_ only.
5.2 STRAIN GAGES
5.2.1 Vibratory Re.spon___e
Each blade was instr,_mented with op_, dynamic strain Ra_:, located sn it
would r.3spond to ti_,, blade's first thre_, vibrator_ m,,,te_, as shown in Fiz,ir,_
12. Th,, flutter response was obtainad fr_)m the tap_-recorded strain _a_o
signal_ in t,rms of _tr,,ss amplit,M,,, freq,,_ncy, _,,d tnterblade phas_ an_le.
T!,,_ str,.s:_ amplit.M, f.)r each blade was :)rlained fr,nn playback ,_f tho ";train
,;.t,;,, _ignal_ in t_rn, s ,_f .)verall stress l_-v_,ls and stress levels filtor,,d at
th,, fl,irt,,r _r_q_enc',,. _n_ bla,h, vibrat,,rv rospons_, freq,,.ncy wa_ det_,rmin_,d
_n-lin_, and vorified with the tap_'-rec_r,lod data.
_.2.2 Interblado Ph._ A_n_f,
,_ntorhlad_, pha_,, a._l_ wor., d,'t,,rmin,.d fr.,m th_ str,_in _;a_o data hy t,,,_,_
i prin':iU_t data ;_n._l'.'_ls m_'th,_ns: (',) anal,_, pha,_omotor timo hi_torv anal'.,_i_
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and (2) FFT cross spectral analysis. Further verification was t!so obtained
by on-line phasing analysis antt by phasing of individual waveforn, s fr)m cane
playback.
5.2.3 Phasing of Rotating instrumentation Signals
Phasing between a reference strain gage signal (different reference strain
gages were used at different speeds) and the rotating blade-mounted Kulite and
hot film signals was obtained with the FFT cross spectral analysis using the
continuous time histories.
5.2.4 Phasing of Stationary Instrumentation Signals
The true, unsteady amplitudes and phase data were determined using the
digitized time records corresponding to instantaneous measurements for the
selected sector of blades (200 consecutive data points, see Figure 16) acquired
over [2_ rotor revolutions. However, in this case, the time frames were not
ensemble averaged (Figure [7) as they were for steady data - instead the per-
turbations at selected discrete time points (discrete circumferential loca-
tions) were used to establish the unsteady characteristics. Figure 18 illus-
trates the approach used to assemble frames of unsteady data that correspond
to different discrete circumferential locations in the rotor coordinate system.
Similar frames of data were assembled for the reference strain gage signal to
provide a common reference for phase calculations.
As a result of this approach, the unsteady component of the signal
obtained from the stationarv sensor was sampled for a specific rotor circum-
ferential location at a sampling rate equal to the rotor speed, i.e., a rate
of one sample per revolution. Hence, sample points were obtained at a fixed
spatial location relative to the rotor coordinate system, thereby achieving
the same result that would be realized if the stationary sensor were rotating
with the rotor. Therefore, a coordinate transformation from the stationary
coordinate system to the rotor coordinate system was achieved for the fixed
sensor by the I/rev sampling. The timing of the extracted data was controlled
to be constant bv reference to the i/rev clocking signal.
Comparin_ the I/rev sampling frequencies with the corresponding instabil-
ity frequencies in Tabl_ Xll, shows that the former were clearlv not high
enough to meet the Shannon _ampling criterion, which specifies that the sam-
plin_ rate must be at least twice as high as the highest frequency of interest
in the signal. I_e only recourse was to employ deliberate aliasin_ to trans-
late the frequencies of interest, namely the flutter frequency and its com-
ponents, into the Fourier analysis range. The time histories constructed by
this l/r_v samplin_ at discrete circumferential locations in the rotatin_
coordinate systems, and the res,lltin_ FFT a[iasin_ of ti_e frequencies, are
ref_,rred to throughly,it this report as "aliased time histories."
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Table XII. One Per Rev Sampling Rates and _ns_abilitv Frequenc[e_
Mode
IT
1F
Percent Speed
(Ib597 = 100%)
65
70
90
95
I/Rev Sampling
Rate (Hz)
179.8
193.7
249.0
262.8
Flutter
Fre_;. (Hz)
896
896
320
336
Actually, two different techniques were used to obtain phase infor-
mation. One was to alias all the flutter frequency components in the total
stationary sensor signal (the stationary sensors see the instability at many
frequencies). The other technique was to extract individual spectral com-
ponents from the direct Fourier transform linear spectra of the time history
sample, then perform an inverse Fourier transforra on these components to
obtain the corresponding time history. This results in a time history for a
single nodal diameter plus its harmonics, which are at multiples of the blade
passing frequency. Proper l/rev sampling of this nodal diameter's time his-
tories (128 of them) permits the phasing analysis with the reference strain
gage signal similarly sampled. This second technique was used only for the
casing-mounted Kulites.
Now, when the relative phase between point A in the flowstream and point B
on the reference blade is determined and the relative phase between point C in
ti_e flowstrearn and point B on the reference blade is determined, then the rela-
tive phase between points A and C in tile flowstream can be obtained from the
difference between the two relative flowstream/btade phase angles.
5.3 BLADE DISPLACEMENT DATA
As discussed in Section 4.4.1, three different light probe systems were
,ised to measure blade deformations. However, problems were encountered with
the axial and spanwise deformation measurement systems. The axial deforma-
tion light probe system was inadvertently mounted on the casin_ so that, when
operating at speed, the blade tip leadin_ edge was forward of the light probes.
Thus no useful axial deformation data wa_ obtained. During T_st 3 the laser
light probes did not work properly when oil became _,mbedded in blade-mounted
roflective strips becauso ,of a facility oil leak d_,ring flutter testine. }lento,
most _f the blade di_pla,'ement ,lata was obtain,,d from the casin_-rnount,,d blade
rid [i_.ht probe _vst_m.
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5.3.1 Steady-State Deformation
5.3.t.[ Tangential Deflections
The steady tangential deflections were determined from o_1-1ine Polaroid
photographs taken of a four-channel oscilloscope multiple sweep display (tile
signal displayed in these protographs shows the passing of a single blade over
several revolutions). The triggering of the oscilloscope could be controlled
to delay the display to show subsequent blades, one at a time. Thus, separate
records were obtained for individual selected airfoils. The scope display
allows graphical measurement of the elapsed time between the electronically
generated 26/rev clocking signa I and the blade light probe signal. This
elapsed time was converted to time averaged displacement using the scope
sweep time and the measured rotor speed.
The low reflectivity of the oil embedded reflective strips mentioned
above made the photographs of the laser light probes very blurred. Photo en-
hancement techniques were considered, but the onlv practical "enhancement"
for the on-line photographs was to enlarge them and either manually measure
tl_e enlargements or digitize them. It was felt that sufficient accuracy
could be obtained by carefully measuring the on-line photographs, exer-
cising engineering judgment regarding the blurred light probe traces.
To extract absolute displacement, the measured blade displacement rela-
tive to tlte 26/rev signal at the speed point of interest must be compared to
that at "zero" speed. The "zero" speed reference used here was 2000 rpm,
where the blade displacements were assumed to be negligibly small. In addi-
t ion to the two relative displacements mentioned above, it is necessary to
know the location of the 26/rev relative to the |/rev signal at both the
speed point and at "zero" speed. The only special instrumentation data points
where the above data was obtained so float absolute displacements could be
determined were the 65 percent speed torsional flutter point, the 70 percent
speed intermediate operating line (IOh) point, and the 90 percent speed
fle×ural flutter point.
5.3.1.2 Blade Untwist
Knowing the tangential tip deflections at the leading edge and the
aftmost chordwise location where light probe data is available, one can
calculate the blade tip untwist angle +_xperienced by tt_e blades at variotJs
operating conditions. This determination requires only the relative tangen-
tial displacements. "
5.3.t.3 Chordwise Bendin_
The relative tangential displacement data at the blade laadin_ _+d_,
tnid-chord, and trailing edge were ,lsed to _stimate the chord-wise bendin_
d,xrinR vari,)t,s operating conditions. The chanp.e in tt,e an_le formed bv tho
lino from the leadin_ edge to the mid-chord and the line from the mid-chord
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to the trailing edge was used to indicate the amotlnt of chord-wise bending at
the blade tip.
5.3.2 Unsteady Deformation
5.3.2.1 Tangential Deflections
In parallel with the time averaged steady deflections, the unsteady defor-
mation amplitudes of the blades were digitally acquired on-line by the FFT/
computer system. Data from the eight light probes was not recorded simul-
taneously. Due to buffer storage limitations (4096 samples per buffer), the
FFT/computer software was designed to acquire the 128 revolutions of data from
one light probe at a time. If more than 4096 samples were recorded, more than
one buffer would be required, causing some delay due to writing the buffer to
disk. This delay could result in gapped data and/or shifting of the data
within the buffer causing problems in determining which sample went with which
blade.
The data acquired is the final voltage level of a ramm signal generated
by external electronic hardware and terminated by the occurrence of a light
probe signal. Each of the 26 ramp peaks (one ramp is generated per blade)
were recorded for 128 revolutions. Then, for each blade, the 128 samples had
the minimum voltage subtracted so that, knowing the ramp sIDF_, the double-
amplitude vibratory displacement was calculated.
5.3.2.2 Deflection Phase Angles
The interblade phase angle data was obtained by the FFT cross spectrum
analysis of the blade deflection aliased time histories. (As discussed in
Section 5°2.4, i/rev sampling results in aliasing of the flutter frequency:
hence the term "aliased time histories.") The time shift of the recorded
data due to the light probe sequential sampling of the blades is accou[Ited
for in the phase data.
.J
5.4 BLADE-MOUNTED SENSORS
Quantitative and qualitative measurements of the flowfield within a blade
passage were made with two kinds of blade-mounted sensors: dynamic pressure
transducers (Kulites) and heated thin-film anemometers (hot-film sensors).
Problems were encountered with both of these sensors, primarily the mounting
technique for the Kulites (see the discussion in Section 4.3.{), the tempera-
ture compensation for the hot-films, and the induced strain sensitivity for
both.
The rotating bridge for the hot-film sensors was mounted in the rotor
shaft to eliminate slipring noise from the hot film signal. The temperature
environment [n the shaft was not accurately known. During the vehicle check-
out, the hot-film signal sensitivity appeared adequate but gradually diminished
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to low or zerCJoutput as the testin_ continued. System modifications wer_
made, but despite these changes, the hot-film data recorded _as unusable for
aealyses in this program. Therefore, hot-film data is not presented in this
report.
f
5.4.1 Kulites
The blade-mounted Kulites were positioned to survey the unsteady pres-
sure at two radial stations, one each on two pairs of blades (see Section 4.3).
The data was measured on adjacent suction (convex) and pressure (concave) blade
surfaces facing one common flowstre_m. Amplitudes were determined from the
tape recorded data playback in the form of overall levels and waveforms.
FFT analyses of the blade-mounted Kulite data were performed using 20
samples averaged in the frequency domain. Averaging in the frequency domain
was accomplished by acqulring successive sample time histories -- each initi-
ated with the i/rev trigger, obtaining the Fourier transform of each sample,
adding the transforms together, and dividing bv the number of samples. Fre-
quency averaging was done because it preserves the non-synchronous response
whereas time averaging does not.
Cross spectral analyses were used for phasing the pressure signals rela-
tive to a reference strain gage signal.
5.5 CASIN6-MOUNTED KULITES
Since stationary sensors see the flutter response in terms of multiple
traveling waves plus their harmonics, all casing Kulite data was recorded at
1.52 mps (60 ips) on magnetic tape for post-test processing at a reduced tape
speed to recover the high frequency content. The FFT/computer system was used
for all casing Kulite data reduction and for the evaluation of the unsteady
pressure characteristics of each circumferential point relative to the rotor
coordinate system.
The casing Kulites measured the dynamic component (PS)AC of the static
pressure at 12 points above the blade tip (see Section 4.3). The correspond-
ing bb component was measured with conventional casing-mounted static taps so
that the instantaneous static pressure was obtained by algebraically adding
(Ps)AC and (PS)DC.
l]_e casing kulite data were used to provide:
The circumferential Jariation, over a few blade passages, of the
unsteady component (PS)AC of the static pressure
Contour plots of the total static press,r¢ distr[bution ow_r the
rotor blade tips during stable operation and during flutter
Aliased time histories of the unsteady _ressure, c_rrespondin_ t_
different discrete circumferential locations in the rotor coor.iLnate
system, for relative amplitude and phasing information
• Analysis of the traveling wave content present duri[ig flutter.
The circumferential variation of the unsteady pressure was Gbtained from
tile ensemble average of 64 samples, as shown in Figure !7. These 200 data
point time histories covered about three blade passages at 65 and 70 percent
speed and four passages at 90 and 95 percent speed.
The contour plots of the pressure distribution over the blade tips were
obtained from time histories comprised of the ensemble average of fi_e instan-
_'aneous unsteady pressure time histories taken in consecutive rotor revolu-
tions plus the DC portion of the static pressure measured by the static taps.
(Recall, from Section 4.3, a static tap was provided for each Kulite at the
same axial location.) Examples of these time histories are shown in Figures
19 and 20 for flutter at 70 and 95 percent speed, respectively. Tile time
histories for the odd-numbered Kulites were shifted so that the contour plots
were made as if all 12 Ku[ites were at the same circumferential position.
This set of 12 static pressure time histories was than input into a contour
plotting program which linearly interpolated between the Kulites for the
specified pressure levels.
The procedure for obtaining the aliased time histories of both the
unsteady pressures and the strain gage signals was described in Section 5.2.4
(see Figure 18). This was done for enough equally spaced points on the rotor
circumference to insure that there were at least i0 points in the flowstream
between two blades.
The traveling wave content, as observed in the stationary reference
frame, of the rotor response during flutter was determined from linear spectra
obtained through Fourier analysis of the casing Kulite sigaals. Typically, the
linear spectra were the result of 256 samples, each 12.8 seconds long, averaged
in the frequency domain with a bandwidth of 20 Hz.
5.5.1 Transformation to Rotating Reference System
With careful handling, casing Kulite data can produce accurate informa-
tion on the amplitude and phase of all significant traveling waves from which,
through linear superposition, one can calculate the unsteady static pressure
due to blade vibrations which would be observed in the rotating reference _:vs-
tern. The unsteady static pressure in ti_e rotating reference system is th_ key
physical quantity that all unsteady aerodynamic theories are developed to
predict.
To translate the ,,nsteady pressure data, measured by the stati,_nary ,:asin_
Kulites, into the rotating coordinate svstem, the harmonic c_p_nents for each
nodal diameter traveling w_ve were s,mlmpd vectorial]v.
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Consider the reference coordi:_ate systems shown in Fi_ur_ __ 21: f,3r ._
traveling :¢ave ,_f nodal diameter, n, the unsteady nressur_, On, _t a _[w__n
axi{! location, x, is a periodic f_lnction of the rot:Jtin_ ciro.lmferentitl
c_ordinat,,, O, with a period of 2n/N b ac time, t, and can b,, express.2..!
in terms of its harmonics in th_ Fourier series:
Pn(X,9 ,t) = E
m _
[[_t ÷ (n ÷ mNb)O]
Amn e (t)
where
•&ran = amplitude of ruth harmonic wave
= f;.utter frequency in rotating system
m = wave harrr.oni; a mber
:1 "- _raveling way- u:,;nbe: (number of nodal diameters)
._;,: = number ,_f blades (26 for th, _otating Ri_
=: angular position in rotating system, measured positive
)pp,)sing rotor rotation
"lnd where the sign of .J indicqres a forward traveling wave (FTW] when positive
and a backward travel inz w_,J_ (BTW) when negative. The number of symmetrical
component< is equal to N b = 2_; hence the highest number <f nodal dimneters is
eq,|al t_ 26/2 = 13.
hquation (l) is the most general expression for the unsteady pressure
trav_lin_ wave ,of nodal diameter n in the rotatin_ system. To transform it
tntc the stationary system, the followin_ coordinate transformation was used
(see Figure 21).
9 = 3o + .it - 6 (2)
w.qer_ ,_ is the rotor speed (rev/sec), 0 o is the absolut.: angular coordinat_
.mea.._red in inert_a[ space, positive opposing rotor rotation, and 3 is the angle
between the inertial reference and the rotating reference at t=O. For this
stud,.', the [_ertial refere_,c. _ was taken as the Ku!ite location and the rotating
refer._nce was the slipring l/rev triCker. Substitutin_ Equation (2) int,_
Equation (l) vields ti_e _enera[ form of pressure way, form in the stati,_narv
_vstt_m:
Pn(<'9°'t) : E P_m (.<) ei(_mv t + kmn 0._) (3)
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Fi4ure 21. Reference Coordinate Systems.
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OF POO',:t C,. ..
where
Pmn (x)
ikann
= &nn (x) e
= complex amplitude
C4)
_mn = _ + kmng
= flutter frequency perceived in _tation system
5)
kmn = n + mN b (6)
= wave number
From Equation (5) it is easy to see that the single flutter frequency_ _,
observed in the rotating system becomes a spectrum of many frequencies when
observed in the stationary system.
The complex amplitude, Equation (4), can be written as
i_mn (x)
Pmn (x) = !Pmn (x)[ e (7
where the amplitude, IPmn(X)l. and the phase, _mn(X), can be extracted from
the casing KulLte data. This being done, one can calculate the amplitude,
AmnfX) , for the rotating system wave form, Equation (l), from the following:
_ i[_mn (x) + kmn B]
.-_.,n_x)- i pmn(X) I e (8
Now, substituting Equation (8) into Equation (l) gives the general form
of the unsteady pressure traveling wave of nodal diameter n in the rotating
system:
®
Pn(X,9,t) = _ ',Pmn(X) ] e
m _" -<30
i[_t + _mn(X) + kmn(e + B)] (9
from which one can calculate the amplitude and phase of the pressure wave at
each circumferential location _. Careful measurement of the angle 0 results
in a good estimate of the unsteady pressure information on both the pressure
side and the suction side of the blade tip.
An alternate form of Equation (9) is
I± i[_mn(X) + mNh9 + kmnB]Pn(X,9,t) = I Pmn(X) _, e ei(_t + n_
(tO)
"rhe quantity inside the brackets { } is a periodic function of 9 with period
2_/Nb, i.e., it is invariant for geometrically similar points in each blade
passage - points separated by one blade pitch. From this invariance property,
the net pressure, pn, will exhibit a constant interblade phase anRle of
360 n/N b degrees because of the exponential factor e ine outside the bracket.
To obtain the total flutter unsteady pressdre signal in the rotating
system, the pressure, Pn, was summed over all significant nodal diameters,
i.e. ,
Nb/2
p(x,_,t) = _ Pn(X, 0,t)
n = -Nb/2
(It)
To make a reasonable estimate of the phase (in relation to a fixed
initial time) several samples of the casing Kulite data should be initiated
at the same phase point (the same point in the cycle) and averaged for tile
particular frequency of interest. Because the flutter traveling wave fre-
quencies, _mn, differ from the system flutter frequency, _, bv integral
multiples of the rotor speed, _, the proper integral number of rotor revo-
lutions _eparating two consecutive samples to achieve the same phase start
for the fundamental system flutter frequency applies to all other traveling
wave frequencies as well. The slip ring I/rev signal was chosen as the
initial time to which all phases are referenced.
Calculations indicated that 50 rotor revolutions semaratin_ consecutive
sample initiations should, in priaciple, produce approximately the same phase
start for casing Kulite data at ti_e 70 and 95 percent speed flutter points.
The sampling rate used was 128,0OO samples per second with a sample length
of 0.004 seconds. Thirty-two samples were taken and averaged in the time
domain. An aliasing filter with a roll-off rate of 48 dB per octave was
used. The cutoff frequency was 50 kHz.
Having obtained the averaged time history of the Kulite data, the
normalized Fourier transform of the averaged data was generated. Box-car
windowing was used in the digital Fourier transform procedures. Because of
the leakage effect of the digital Fourier transform, the obtained phase
angles of the Fourier transforms were interpolated to obtain a better esti-
mate of the true pressure phases. The phase interpolation formula, Reference
3, uses the phase at the frequency of the locally largest response corrected
according to the ratio between the locally largest magnitude and the next
largest magnitude at the frequency which is one bandwidth apart from the
largest response frequency.
5.6 TRAVERSABLE PROBES
The radial distribution of the free stream total pressure was measured at
the exit traverse plane, as described in Section 4.3, with a traversable
Kulite probe. \Iso described in Section 4.3 are the two x-array, traversable,
heated thin-film anemometer probes used to obtain two-dim_nsional fluid flow
information (absolute flow velocity and flow angle) f_rward apd aft of the
rotor. These probes were used to obtain ensemble average time histories, cir-
cumferentially averageJ radial distributions, contour pl,_ts ,_f the radial dis-
tributions, circumfer_.tcial amplitude variation aad c,_rr,,_p,_ndin_ pha,_e rela-
tive to a reference s_rain gage, and travelinR way,, ,,,_t.,,_._. All of this
®
!
information was obta[red using the same reduction techniques ,ised for the
casing Kulite data, ex_lained in the preceding section.
The contour plots were an exception, however. Contour plots for the
Kulite probe used the ensemble average of 64 s_nples (200 points each) of the
unsteady total pressure (PT)AC plus the circumferentiallv averaged steady
total pressure (PT)DC. Contour plots from the x-array probes were obtained
with the ensemble average of 64 samples (200 points each) of the absolute flow
velocity and of the flow angle.
As was done for the casing Kulites, all traversable probe data was
recorded at 1.52 mps (60 ips) on magnetic tape for post-test processing at
a reduced tape speed to recover the high frequencies of the traveling wave
harmonics.
5.7 STRUCTURAL RESPONSE PREDICTIONS
Static and vibratory analyses of the Rotatin_ Rig blading were made with
General E'ectric's TWISTED BLADE (TWBL) computer program. This program pro-
vides a beam solution _zith numerical integration performed on a tenth-order
differential equation set with provisions for including general boundary con-
ditions. The coupling of bending and torsion is included for both static and
vibratory analyses.
The TWBL program was also executed as a component within General
Electric's COUPLED BLADE-DISC program which considers the complete system of
disk and blades to analyze the traveling wave problem.
For the blade work calculations, 01ade vibratory analyses were made with
General Electric's TA_[p finite element program using eight-noded brick elements
to model the blade as show_n in Figure 22. The brick element is a 3-D isopara-
metric solid element with 33 degrees-o_-freedom: 24 corresponding to the
three motions at each of the eight nodes, and nine internal degrees-of-freedom
which are eliminated to minimize tile strain energy. The stiffening effects of
rotation are included in TAMP. Output from this program are the stresses,
static deformations, frequencies, mode shapes, modeal masses, and mode shape
slopes.
5.8 BLADE WORK PER MODE CALCULATION
Using the rotor blade data obtained during this experimental flutter
investigation, the rotor system's stability can be evaluated bv means of the
aerodynamic logarithmic decrement, daero ' for the predominant travelin_ waves
(Reference 4). Aerodynamic damping is present for each travelin_ wave response
and is defined by the familiar logarithmic decrement, which is proportional t _
the ratio of the aerodynamic work done per vibratory cycle on one blade to the
blade's average kinetic energy per cvcle.
Finite Element Model of Rotatin_ Ri_ Blade.
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W
n
aero 4E n ( l2 )
Stability is indicated when d \
aero "' O; instability, ,)n the nther hand, it
indicated when daero < O. In other words, when W n < O, energy is dissi._ated
by the airfoil and the system is stable, but when W n > O, energy is gained by
the airfoil and it is unstable.
The aerodynamic work done per cycle from the nth nodal diameter travelin_
wave was determined by the expression.
21T
C
aJ
Wn = / / aPn _n dt dc
O O
(13)
where:
±Pn = pressure difference across the airfoil from the nth nodal
diameter
_n = normal deflection of blade tip in the nth nodal mode
_n = d dn/dt
t = t Lme
= flutter frequencv
c = chord
Equation (9) or its equivalent, Equation (I0), was used before to obtain
the pressure amFlitude and phase. But tilis phase is ti_e "absolute" pha_e
angle which is relative to the t = 0 starting time of the data sample. The
problem here for the work/cycle/mode was to obtain the phasin_ between the
blade tip displacement and the blade tip pressure differential. Given the
relative phase between the deflection and a reference strain _age, and between
tile pressure differential and the sam,, strain ga_e, the relative phase betweon
the displacement and the pressure differential can be determined.
For the work/cycle/mode then, the casing Kulite pressure signals were
processed as follows: the Fourier transform of the overall si hal was taken,
the traveling wave was extracted along with its harmonics, and the inverse
Fourier transform ([FT) produced the time history for the selected travelin_
wave. This travelin_ wave time history was then I/rev sampled, alon_ with
that of the reference strain gage, to construct alias_d time histories for
stress and pressure on each side of the blade. The desired phasinR infnrma-
lion was tilen obtained with cross-spectral analyses.
5_
_mt
ir.,d_"
The unsteady blade tip deformation data obtained from t_le light probes,
discussed in Section 5.3.2 and preseated in Sect ion 6.3.3, were used for t:le
work/cycle/mode calculations. The measured tip deflections and interblade
phase angles were used in the following expression for each rotor blade
di(t) = A i sin [_(t - r i) - _i] cos _ (14)
where
_i(t)
ai
I
= normal deflection of the ith blade tip
= measured maximum tangential tip displacement of the ith blade
k.
I
Nb .-n- = time shift to account for sequential sampling
of the blades
k i = blade index
N b = number of blades in ti_e rotor (N b = 26)
ai = measured interblade phase angle
= stagger angle
Equation (14) was evaluated for each blade at the same instant to obtain the
instantaneous circumferential distribution of the blade tip normal displace-
ment. This circumferential distribution was then Fourier decomposed spatially
to determine the amplitude, _n, of each nodal diameter traveling wave present.
Simultaneous I/rev sampling of the light probes and a strain gage was not
done. The relative phase between the tip displacement and a r_ference strain
gage was determined from the blade finite element vibratory analysis described
in Section 5.7. " "
For a single blade, the average kinetic energy per cycle of the nth nodal
diameter traveling wave was determined from
_ l c
En 2 r ,.02 M ,52 dc
' n (15)
wh ere :
M --modal mass, from TAMP (see Section 5.7)
It should be noted that since there was no data from the axial deforma-
tion light probe system (see Section 5.3), engineering judgment was used to
locate the casing kulites and the light probes relative to the blado tip
chord.
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6.0 TEST RESULTS
The overall objectives of this program were to obtain detailed measure-
ments of (I) the steady and unsteady flowfield surrounding the fan rotor and
(2) the mechanical state of the rotor while operating in both the steady aad
flutter modes. The data from each of the individual measurements is discussed
in detai[ below.
6. _ STEADY AERODYNAMIC PERFORMANCE
Overall performance and blade element data for the scaled Fan C Rotor
_ere calculated by the methods described in Section 5.1. The measured data
that was needed for the calculations was obtained from both the fixed and
traversable instrumentation described in Section 4.0. Fan rotor performance
is presented as a separate performance map for both the bypass flow and core
flow streams. A limited comparison of scale model rotor performance is made
wfth the full scale fan to verify that si _ilar performance characteristics
were achieved. Blade element data are presented for the five steady traverse
data points of Build l, for the ten unsteady traverse data points of Build 2,
and for three addit ional data points which extend the results over a wider
range of operation.
6. I.I Overall Fan Performance
In the rotor bypass stream performance map, Figure 23, the mass-averaged
values of pressure ratio and adiabat[_ efficiency are plotted against the cor-
rected fan inlet flow for all data points obtained during the test program.
The performance map shows lines of constant speed plus several "operating"
lines which are indicative of various degrees of throttling between peak
efficiency and stall flutter. These operating lines were established by
using the data having consistent bypass ratios and facility valve settings.
The low or nominal operating line was established by setting the main dis-
charge valve at its most open setting, and the intermediate operating line
was defined at a valve setting approximately midway between its most open
and its stall flutter settings. At a few of the speeds tested, further
unthrottling below the nomimal operating line was achieved by opening an
au×iliarv (booster bypass) valve downstream of the test vehicle. In this
manner, peak efficiency at high speeds was identified, as shown in Figure 23.
The eighteen readings for which blade element data were generated are iden-
tified on the map with solid symbols. The aerodynamic design point is shown
for reference. Data scatter observed among the remaining data points was
caused by the variations that occurred in bypass ratio, corrected speed, and
facility discharge valve settings. A tabulation of the significant overall
performance parameters for all the readings taken is given in Table XIII.
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Table XIII. NASA Rotating Rig Fan Rotor Performance Data. (Concluded)
Re ad ing
141
142
144
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155
156
157
158
159
160
16!
162
164
165
167
168
169
170
171
172
173
174
175
176
177
178
179
180
184
185
186
187
[88
190
191
192
193
Build 2 - Special Ins
%N//_
94.8
94.9
95.0
95.0
94.9
95.0
94.9
94.9
94.9
70.0
70.0
69.9
70.0
64.9
65.1
65.0
65.0
75.1
84.9
90.6
90.5
89.9
89.8
89.8
89.6
89.7
89.6
89.6
89.8
89.9
89.8
89.7
70.0
70.!
69.9
99.2
102.4
103.1
102.8
102.0
102.6
102.4
94.7
94.8
Wl/_I
p
51 14/Pl
82.32 1.594
81.04 1.630
70.II 1.685
70.06 1.686
69.97 1.685
75.90 1.651
74.70 1.667
74.63 1.665
74.72 1.667
52.76 1.281
52.71 1.280
52.67 I .280
47.68 1.300
46.06 I.248
45.95 1.250
45.96 l .249
44.51 I .255
52.87 1.354
61,43 1.479
77.55 i .510
66.74 I .581
65.39 I.574
67.16 I.577
67.23 I .575
67.13 I .572
76.14 1.503
76.30 [.498
76.32 I.497
76.50 i.501
71.66 I.552
71.44 1.550
71.31 1.550
50.24 1.292
50.37 1.293
50.27 1.292
87.24 1.495
86.90 1.763
89.13 I. 707
88.59 1.704
88.59 1.617
88.82 I. 567
88.80 1,517
75.49 1.690
75.33 j 1.698 i
rumentation Measurem
_---___
r
n14 BPRP20/PI
1.546
1.552
!.579
1.577
1.577
1.555
1.563
1.562
1.563
I.292
1.291
1.291
I. 294
1.253
I.254
1.253
I.254
I. 345
1.438
1.480
1.515
1.502
I.504
1.506
1.506
1.471
1.471
I .472
I.473
I.500
I .499
I .497
I .292
I .293
1.292
] .536
I .609
I.606
l .599
I .578 I
1.576
1.566 I
I .581
i .581
0.882
0.878
0°798
0.804
0,.806
0.840
0.832
0.834
0.834
0,826
0.813
0.812
0.774
0.797
0.797
0.794
0.785
0.783
0.791
0.862
0.794
0.800
0.818
0.811
0.810
0.869
0.858
0.847
0.859
0.828
0.825
0.829
0.802
0.806
0.805
0.834
0.864
0.863
0.865
0.844
0.823
0.805
0.832
0.838
n:'s Test
Operating Point
In Flutter
In Flutter
In Flutter
Intermediate O.L.
Intermediate O.L.
Intermediate O.L.
Intermediate O.L.
Low O.L.
Low O.L.
Low O.L.
Near Flutter
Intermediate O.L.
IntermedLate O.L.
Intermediate O.L.
In Flutter
In Flutter
In Flutter
Low O.L.
In Flutter
In Flutter
In Flutter
In Flutter
In Flutter
Low O.L.
Low O.L.
Low O.L.
Low O.L.
Inter-mediate O.L.
intermediate O.L.
Intermediate O.L.
Intermediate O.L.
Intermediate O.L.
Intermediate O.L.
Lowest O.L.
In the core stream rotor performance map, Figure 24, a similar procedure
was used: mass-averaged value of pressure ratio was plotted against the cor-
rected fan inlet flow. The nominal bypass ratio was 5, although there was
some scatter in the actual values recorded during the test, so the core stream
airflow was approximately one-sixth of the total fan flow shown in Figure 24.
Core stream efficiency values were unrealistically high, and there were incon-
sistencies observed between the Plane 20 and Plane 25 total temperature mea-
surements. Because no core region traverse data were available to help resolve
temperature measurements, the core stream efficiency is not reported.
Superimposed on the full scale Fan C bypass stage performance map, Figure
25, is the Rotating Rig Build 1 data modified by the loss assumption based on
the full scale data. The comparison shows good agreement in terms of spee_
line characteristics and stage efficiency. Most important, the scale model
vehicle exhibited rotating stall and stall flutter of the same type and at
similar aerodynamic conditions as Fan C. The flow-speed relationships plotted
in Figure 26 provide further evidence that the two vehicles are aerodynamically
similar. The Rotating Rig Build 2 data compares favorably with Fan C in terms
of flow versus speed along an operating line passing near peak efficiency.
Considering the difficulties involved in defining a distinct flutter boundary,
the flow-speed comparison at the stress limit is also in very good agreement.
6.1.2 Fan Rotor Blade Element Data
Rotor blade element data were calculated for the eighteen readings shown
on the performance map, Figure 22, using an axisymmetric streamline analysis
procedure discussed in Section 5.1.2. The rotor blade element data are pre-
sented in Figures 27 through 29 as plots of total pressure loss coefficient,
diffusion factor, and deviation angle versus the meanline incidence angle. A
complete tabulation of these parameters, plus the rad;al distributions of the
flow properties at the blade edges, is given separately for each of the
eighteen readings in Appendix A. The plots present the data in a standard
NASA format which groups data from all speeds according to a given immersion.
Only the bypass immersions are shown, since the inconsistencies observed in
the core stream measurements resulted in some unrealistic values. In addition
to the i0 data points at which unsteady data are reported, three steady-state
readings (two at 95 percent speed, and one at 70 percent speed) are inc[aded
to extend the range of the blade element data to flow conditions near peak
efficiency operation. The incidence angle used for this presentation is based
upon the design value of the blade leading edge angle; a more accurate vall_e
would account for the variations in measured blade untwist that occur at lower-
than-design speeds. The true incidence angle, however, would not significantly
improve the scatter of the blade element data observed in Figures 27 through
29. A more meaningful display of the loss data is shown in Figure 30, where
the total pressure loss parameter for the rotor blade is plotted as a function
of blade diffusion factor. The result is a better correlation, indicating
that the rotor blade performance is more closely related to diffusion levels
than to variations in speed or incidence angle variations.
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6.2 BLADE DYNAMIC STRAIN GAGE DATA
The ten aerodynamic operational conditions at which steady and unsteady
measurements were taken are shown in Figure 2. The operating parameters are
summarized in Table XIV. All 26 blades in the rotor were instrumented with
dynamic strain gages, although not all gages co_tld be monitored and recorded
for each test. Blade mounted hot films and kulites limited leadout capabili-
ties through the i00 point slip ring. Usually, twelve to nineteen gages were
monitored during the three tests, excluding failed gages. The data obtained,
on a continuous basis, from blade strain gages include vibratory stresses,
frequencies, and interblade phase angles.
6.2.1 Bench Test Frequencies
Figure 31 shows the bench (laboratory, zero speed) test blade frequencies
and their disposition around the rotor as tested in Build 2. Since all blade
bench test frequencies were within 2 percent of the average measured flexural
frequency and within 2 percent of the average measured torsional frequency, no
effort was made to selectively arrange the blades in the rotor.
6.2.2 Flutter Frequency Response
At the nominal and intermediate operating lines (NOL and IOL), as defined
in Section 6.1.1 (Figure 23), the rotor blades responded predominantly at
their individual natural blade frequencies. These frequencies varied from
blade-to-blade. A typical Campbell diagram is shown in Figure 32 for a nomi-
nal operating line accel from 2000 rpm to 18500 rpm. As can be seen, the
vibratory stress amplitudes were very low throughout the speed range with the
maximum response at the second flexural mode - 3/rev cross-over where stresses
reached about 5.5 kN/cm2-da (8 ksi-da). As the fan was throttled from the
nominal to the intermediate operating line at 70 percent and 90 percent speeds.
Some of the airfoils experienced a slight frequency shift while other airfoils
did not ezpe_ience any frequency change at all. Shifting of the natural fre-
quency seems to be independent of the mode as shown in Figures 33 and 34.
Throttling further to the flutter boundary, aerodynamic coupling appears
to drive all the blades at a common flutter frequency. This is shown in Figure
33 for the torsional flutter mode at 65 and 70 percent speeds and in Figure 34
for the flexural _lutter mode at 90 and 95 percent speeds. A significant
increase in the flutter frequency between 90 to 95 percent speed is observed
due to the centrifugal stiffening effect on the bending mode, see Figure 32.
As expected, centrifugal stiffening did not have a significant effect on the
torsional mode.
6.2.3 Flutter Vibratory Stress Amplitude
In this program, flutter was identified primarily by strain gage response
which provided flutter frequencies and vLbratory stress amplitudes. Data
points, at which steady and unsteady flutter measurements were made, were
LRe ad ing
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80
i55
180
89
174
175
168
152
148
%
Table XIV. NASA Rotating Rig Data Point Summary.
Speed
I rpm
65 10793
65 10836
70 11601
70 11601
70 11654
90 14906
90 14919
90 14892
95 15751
95 15769
Pressure
Ratio
Bypass Correc
I.249
1.257
1.280
1.292
1.308
1.501
1.552
1.577
1.667
1.685
Ratio
4.65
5.14
4.71
20.85
20.58
23.87
ted Flow
(Ibm/sec)
5.12
5°03
5.16
4.88
4.85
5.15
4.86
22.80
21.90
34.70
32.50
30.46
33.89
31.74
(45.96)
(45.37)
(52.62)
(50.27)
(48.28)
(76.50)
(71.66)
(67.16)
(74.72)
(69.97)
Operating
Line
Int
F
Nom
Int
F
Nom
Int
F
Int
F
73
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Table XV. Blade Vibratory Stress and Phase ha_ Summary
for the Four Flutter Points.
Percent Speed
65 70 90 95
Stress (deg) Stress (deg)
]- I
Slot Item
No. j No.
1
2
3
5
6
7
8
9
lO
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18 !
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
t
Note:e_ =
• Stress
832
833
i 805
807
808
809
810
811
812
813
814
815
816
834
835
820
822
823
824
825
826
827
828
829
830
831
Stress (deg)
0.055 0
0.065 306
i '
I
0.195 54
O.110 312
0.058 274
0.120 i 238
1
I
I
0.050 162
0.060 180
0.135 256
0.115 259
0.I00 252
Phase Lag
normalized
0.070
0.070
0. I00
0.200
0.245
0.215
0. 190
0.073
0.145
0.130
0.145
0.067
0.071
0.055
0.ii0
0. 150
0.065
0.085
187
212
0
I
140
191
130
i
!
J
[ 9o
i
Stress (deg)
0.116 274
0.175 311
0.221 11A
68
68
72
144
216
209
83
86
115
148
194
0.162
0.194
0.213
0.360
0.359
0.240
0.187
0.215
0.202
0.151
0.118
0.079
132
214
271
331
0
304
159
196
222
243
256
281
to 68.94 kN/cm 2 (i00.0 ksi)
0.063
0.072
0.093
L
0.ii0
L
I
0.337
0.275
0.321
0. 570
0.512
0.331
0.025
0.246
0.223
0.145
0.089
0.061
L
127
207
103
I00
169
235
311
O
335
188
228
252
280
276
340
74
120
116
0
F
I I I i I I
4 8 12 16 20 24 28
Disc Slot No.
Figure 31. Blade Bench Test Frequency Variation Around the Rotor -
Build 2.
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determined by the stress amplitudes at the flutter frequency. The intent was
to have all the blades responding at relatively high amplitudes in flutter,
but without exceeding the established fatigue limits. Fig._res 35 through 38
show the time histories of the overall peak-to-peak stress amp!_tudes and fil-
tered peak-to-peak amplitudes at their respective flutter frequencies. Fil-
tered flutter frequencies are 900 ± 25 Hz for the 65 and 70 percent speeds
(Figures 35 and 36) and 320 ± !O Hz at 90 and 95 percent speeds (Figures
37 and 38). These time histories show that most of the overall signal is at
the flutter frequency. As Figures 35 through 38 show, the stress amplitudes
increased quite rapidly at flutter onset, indicating a rapid decrease in the
system's aerodynamic damping. At 65 percent speed, Figure 35, the ampli-
tudes are relatively constant and the overall signal does contain some second
flex/3 per rev resonance response as shown in Figure 32 at about 11,600 rpm.
At 70 percent speed, Figure 36, the stress amplitudes fluctuate considerably
as the onset of torsional flutter is reached, becoming less erratic after a
few seconds of stabilization. For bending flutter, Figures 37 and 38, the
vibratory stress amplitudes of most of the rotor blades fluctuate drastically
as a function of time. This variation in amplitude with time was initiated
at flutter onset and continued until the operating condition was changed, i.e.,
until the discharge valve was opened to lower the operating line. Separated
flow vibratiot_ was essentially nonexistent on this fan even at conditions
close to flutter onset. Occasionally, the blades were driven in and out of
flutter, especially at 90 percent speed (Figure 37). Throttling the fan fur-
tner into flutter was impractical since the blade stresses were fluctuating
up to the blade's fatigue limits.
From the time histories, amplitude variations of overall and filtered
levels around the rotor were obtained at a specific time for each of the four
speed lines at the ten special data points. (_;ee Figures 39 through 42.)
Stress amplitudes on the nominal and intermediate operating lines were rela-
tively low, with some blade-to-blade variation. At the flutter conditions,
whether bending or torsion, the stress amplitudes were relatively high, with
some blades reaching fatigue limits. Also, a large cariation in blade-to-
blade stress amplitudes was observed with the maximum response blade being
different for each speed. This shows that it could be dangerous to test a fan
or any blade row with only a few strain gaged blades. Tl_ instrumented blade
could be a low response blade While other nonstrain gaged blades in the rotor
could be responding at stress levels above fatigue limits.
The blade-to-blade stress amplitude variat[on in flutter, for the four
speeds tested, is an indication of the existence of more than one traveling
wave in the rotor which is probably due to the effects of mistuning.
6.2.4 Interblade Phase Angles
[nterblade phase angles relative to a reference blade were determined for
a_l the available strain gage data with two data analysis methods: analo_
phasemeter and cross spectral analysis. Examples of each are shown in Figures
43 through 45. Figure 43 illustrates that a constant phase angle exists
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Figure 35. Overall and Filtered Strain Gage Signals Durin_
Torsional Flutter at 65_'4 Speed.
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Fi£ure 38. Overall and Filtered Strain _;a_ze Si£nals Durinc,
Flexural Flutter at 9i Percent Speed.
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between two blades as a function of time for 90 and 95 percent speeds. At 90
percent Jpeed, the blades were oscillating in and out of flutter; the phase
angle is shown co be constant while they are in flutter and to vary considera-
bly when they are not in flutter. Similar data was analyzed at the same oper-
ating condition a few hours later and the results were the same, that is, the
identical phase angle existed between the slme two airfoils.
The strain gage respon_es were also analyzed with the FFT/computer.
Typical linear spectra and cross spectra of strain gage data are shown in
Figure 44 for 70 percent torsional flutter and in Figure 45 for 90 percent
flexural flutter. The predominant spike is apparent at each of the flutter
frequencies, although the stress amplitudes are average values and do not
represent the maximum response. The cross spectra yield the relative phase
between the two linear spectra. These phase angles were in good agreement
with the pha_emeter data. Averaging in this case proved te be inconsequential
since the phase angle between two bl2des was constant as shown in Figure 43.
The phase angles of the flutter stress signals were plotted on system
mode wave diagrams [n Figures 46 through 49 to determine the traveling wave
nodal diameter and its direction For torsional f_utter at 65 percent speed,
the _ata shows either a two or s _:< nodal diameter forward traveling wave. At
70 percent speed torsional flutter, both four aod six nodal diameter forward
traveling waves are evident. For flexural flutter at 90 and 95 percent speeds,
there are two and three nodal diameter forward traveling waves respectively.
P_ecise wave decomposition was encumbered by the lack of stress data on many
blades (recall that not all b]ades c_u],d be monitored). However, the missing
interblade pt_ase information from the blade stress can be supplemep, ted by the
l,oterblade phase data from measured blade tip dis;)lacement as discussed in
S,'ctio, n 6.3.!.2. It is noteworthy that only forward travelin_ waves were
observed in botil flutter modes.
A summary of the measured peak-to-peak stress amplitudes ._nd the phase
angles is provided in Table XV for the four flutter points. Th_ phase angles
are shown ia terms of phase lag relative to the reference blade. The refer-
e_':e blaee is _ndicated by a zero phase angle at each speed. Note that dif-
ferent reference blades were used.
6.3 BLADE DISPLACFMENT DATA
One objective of this flutter research program was the direct measurement
,)f blade deformation. The steady deformation of the rotor blades can change
the aerodynamic flow within the blade row due t_o the change [n flow channel
profiles. A blade stagger change (untwist) directly varies the flow incidence
angl_,, a coqtrolling parameter for stall flutter. Similarly, chordwise bend-
ingot the ' des may alter the aerodynamic characteristics of the _low for
blades of t:_ or medium aspect ratio especially at transonic air speeds. Al-
though st Idy deformations ar_ of greater concern at flutter onset conditions,
data was o,L_,_d at III special [nstrum_ _ ation data points.
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Along with the time-averaged steady deflections, the unsteady deforma-
tions of the blades were also acquired to determine the blade flutter mode
shapes and interblade phase angles.
6.3.1 Steady-State Deformation
6.3.1.1 Tangential Deflections
The available (see Section 5.3.1.1) absolute steady tangential blade tip
displacements are shown in Figures 50 through 52. rhe test data shows that
the steady aerodynamic loading and the centrifugal loading on the blades caused
the front portion of the blade tip section to deflect against the direction of
rotor rotation and the rear portion of the blade tip section to deform in the
direction of rotor rotation; in other words, the blade untwists.
For the intermediate spanwise locations, Figures 51 and 52 show the avail-
able absolute steady tangential deflection data for 78.9 and 57.2 percent span
respectively. L_ward the end of the tests, the 57.2 per,'ent span trailing edge
laser light prob_ signals were blurred due to oil contamination and were not
recorded - hence the lack of 57.2 percent span trailing edge data for the 70
percent speed IOL and 90 percent speed flutter points. As expected, less
untwist is indicated at these spanwise locations than is shown at the t_p for
the 70 percent speed IOL and the 90 percent speed flutter points. The data at
the 65 percent speed flutter point is questionable since it indicates the blade
twists, which is not consistent with all other data.
The relative steady tangential deflections at the blade tip for various
blade tip chord locations obtained from light probe measurements are shown in
Figures 53 through 55 for the points on the NOL, the IOL, and the flutter
boundary respectively, in these figures, the measurement corresponding to the
aft-most chord position, where light probe data is available, has been taken
as the reference point as indicated by zero relative tangential displacement.
For a given operatLng _in*. higher speed operations always produced large
tangential deflections bet_:een the blade leading edge and 55 percent chord
location, with the possible exception of torsional flutter at 65 and 70 percent
speeds.
6.3.1.2 Blade Ti[_ Untwist -
Figure 56 shows the steady component of the blade tip untwist at the four
rotor speeds tested. The steady untwist increased approximately 2 °
• as the
rotor speed was Lncreased from 65 to 95 percent design speed. The test results
agree we[[ with the TWBL (nominal operating line) analysis. The iligher blade
loading due to throttling produces slightly larger untwist values than that of
lower operating line conditions.
The blade untwist at the intermediate span locations, calculated from the
laser light probe data, is compared with predictions in Figure 57. The scatter
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observed is due to the poor quality of the data from test 3. In test 2,
the laser data obtained at the 65 and 70 percent speed torsional flutter
points was more definitive, and indicates that the measurement accuracy of
this system (compared with the TWBL predictions) is within ±i ° of untwist.
The blade untwist is plotted versus blade span for 65, 70, 90, and 95
percent speeds in Figures 58 through 61, respectively. These plots show the
tip light probe data to agree withiLl 0.2 ° of the predictions. The previously
mentioned scatter in the intermediate span data is also evident.
6.3.1.3 Chordwise Bending
The straight line relationships described in Section 5.3.1.3 were used to
determine the chordwise bending at the blade tip. Figure 62 shows the total
blade angle change for various speeds and operating conditions. It can be
seen that the largest chordwise bending occurred at the flutter conditions,
with the maximum at the 70 percent speed flutter point. This is due to the
torsional mode response at the lower speeds.
_.3.2 Unsteady Deformation
6.3.2.1 Tangential Deflections
Figures 63 through 65 show the blade-to-blade variation of the maximum
blade tip tangential deflections occurring during the 128 revolution data
acquisition for 65, 70, and 95 percent speed at flutter conditions. Also
shown are the corresponding maximum blade stress amplitudes. Data at 90
percent speed are omitted because of Ch_ intermittent _lutter exhibited at
that speed. These figures show deflection data from the leading edge light
probe (#755) as it recorded large blade tip deflections in both flexure and
torsion. In general, the deflection amplitude varies from blade to blade, as
does the stress amplitude, with the maximum values occurring at about the same
c ircumferent ial location on the rotor. The local discrepancies between the
stress and deflection levels are due to the stress data being acquired at a
different time than the deflection data. The large variations in the stresses
and deflections around the rotor may originate from differences in blade fre-
quencies commonly known as blade mistuning. (There is about 2 percent varia-
tion in the blade natural frequencies.)
The maximum measured blade tip deflections are tabulated in Tables XVI,
XVII, and KVIII for the 65, 70, and 95 percent speed flutter points respec-
tively. Blade deflection data were not available from the trailing edge light
probes at the 65 and 70 percent speed torsional flutter points due to an
inadvertent axial mislocation of the light probe pad. This was rectified for
all other subsequent special instrumentation data points.
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6.3.2.2 Interblade Phase An$1es
Typical interi_lade phase angles, in terms of phase lag, determined from
the light probe measured tip displacements are shown in Figures 66 and 67 along
with those from the strain gage signals for 70 percent speed torsional flutter
and 95 percent speed flexural flutter respectively. It can be seen that there
is good agreement between the strain gage phase data and the light probe phase
data. The phase data do not fall along any one of the nodal diameter lines
which indicates the possible existence of multiple traveling waves of differ-
ent nodal diameters. Multiple system mode flutter response is possibly a con-
sequence of the blade mistuning which was discussed in the preceding section
as a possible cause of the blade-to-blade vibratory amplitude variations.
These phase plots also show the presence of predominant forward traveling waveflutter response.
In Tables XIX and XX, the phase data for all blades from all light probes
is tabulated for the 70 and 95 percent speed flutter points. These phase data
were obtained through FFT cross spectrum analyses. Both the aliasing effect
on the phase data due to I/rev sampling and the time shift of the recorded
data due to the light probe sequential sampling of all blades are taken into
account in the phase data. It is interesting to note that, for each flutter
point, all light probe measurements - and consequently all blade tip tangen-
tial displacements - have essentially the same blade-to-blade phase relation-
ships.
6.4 BLADE'-MOUNTED SENSORS
Flowfield measurements within a blade passage were made with blade-
mounted sensors: dynamic pressure transducers (Kulites) and heated thin-film
anemometers (hot-films). Because of hot-film temperature compensation prob-
lems, discussed in Section 5.4, meaningful data was not obtained from these
sensors. The blade-mounted Kulite data recorded during this rotating rig test
are in general unreliable, primarily because of the Kulite's known sensitivity
to the blade mechanical strain (see Section 4.3.1). The strain sensitivity is
especially severe for torsional mode which appeared during low speed flutter
(65 and 70 percent speed). During high speed bending flutter (90 and 95 per-
cent speed), the strain sensitivity is less; however, the higher speeds made
the Kulite response more susceptible to stronger centrifugal effect and was
probably the cause for Kulite failures.
6.4.1 Blade-Mounted Kulite Time Histories
Typical time h;stories of Kulite sensors at 65, 70, and 95 percent speed
flutter points are shown in Figures 68 through 70 respectively.
During 65 percent speed flutter, _t 75 percent span, the Ku[_te time his-
tortes in Figure 68 show noticeable flutter response at 20 and 60 percent
chord on the pressure side and at onl_ 20 percent chord on the suction side.
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Table XIX. Unsteady Tip Displacement Phase Lag (In Degrees)
at 70 Percent Speed Flutter.
Disk
Slot Light Probe
No. #755 #756 #759
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
i0
ii
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
[ 26
Note :
220
41
0
Iii
138
129
194
301 i
8 I
at I
72 !
tso i
143
144
260
71
106
160
227
343
9 I
86 i
I08
135
184
204
I 198
i 43
0
122
141
i 135
197
307
4
87
74
152
149
151
263
80
106
164
235
45
27
87
108
135
194
202
#757 #758
186 205
26 61
I o o99 155
127 149
119 156
180 208
i 292 328
; 352 19
I
I 70 1!2
I 61 98
i 136 170
! 133 163
135 176
249 282
71 115
92 126
152 165
218 267
335 28
4 66
76 108
92 138
118 150
174 194
I 184 235
i
Reference Blade in Disk Slot No. 3
233
25
0
114
125
124
195
296
5
75
82
143
153
147
301
73
II0
157
243
298
354
65
i00
126
180
227
j, •
Table XX. Unsteady Tip Displacement Phase Lag (In Degrees)
at 95 Percent Speed Flutter.
Disk I
Slot Light Probe
No. #755 #756 #757 #758 #759 #760 4#761 #762
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
I0
Ii
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
14
160
208
319
55
110
104
91
155
313
57
ll4
355
238
274
310
0
54
106
148
183
220
245
268
268
65
79 61
163 130
310 251
36 9
89 43
109 87
29 356
I00 80
240 22L
356 341
57 51
118 111
190 176
222 209
254 247
298 295
0 I 0
55 56
104 99
127 i 126
166 ! 172
198 I 198
244 234
258 216
313 ! 259
73 J 38
I
46
118
226
345
53
103
355
91
236
353
58
!17
136
217
250
293
0
56
104
127
170
199
238
225
288
32
24
113
252
15
1
79
305
77
219
340
63
121
181
224
253
290
0
55
IO1
128
165
194
238
225
307
27
10
140
192
338
73
121
108
102
162
313
58
i14
175
239
274
311
0
55
109
151
184
221
247
274
281
86
38
88
303
354
56
94
8
90
232
352
68
124
182
226
252
296
0
58
97
i34
168
198
239
235
297
31
Note: Reference blade in disk slot Number 17.
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On the pressure side the response at 20 percent chord is approx{matelv twice
as large as the response at 60 percent chord. The suction side has much
smaller responses than the pressure side. At 87.5 percent span more Kulites
were operational at this speed and they responded at the flutter frequency.
On the pressure side, flutter response is obvious at 20, 40, and 50 percent
chord with the largest response at 20 percent chord. On the suction side,
only the Kulite at 8 percent chord showed some flutter response. In the span-
wise direction, the response at 20 percent chord on the pressure side is seen
to be slightly larger at 75 percent span than at 87.5 percent span.
The time histories taken during 70 percent speed flutter, shown in Figure
69, are qualitatively very similar to those of 65 percent speed flutter except
that the flutter responses at 70 percent speed are severely masked by noise
and other nonflutter signals. Similar results obtained at the 95 percent
speed flutter condition are shown in Figure 70. These figures provide for
only a qualitative assessment of the response.
The Kulite time histories for intermediate and nominal operating condi-
tions are provided in Appendix C for reference. The effects of throttling to
the flutter boundary can be qualitatively examined using the appropriate time
histories. The time histories for the operable blade-mounted Kulites at 65
and 70 percent speed indicate that the airfoil dynamic pressure tends to be
less at the flutter boundary than at the non-flutter points. But at 95 per-
cent speed, the airfoil dynamic pressures almost double at the flutter bound-
ary. It may be the torsional strain sensitivity of the blade-mounted Kulites
that makes the recorded pressure amplitudes at 65 and 70 percent speed behave
contrary to intuition.
6.4.2 Airfoil Unsteady Pressure
Another observation of the unsteadv pressure on the airfoil can be
obtained from the linear spectra of the blade-mounted Kulite time histories.
Figures 71 and 72 are the linear spectra of the operational blade-mounted
Ku[ites during torsional flutter at 65 and 70 percent speed respectively. The
portion of the Kulite response which is at the tc)rsional flutter frequency of
896 Hz can be seen in these spectra. For 95 per<_ent speed flutter, the linear
spectra in Figure 73 show the Kulites to have a significant pressure component
at the f[exural frequency of 336 Hz.
Blade-mounted Kulite spectra for the nonftutter points show that ti_e
majority of the Kulites do not have an unsteady pressure component at Lne
flutter frequency. This is illustrated in Figures 74 through 76 where the
spectral amplitudes of the blade-mounted Kul{te response Ire plotted for the
flutter and nonflutter points at 65, 70, and 95 percent speed respectively.
Obviously, the nearly sinusoidal resDonse ,)f the blades <it the f[,itter bound-
arv stimulate a blade-mounted K,lite pressure component at the fl,ltt_,r fre-
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6.4.3 Unsteady Pressure Phase Angle
Cross spectral analyses were made to find the phase angle between the
blade-mounted Kulite response and the reference strain gage response at the
flutter frequency. Figures 77 and 78 are typical results for 65 and 70 per-
cent speed flutter respectively. Note that different reference strain gages
were used at different speeds. The phase angles generated from this analysis
are shown in Figure 79. The phase data were very limited due to sensor fail-
ures.
6.5 BLADE TIP STATIC PRESSURE FIELD
Acquiring detailed measurements of steady and unsteady aerodynamics sur-
rounding the rotor was a prime objective of this program. Measurements to
obtain this data were made over the blade tip with casing-mounted Kulites and
static taps. Here the objective was to establish the shock structure at the
blade tip while operating at nonflutter and flutter conditions.
The flowfield static pressure distribution was generated between blade
passages as would be observed in the rotating reference system. The charac-
teristics of the static pressure distribution have a definite bearing on the
perturbation pressure fluctuations due to blade vibration.
The unsteady part of the static pressure, (Ps)AC, measured by the casing
Kulites, was used to identify and analyze the traveling waves that existed in
the flutter modes. The casing Kulite data can produce accurate information
on the amplitude and phase of all significant traveling waves from which, with
linear superposition, one can calculate the unsteady static pressure due to
blade vibrations as would be observed in the rotating reference system. The
unsteady static pressure in the rotating reference system is the key physical
quantity that all unsteady aerodynamic theories are developed to predict.
6.5.1 Static Pressure Distribution
The 64-samp[e ensemble average (see Section 5.2.4) of the casing Kulite
data gave the circumferential distribution of the dynamic part of the instan-
taneous static pressure. Typical results for the four flutter points tested
are shown in Figures 80 and 81. These results show the apparent blade passing
as identified by a rapid change in pressure. Also, the pressure patterns are
cleaner at the blade leading edge. It can be seen that the peak unsteady
static pressure amplitude decreases in going from the leading edge to the
trailing edge.
Contour plots of the total static pressure, variation over the blade tips
(Ps)AC + (Ps)Dc, are presented [n Figures 82 through 85 for the four flutter
points. With each contour plot is the circumferential average of the steady
static pressure, (Ps)DC, as a function of axial position. These contour
plots are presented with isobars superimposed on an unwrapped view of several
adjacent blade passages.
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Similar contour plots for the six nonflutter points, shown in Figures
86 through 91, are from the casing Kulite data acquired on the NOL at 70 and
90 percent speed and on an IOL at all four speeds tested. These total static
pressure contour plots provide data to determine the changes in shock patterns
with throttling and with stable versus flutter operating conditions.
At the 65 percent speed flutter point, it can be seen that the pressure
field suggests a predominantly subsonic flow situation with only slight evi-
dence of a bow shock (tip relative Math number of 0.9 and a flow angle of 77
degrees). A detached bow shock wave is apparent at the 70 percent speed
flutter point impinging on the suction surface normal to the flow direction
(see also Reference 5). The flowfield behind the shock is subsonic at a
nearly uniform pressure level.
At the 90 percent speed flutter point, the higher Math numbers and over-
all pressure rise create a more complex pressure pattern. The relative inlet
tip Math number [s 1.3 and the flow angle varies from 72 degrees at the low
operating line point to 74 degrees at the flutter condition. The flow is
noticeably accelerated along the suction surface at the leading edge to a Mach
number of about 1.5. This is followed by a slight precompression which lowers
the Math number back to 1.3 before encountering the bow shock of the adjacent
blade at approximately 60 percent of the chord length. As was the case at the
low speeds, these data points are too throttled to allow the leading edge
shock to assume a "started" position as an attached oblique shock. For each
of the three 90 percent speed data points, the flow is subsonic behind the
normal bow shock and then diffuses uniformly to the required pressure level at
the trailing edge.
The inlet Math number is 1.4 at flow angles of 72 and 73 degrees for the
two 95 percent speed data points obtained. As observed at the lower speeds,
the leading edge shock stands off normal to the relative flow direction in an
"unstarted" position, and flow conditions behind the shock are subsonic.
At all speeds, the pressure contours are well defined through the forward
half of the blade passage but are less distinct in the aft region. Pressure
contours in this subsonic region that would be expected to be normal to the
flow direction were often missed by the transducers. Similarly, the pressure
gradients associated with the presence of the blade were well defined only in
the leading edge region. In general, the location of the leading edge bow
shock in the blade passage could be accurately determined, and its forward
movement was observed as the rotor was throttled toward the stall flutter
boundary.
The data, as expected, shows that throttling or increasing back pressure
causes the shock to move forward towards the leading edge, especially at the
high speed points. For 90 and 95 percent speeds, the leading edge bow shocks
are observed to be swallowed into the blade passages more deeply at nonflutter
conditions than at flutter conditions. In other words, the region of shock
intersection on the blade suction surface is moved forward as the flutter
boundary is approached. This forward movement of the shock intersection region
seems to have a strong influence on the occurrence of high speed flexural flutter.
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76.5.2 Analysis of Unsteady Casing Kulite Data
Averaged digitized time histories corresponding to instantaneous
pressure measurements for the selected sector of blades were used to deter-
mine the unsteady pressure amplitudes in the preceeding section. In this
analysis, however, the time histories were not averaged; the pressure per-
turbations at selected discrete time points (i.e., circumferential locations)
were used to examine the unsteady characteristics. Aliased time histories
were generated for 20 of the 200 digitized points from each of the 128 digi-
tized time history samples acquired on-line. Since the aliased time histories
are not an average but, rather, a collection of specific data points, the
signal-to-noise ratio was rather low. This tended to mask the flutter fre-
quency, pressure amplitude, and phase in the FFT analyses. Also, slight
changes in the I/rev triggering due to speed fluctuations during the 128 revo-
lutions of data acquisition, or slight variations in the initializing time
during data reprocessing, could cause a shift of the aliased frequencies in
the resulting spectra.
Figure 92 shows a typical example of the aliased linear spectra for a
Kulite and the reference strain gage, and the corresponding cross spectrum.
The example corresponds to the casing Kulite located at approximately mid-
chord (#705) for the 70 percent speed flutter conditioa. As can be seen on
this figure, the flutter frequency is aliased to 80.6 Hz due to the sampling
rate. The _esultant unsteady pressure amplitude and phase relative to the
strain gage data (SG #828) at the flutter frequency of 896 Hz are sbo,_ in
Figure 93 for about two blade passages. Similar results for two other Kulite
sensors (#703 and #709) are shown in Figures 94 and 95. One important obser-
vation from these data is that the flutter related unsteady pressure amplitude
does not repeat itself from blade passage to blade passage. In fact, perio-
dicity from blade passage to blade passage occurs if there is only one travel-
ing wave in the flutter mode. In general, the periodic pattern simply dis-
appears when several traveling waves exist simultaneously during flutter. In
this program multiple traveling waves existed during both low speed torsional
flutter and high speed bending flutter as will be seen in the next section.
6.5.3 _ravelin$ Wave Analysis
The following discussion on traveling wave analysis applies only to the
70 percent speed torsional flutter point and the 95 percent speed flexural
flutter point. At 65 percent speed flutter, the flutter frequency was within
8 Hz of the integral order response which made it difficult to distinguish. A
narrowband (0.2 Hz) analysis was done on this data but the number of samples
was very small and other equipment limitations were encountered. As previ-
ously mentioned for the 90 percent speed flutter point, the rotor system was
oscillating in and out of flutter at the flutter point. As a result a con-
sistent set of data could not be obtained.
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6.5.3.1 Travelin_ Wave Identification
Figures 96 through I00 show the linear spectra of five representative
casing Kulites for the 70 p_rcent speed flutter point. These spectra indi-
cate that the Kulite data over all of the blade tip chord have clearly dis-
cernable flutter signals composed primarily of forward traveling waves. At
nonflutter conditions, these nonintegral responses disappear. Also seen in
these spectra are the higher harmonics (see Section 5.5.1) of the traveling
waves. The m = O, n = 0 frequency is the flutter frequency observed on therotor
Another observation is that the amplitudes of some traveling waves and
their harmonics, primarily n =, 3 to 7, increase as a function of chord and
peak at about 75 percent chord fr_ the leading edge.
The unsteady pressure linear spectra for the 95 percent speed flutter
point are shown in Figures '01 through 105. As at 70 percent speed, the pre-
dominantl] forward travelir, waves of nodal diameters from 2 to 9 are indi-
cated, and the amplitudes of the high+,.r harmonics are also significant. The
95 percent speed data indicate that the traveling wave amplitudes peak at a
more forward position on the blade chord than that observed at 70 percentspeed.
The spectra shown in Figures 96 through I05 cover the frequency raage
of O to lO kHz. Linear spectra obtained up to 50 kHz indicated that the har-
monics of the traveling waves, at 70 percent speed, were about eight to ten
times smaller in amplitude than the dominant traveling waves below I0 kHz. At
the 95 percent speed flutter point, however, significant traveling wave har-
monics signals were observed at frequencies up _o 40 kHz.
®
6.5.3.2 T ravelin_ Wave Amplitude and Phas,,
The phase results, obtained as indicated in Section 5.5.2, of selected
Kulite data are tabulated in Tables XXI and XXI[ with the corresponding pres-
sure amplitude for 70 percent speed torsional flutter and 95 percent speed
flexural flutter respectively. Only the results for frequencies below I0 kHz
are tabulated because the accuracy of the phase data deteriorates dramatically
for frequencies beyond l0 kHz. This results from magnetic tape skew during
tape playback and the inherent I/rev triggering inaccuracy. Ir fact, the
phases for the traveling waves of frequencies up to 7 kHz are accurate to only
within about _30 degrees. Note that the frequencies with the square
brackets in Tables KXI and XXI[ are actually negative frequencies calculated
from Equation (5). Their corresponding phases are the negative of standard
FFT results because the FFT/computer only calculates positive frequencies.
In Table KXI, the phases (relative to slipring I/rev signal) for the sig-
nificant forward traveling waves of nodal diameters up to 13 are tabulated for
70 percent speed flutter. Also shown in the table are the unsteady pressure
amplitudes of _hese traveling waves. Similar results of the 95 percent speed
flutter point are tabulated in Table KX[[ for forward traveling waves of nodaldiameters 2 through 5.
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Tab le XXI. Traveling Wave
Flutter.
Amplitudes and Phases, 70 Percent Speed Torsional
n l
-2
0 0
I
I 0
2 0
1
-2
-I
3
0
l
-2
-I
0
I
-2
-I
0
1
-I
0
l
0
0
0
0
0
0
f
(hz)
[9188]*
900
5944
1094
1288
6332
cz 702
Pres. e
(deg.)
0.16 -54
0.14 172
[8606]
[3562] 0.15 -107
1482 0.11 -7
6526 0.12 90
[8412]
[3368] 0.22 -12_
1676 0.14 -82
6720 0.15 171
I [8218]5 [3174] 0.14 341870 0.06 96
6914 0.14 149
[2980]
2064
71n8
7 2258
8 2452
9 2646
I0 2840
II 3034
13 3422
0.09 I02
0.12 10
0.13 14
0.14 7
0.15 166
CK 704 CK 706
Pres. # Pres. e
(deg.) (deg.)
0.09 -125
0.09 -147
0.I3 -I32 0.23 102
0.07 68
0.11 -129
0.11 -74
O. 17 -184
0.15 152
0.10 -16
0.16 -140
0.10 66
0.13 -10
O. I0 -8
0.32 254
0.15 84
0.35 69
0.53 86
0.13 -132
0.40 -12
0.23 165
0.07 82
0.17 -33 0.46 25
0.21 143 0.50 55
0.28 122
0.19 58 0.41 134
0.20 -22 0.38 -112
0.11 4 0.19 54
0.22 56
CK 708 CK 710
Pres. I e Pres. [ *(de8.) l(deg.)
0.24 38
0.62 -145
0.70 -28
0.92 157
0.84 -44
0.90 -94
0.14 -39
0.92 151
0.45 104
0.57 58
0.45 -152
0.25 167
*Frequencies in brackets are negative frequencies as calculated by Equation 5.
Note: Pressure nomitized to 0.689 S/cm2 (I.00 psi)
i
0.13 156
0.15 179
d
i
!
0.36 -64
0.12 -204
0.39 -61
0.42 72
0.43 44
0.18 -114
0.47 112
0.46 98
0.22 -130
0.23 -68
0.12 101
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q6.5.3.3 Pressure in Rotatin_ Reference System
The traveling wave information, amplitude and phase, from Tables XXI
and XXII was used with Equation (I0) in Equation (II) to generate the total
unsteady pressure signal that would be perceived in the rotating reference
system during flutter. The results, spanning one blade pitch, are shown in
Figure 106 for 70 percent speed torsioLal flutter and in Figure 107 for 95
percent speed flexural flutter.
For 70 percent speed torsional flutter, Figure 106a shows the amplitudes
of unsteady pressure distributions over an equivalent blade passage with the
blade position at the center. Strong variation in the unsteady pressure
magnitude is seen over an equivalent blade passage in both the circumferential
and the axial direction. Figures 106b through 106f show the phase angle dis-
tributions through an equivalent blade passage for the even numbered casing
Kulite sensors (Kulite _712 was out). The interesting point here is that near
the blade position there is significant change in phase for Kulites #704 and
#706. These correspond to about 23 and 49 percent chord position from the
leading edge. Conversely, no dramatic change in phase are seen for other
chordwise locations. This may suggest that flutter is caused _rimarily by the
aerodynamic work input into the rotor blades over the front portion of the
blades.
Similar results are shown for 95 percent speed bending flutter in Figure
107 (Kulite #710 was out). Again a significant change in phase is seen for
Kulites #704 and #706 (or about 21 and 44 percent chord). Consequently, the
front portion of the blades may again be playing a dominant role in the flut-
ter occurrence. In addition, large phase variations occur near the midpoints
of blade passages. This large phase variation is attributed to the existence
of sho_k structure for this high speed flutter condition.
6.6 ROTOR EXIT TOTAL PRESSURE
As part of the effort to understand the blade wake characteristics while
operating in flutter, the radial distribution (six immersions) of the free
stream total pressure was measured at the exit traverse plane. These measure-
ments were limited to the bypass stream where most active aerodynamic activity
occurs. The data presentation will follow closely the format used _n the cas-
ing Kulite static pressure discussions.
6.6.1 Circumferentially Averaged Total Pressure
The total pressure loss from the designated traverse plane to the down-
stream vane was shown to be minimal in Build 2 tests by comparing cobra probe
data in the traverse plane and vane-rake data downstream of the rotor. For
the special instrumentation data points, the circumferentially averaged steady
total pressure distribution, (PT)DC, measured at different radial immer-
sions, is shown in Figures 108 and 109 in terms of vane-rake data along with
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the calculated blade element data at the traverse plane. At all operating
conditions, the flow near the casing always had Lhe largest total pressure due
to fan compression. Also apparent is the increase in total pressure for all
immersions when throttling to flutter at constant rotor speed.
6.6.2 Total Pressure Radial Distribution
The total pressure probe data were ensemble averaged as shown in Section
5.2.4 to obtain the dynamic part of the instantaneous total pressure, (PT)AC -
Typical ensemble averages are shown in Figures II0 and III for the 70 and 95
percent speed flutter points respectively.
To obtain the true instantaneous total pressure, the averaged unsteady
total pressure, (PT)AC, was added to the circumferentially averaged steady
total pressure, (PT)DC " Results of the true total pressure are presented as
contour plots in Figures 112 through 115 for the four flutter points. These
results are presented in terms of isobars superimposed on an unwrapped view of
three adjacent blade trailing edges. Results at 65 and 70 percent speed,
Figures 112 and 113 respectively, show the blade wakes and areas of boundary
layer buildup next to the outer wall and at the splitter. A large pressure
gradient exists near the outer casing indicating a relatively thick boundary
layer and what appears to be significant vorticity distribution in that
region. In the supersonic stall flutter region, at 90 and 95 percent speed,
the blade wakes and the boundary layers are no longer apparent as seen in
Figures 114 and I15.
Contour plots of instantaneous total pressures for nonflutter operating
conditions are shown in Figures 116 through 118 for 70 and 90 percent speed.
Blade wakes are not apparent at either speed on the intermediate operating
line. This may be due to the small change in total pressure, amounting to
less than 0.69 N/cm 2 (I.0 psi), across the three blade passages. A plot with
a smaller increment in total pressure did not reveal the wakes or provide
additional insight. At 90 percent speed on the nominal operating line, Figure
118, some evidence of blade wakes are observed.
6.6.3 Analysis of Unsteady Exit Total Pressure
The unsteady total pressures obtained from the dynamic traverse probe
were determined, as with the casing Kulites, by a cross spectrum analysis of
the I/rev sampled time histories. Time histories constructed with I/rev sam-
ples had the effect of decreasing the signal to noise ratio, and thereby pos-
sibly masking the flutter pressure amplitude and phase.
A typical example of linear spectra for both the pressure and the strain
gage are shown in Figure 119. This data corresponds to the 7.5 percent immer-
sion (from the outer wall) at the 70 per,'ent speed flutter condition. As seen
on this figure, the flutter frequency is aliased to 77.56 Hz for both the
pressure and strain gage spectra. Also shown is a cross spectrum of these two
signals and a summary of coherence and phase between the pressure and strain.
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The circumferential variation of the total pressure at the six immersions
is shown in terms of the unsteady pressures in Figure 120 and in terms of
phase (relative to the strain gage signal) in Figure 121 for the 70 percent
speed flutter point. The unsteady pressure variation for most immersions is
shown to increase at mid-passage and decrease as the blade approaches the
sensor. ALso, the amplitudes are generally higher at the outer portion (tip)
of the blade passage. The phase distribution suggests a forward traveling
wave flutter mode, which will be seen more clearly from the linear spectra of
the continuous unsteady total pressure responses discussed in the next section.
6.6.4 Traveling Wave Contents
The linear spectra of the unsteady total pressure measurement were gener-
ated to determine the traveling wave content in flutter at 70 and 95 perce[it
speeds. The linear spectra for torsional flutter at 70 percent speed, Figures
122 through 124, show three predominant traveling waves - the 4, 5, and 6
nodal diameter waves - at all immersions, three of which are shown. The 2, 3,
and 7 nodal diameter forward traveling waves were present but had significantly
lower magnitudes. Beyond 2.5 kHz, traveling waves were either buried in the
noise or were nonexistent. This would indicate that the unsteady total pres-
sure did not vary in the circumferential direction as drastically as did the
unsteady static pressure within blade passages and across the blade tips as
seen in Section 6.5.
For flexural flutter at 95 percent speed, only data for 14.5 and 42.2
percent immersions, Figures 125 and 126 respectively, were successfully
acquired due to Kulite failure. At 95 percent speed, the noise floor is con-
siderably higher - by a factor of 10, than that at 70 percent speed. Forward
traveling waves of 2, 3, and 4 nodal diameters, and a backward traveling wave
of two nodal diameters, are seen at 14.5 percent immersion. No significant
traveling waves are seen at the 42.2 percent immersion. This indicates that
flutter activity was concentrated at the blade tip region during flexural
flutter - as other blade vibration data and unsteady aerodynamic data have
consistently indicated.
6.7 INLET AND EXIT FLOW DATA
Two x-array, traversable, heated thin-film anemometer probes wet. used to
obtain two-dimensional fluid flow information (absolute flow velocity and flow
angle) at each of seven radial immersions. One x-array probe was located for-
ward, and the other one aft of the rotor (see Section 4.3).
The measured results are presented in terms of c_rcumferentially aver-
aged flow velocities and absolute flow angles, contour plots for absolute flow
velocities and flow angles, and the traveling wave content from spectral anal-
yses.
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6.7.1 Absolute Velocity and Flow Angle Radial Distributions
Figures 127 through 130 show the radial distribution of the time averaged
absolute flow velocities and flow angles at the inlet and exit traverse planes
for the two 65 percenL speed operating points. The inlet absolute flow veloc-
ity for flutter was generally lower than that for the IOL at all immersions as
seen in Figure 127. This means that the relative incidence angle of the rotor
blades was definitely hlgher over the whole span at the flutter condition,
given the fact that the inlet flow angles were relatively small as shown in
Figure 128. Also shown in Figure 127 is the calculated inlet absolute flow
velocity based on inlet rake measurements at the flutter condition. Calculated
cesults show the same radial distribution shape, although with lower inlet
absolute flow velocity, as that of the x-array data. The calculation used an
inviscid theory with an empirical correction for the casing boundary layer
blockage effect to simulate the velocit F defect near the casing. Also shown
in Figure 128 is the inlet flow angle near the flutter condition measured by a
wedge probe. It can be seen that there is good agreement between the wedge
probe data and the x-array data at the flutter condition, while at the IOL
unexplained discrepancies exist.
At the exit plane at 65 percent s_eed, Figure 129 shows lower absolute
flow velocities at the flutter condition compared to those at the nonflutter
condition, except near the splitter. Calculated data predict a lower exit
absolute f[ow velocity at the flutter condition. The c_sing boundary layer in
the exit plane was relatively thinner than that in the inlet plane discussed
earlier. Larger exit flow angles were measured toward the blade tip region
for both operating conditions, Figure 130, as a result of higher blade linear
velocity and larger blade twist angle toward the blade tip region. Also shown
in Figure 130 is the exit flow angle distributions measured by both a cobra
probe and a wedge probe at a near flutter condition. The wedge probe data are
in better overall agreement with the x-array data than are the cobra probe
data.
Similar results for the three 70 percent speed operating points are shown
in Figures 131 through 134. The general behavior of the inlet and exit abso-
lute flow velocities and flow angles was very similar to that discussed above
for 65 percent speed operating points.
The radial distribution of the same physical parameter q are given in Fig-
ures 135 through 138 for the three 90 _ercent speed operating conditions. It
is seen in these figures that the inlet and exit absolute flow velocities and
flow angles at the flutter condition were not clearly separable from the cor-
responding data at the non_Lutter conditions. During the test, the 90 percent
speed flutter condition could not be steadily maintained as has been mentioned
before. There is good agreement between calculated and measured data for the
inlet absolute velo¢_ity and for the exit absolute velocity and flow angle over
the inner half span of the blade.
For the two 95 percent speed operating points, Figures 139 through 142
show the same physical quantities for the seven immersions. Fair agreement is
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shown between the calculated and measured inlet absolute velocity in Figure
139, but there is excellent agreement between the calculated and measured exit
flow angle at the flutter condition as shown in Figure 142. Also, the inlet
wedge probe measured flow angles agree well with the x-array data shown in
Figure 140. For presently unknown reasons, the exit x-array measured extremely
low flow velocities at the flutter point; these are not shown in Figure 141.
However, based on the other three sets of flutter point data presented here,
the flutter flow velocity should not be too far removed from that at the
intermediate operating line, which agrees with the calculated data shown in
Figure 141.
6.7.2 Circumferential Variation of Absolute Velocity and Angle
The ensemble averaged da_-easured by the x-array probes was used to
calculate the absolute flow _ ,, " and direction (angle). Figures 143 and
144 are plots of this data for t inlet and exit x-array probes respectively
at the 70 percent speed flutter point, each at three representative immersions.
Similar data is shown for the 95 percent speed flutter point in Figures 145
and 146 (the previously mentioned inexplicably low exit flow velocity can be
seen in Figure 146). In Figures 143 and 1_4, the individual blade passages
can be clearly seen for the 70 percent speed flutter point. However, at the
higher flow velocities for the 95 percent speed flutter point, the blade
passages are no longer discernable, as can be seen in Figures 145 and 146.
Contour plots of absolute flow velocity and flow angle as a function of
the circumferential and _dial coordinates were generated in the same fashion
as was done for the casing Kulite data and the total pressure data. Figures
147 through 160 show these contour plots for all flutter conditions - except
for the 95 percent flutter data in the exit plane because of the low measured
velocities. These plots show the absolute flow velocity and flow angle dis-
tributions over about three (65 and 70 percent speeds) or four (90 and 95 per-
cent speeds) blade passages, as one would observe in the rotor reference sys-
tem in the absence of blade vibrations (they are time averaged).
For 65 and 70 percent speed flutter, the periodic wake pattern is seen in
both the flow velocity and flow angle plots, though it is Less obvious in the
exit plane for 70 percent speed flutter. The existence of the inlet casing
boundary layer is apparent in Figures 147 and 148, for 65 percent speed flut-
ter, _nd in Figures 15[ and 152 for 70 percent speed flutter, because of the
large gradient in flow velocity and flow angle near the casing. Both the cas-
ing and the splitter boundary layers are apparent in the exit traverse plane
as seen in Figures 149 and !50 for 65 percent speed flutter and in Figures 153
and 154 for 70 percent speed flutter.
For 90 and 95 percent speed flutter points, the resultant contour plots
shown in Figures 155 through 160 indicate the variation in velocities and flow
angles in the radial and circumferential direction.
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For the nonflutter conditions, reasonably good contour plot3 are provided
in Appendix E for reference purposes.
6.7.3 Analysis of Unsteady Absolute Velocity
The aliased time history of the absolute flow velocity, along with that
of the reference strain gage, were processed by the FFT/computer to obtain the
linear and cross spectrum amplitudes, coherence, and relative phase for the
selected intrablade points in the flowstream for each immersion. An example
of the results of the spectral analyses of these aliased time histories are
presented in Figure 161 for the 8.4 percent immersion, 70 percent speed flutter
point. The spectral analysis results (the inlet absolute velocity amplitude
and the phase relative to strain gage #828) for ten circumferential Iocatio_is
covering essentially one blade pitch are shown in Figures 162 and 163 respec-
tively for the 70 percent speed flutter point. In Figure 162 a sudden drop in
the unsteady inlet velocity between 14 and 8.4 percent immersion is seen on
the pressure side of the blade leading edge (points 4, 5 and 6). This proba-
bly implies a significant effect of the viscous boundary on the unsteady inlet
velocity due to blade flutter. The phase data in Figure 163 again indicate
forward traveling wave type oscillations at 70 percent speed flutter as the
casing Kulite data and total pressure data did earlier.
6.7.4 Traveling Wave Contents
The traveling wave contents in the unsteady velocit> data are seen in the
linear spectra selected at representative immersions and shown in Figures 164
through 169 for 70 percent speed flutter and in Figures 170 through 175 for 95
percent speed flutter. In general, forward traveling waves show up consis-
tently in the inlet and exit velocity data as they did in the unsteady casing
Kulite data and in the unsteady total pressure data. For 70 percent speed
flutter, higher harmonic components of the dominant traveling waves appear in
both inlet and exit unsteady velocity data although there are more of the
higher harmonic components in the inlet traverse plane than in the exit
traverse plane. At the 95 percent speed flutter condition, higher harmonic
components appear in the inlet traverse plane but not in the exit traverse
plane.
g ° PJ
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6.8 BLADE WORK PER MODE
The aerodymamic damping was calculated, as indicated in Section 5.8, for
the 70 and 95 percent speed flutter points. The forward traveling wave nodal
diameter patterns considered were those shown to be predominant in _he casing
Kulite data of Section 6.5.3: n = 3 through 7 for 70 percent speed torsional
flutter, and n = 2 through 5 for 95 percent speed flexural flutter.
The results of these calculations are presented in Tables XXI[I and XXIV
in terms of the log decrement, 6aero , negative values o_ which indicate
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instability. For 70 percent speed torsional flutter, Table XXlI[, the fourth
and sixth nodal diameters are seen to be unstable, the fifth nodal diameter is
marginally stable, and the third and seventh are stable. For 95 percent speed
flexural flutter, Table XXlV, the third nodal diameter is shown to be unstable
while the others (n = 2, 4, and 5) are slable. Also shown in Tables XXlII and
XXIV are the blade tip pressure and suction surface pressure and phase data
from the casing kulites.
These results agree with the phase data obtained from the strain gage and
light probe sensors as shown in Figures 66 and 67. However, the torsional
flutter phase plot, Figure 66, does not indicate the sixth nodal diameter to
be the principal flutter mode as does Table XXIII. These results also suggest
that mistuning may serve to couple more than one nodal diameter mode in flut-
ter, at least in torsional flutter. Since no effort was made to systematically
arrange the blades in the rotor, this fan had 2 percent random mistuning as
can be seen in Figure 31. The strain gage response showed the high response
region for torsional flutter to be c[rcumferentially different from that for
flexural flutter, with no correlation to high or low frequency blades.
The presence of multiple nodal diameters in the instability suggests that
a practical flutter prediction analysis should have the capability to consider
multiple spatial harmonics.
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7.0 SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
7.1 SU_MARY
The purpose of this program was to obtain letailed quantitative measure-
ments of both the steady and unsteady flowfields surrounding the rotor, and
to determine the mechanical state of the rotor while it was operating in both
the steady and flutter modes.
The measured data needed to calculate the overall fan performance and
blade element data were successfully obtained from both the fixed and the tra-
versable instrumentation. Comparing the scale model rotor performance with
that of the full scale fan verified that similar performance characteristics
were achieved. The scale model rotor exhibited the same type of rotating stall
and stall flutter as Fan C at similar aerodynamic conditions.
The vibratory response of the fan blades was obtained from strain gage
signals in terms of stress amplitude, frequency, and interblade phase angle.
Each rotor blade was instrumented with one strain gage located so it would
respond to the blade's first three vibratory modes.
The strain gage data showed that there was virtually no separated flow
vibration on this fan even at conditions near the flutter boundary. Ai the
flutter boundary, there was a sharp increase in blade stress, with some blades
responding at their established fatigue limits. A large variation in the blade
stresses around the rotor was observed, by a factor of 8 in flexure and over 3
in torsion, with different maximum stress regions on the rotor depending upon
whether the flutter mode was flexure or torsion. Also, aerodynamic coupling
forced all the blades to respond at the same flutter frequency, which was the
same as the blade's natural frequency. At flutter, the strain gage based
interblade phase angles showed that while there may be more than one traveling
wave present, they are all forward traveling waves: n = 2 or 3 in flexural
flutter and n = 4 or 6 in torsional flutter. Moreover, the interblade phase
angles were found to be constant in time.
L,._"primary objective of the blade deformation measurements made during
this program was to obtain the steady and unsteady tangential deflections of
each blade of the test stage while it operated at the onset of instability and
while it was in instability. These measurements were used to determine the
changes in blade stagger (untwist) and camber (chordwise bending) and to deter-
mine the vibratory interblade phase angles. These measurements were success-
fully made with casing-mounted light probes. Axial deformation measurements
were also desired, but were not obtained due to light probe misalignment.
The measured blade tip steady deflections agreed well with predictions.
However, at the two spanwise locations the measured deflections showed only
fair qualitative agreement with predictions due to reflectivity problems. The
data showed that the steady untwist increased about 2" as the rotor speed was
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increased from 65 to 95 percent of design. At all speeds, the untwist increased
as the fan was throttled to the flutter boundary as would be expected with the
increased loading. As calculated from the measured data, the ¢hordwise bend-
ing was shown to be largest at the flutter boundary, being greatest at the
torsional flutter boundary. The measured unsteady deflections showed a cir-
cumferential variation in the blade deflections similar to that of the strain
gage data, with the maximum deflection occurring at about the same point on
the rotor as the maximum stress. The light probe based [nterblade phase angles
also agreed well with those from the strain gages by also indicating the exis-
tence of forward traveling waves of different nodal diameters: n = 2 or 3 in
flexural flutter and n = 4 or 6 in torsional flutter.
Quantitative and qualitative measurements of the flowfield within a blade
passage were made with two kinds of blade-mounted sensors: Kulites and hot-
film sensors. Operational problems were encountered with both Jensors: the
mounting technique for the Kulites, the temperature compensatiou for the hot-
films, and the induced strain sensitivity for both. A new installation tech-
nique was developed for blade-mounted Kulite sensors which successfully reduced
their sensitivity to mechanical strain. The limited qualitative data obtained
from the blade-mounted Kulites showed the front portion of tile blade to be more
highly loaded than the aft portion.
Casing-mounted Rulites were successfully used to investigate the shock
structure within the blade passage. The casing-mounted Kulite data provided
the circumferential variation of the unsteady component of the static pres-
sure, contour plots of the total static pressure distribution over the rotor
blade tips, unsteady pressure relative amplitude and phasing, analysis of the
traveling wave content present during flutter, and the unsteady pressure infor-
mation on each side of ._he blade for the blade work/mode/cycle calculations.
Static pressure distributions at the blade tip indicated that the pres-
sure contours were well defined only through the forward half of the blade
passage. Similarly, the pressure gradients associated with the presence of
the blade were well defined only in the leading edge region. The location
of the leading edge bow shock in the blade passage was accurately defined and
its forward movement in the blade passage was observed as the rotor was throt-
tled toward the stall flutter boundary. Analysis also showed that the flutter
related unsteady pressure amplitude did not repeat itself from blade passage
to blade nassage. Linear spectra of the casing Kulite data showed the flutter
signals to be composed of several forward traveling waves and their harmonics.
The amplitudes of these traveling wave components increase as a function of
¢hordwise position from the blade leading edge, peaking at about 75 percent
chord in torsional flutter and at about 45 percent chord in flexural flutter.
The traveling wave _nformation was used to generate the total unsteady pres-
sure signal that would be perceived in the rotating reference system. Strong
variations in the _steady pressure magnitude were shown over an equivalent
blade passage in both the circur_ferential and the axial directions. The cor-
responding absolute phase angle data show a significant phase shift (about
180") over the front portion of t;ke blade.
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Traversable probes were successfully used to measurethe radial distribu-
tions of the free stream total pressure at the rotor's exit plane and of the
two-dimensional flowfield data (absolute flow velocity and flow angle) forward
and aft of the rotor. The data from these probes was used to obtain ensemble
average time histories, circumferentially averaged radial distributions, con-
tour plots of the radial distributions, circumferential amplitude variation
and phasing relative to a reference strain gage, and traveling wave content.
The radial distribution of the exit total pressure showedthat the flow
near the casing always had the largest total pressure due to fan compression
and that the total pressure increases at all immersionswhenthe fan was throt-
tled to the flutter boundary. The exit total pressure contour plots showed
the blade wakesand areas of boundary layer buildup near the outer wall and at
the splitter whenthe rotor was in torsional flutter. At the flexural flutter
points and at the non-flutter points there was little or no evidence of the
blade wakes. At the 70 percent speed flutter point, the unsteady pressure
decreased as the blade approachedthe probe. Radially, the unsteady pressure
washigher at the outer portion of the blade passage. Linear spectra of the
unsteady exit total pressure showedevidence of forward traveling wavesonly
near the outer wall.
The measuredinlet and exit absolute flow velocity and flow angle data
agreed reasonably well with theoretical results except in the exit plane at 95
percent speed. The flow velocities were generally larger at the inlet than at
the exit. The unsteady inlet and exit flow velocities indicate flutter travel-
ing wavecontents similar to those indicated by the casing Kulite unsteady
static pressure data.
The rotor blade data obtained during this programpermitted the evalua-
tion of the rotor system's stability by means of the aerodynamic logarithmic
decrement. This was done for the predominant traveling wave components. The
results of these calculations corroborate the strain gage and light probe
data: the 4- and 6-nodal diameter forward traveling waves are unstable at
the 70 percent speed torsional flutter point, and the 3-nodal diameter forward
traveling wave is unstable at the 95 percent speed flexural flutter point.
7.2 CONCLUSIONS
Extensive quantitative measurements were made for the relevant mechani-
cal aod aerodynamic parameters for the 31.3 percent scale model of the QEP Fan
C rotor system at various operating conditions encompassing both flexural and
torsional stall flutter as well as non-fLutter points. The data suggests the
following observations:
The large circumferential variation in the blade stresses and deflec-
tions at flutter strongly discourages any engine flutter test with
only a few blades instrumented, unless one is certain that there
will be only one traveling wave in the flutter mode or the most
active or flutter-prone blade is known beforehand.
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At high speeds (90 and 95 percent), strong bow shock waves inter-
secting the adjacent blade's suction surface suggest that the flex-
ural flutter may have been caused by the forward movement of the
shock wave structure when the fan was throttled to the flutter
boundary.
At low speeds (65 and 70 percent), the weak shock waves that were
shown to exist in the steady flow field suggest that the torsional
flutter was due to something other than shock waves.
The large phase jump across the front portion of the blade tip
implies that the unsteady pressure on the pressure and suction sides
of the blade tend to act in the same direction rather than against
each other. Consequently, one would expect that a major portion of
the work done by the air on the blades is over the leading edge por-
tion of the blade.
The existence of many forward traveling waves of different nodal
diameters in the flutter response suggests that blade mistuning may
be important in determining the characteristics of flutter onset_
Flutter response data obtained in this program are detailed enough
to serve as standard test cases for existing flutter prediction tech-
niques.
7.3 RECOMMENDAT IONS
During initial component or engine tests, if all the blades cannot be
instrumented, some type of non-contacting stress measurement system (e.g.,
light probes) should be used to insure safe operation. The argument for light
probes is that they look at every Dlade at least part of the time (once per
revolution), whereas strain gages monitor only a few blades all of the time.
Further development is needed to achieve reliable measuremt_nts with blade-
mounted aerodynamic instrumentation.
A reliable system capable of non-integral order data sampling would be
a major contribution to greater phasing accuracy.
Blade mistuning research will be important in obtaining a definitive
characterization of this contributory aspect of cascade flutter.
A better understanding of the physics of stall flutter may be obtained
by a more in-_epth analysis of the voluminous flutter data obtained in this
program.
The data obtained during this program should be used to validate existing
flutter prediction codes and to provide insight for the development of new
codes.
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APPENDIX A
BLADE ELEMENT DATA NOMENCLATURE
PCT IMM
IN
ob'r
RADIUS
MERID ANGLE
STREAM FUNCT
ABS ANGLE
REL ANGLE
ABS VEL
REL VEL
MERID VEL
TANG VEL
BLADE SPEED
ABS MACH NO
REL MACH NO
STATIC PRES
TOTAL PRES
TOTAL TEMP
Subscript I
Subscript 2
r
$
V
V'
V_
v0
t
M
M'
P
P
T
Percent immersion, 0% at casing wall
Value at rotor leading edge
Value at rotor trailing edge
Radius from rotor centerline, cm (in.)
Meridional angle, measured between stream
surface and cylindrical surface, deg.
Stream function, 0.0 to 1.0 from rotor tip
to rotor hub
Absolute flow angle, measured from axial
direction, deg.
Relative flow angle, measured from axial
direction, deg.
Absolute air velocity, m/sec (ft/sec)
Air Velocity relative to rotor blade, m/sec
(ft/sec)
Meridional component of air velocity, m/sec
(ft/sec)
Tangential component of air velocity, m/sec
(ft/sec)
Rotor speed, m/sec (ft/sec)
Absolute Mach number
Mach number relative to rotor blade
Static pressure, N/cm 2 (psi)
Total or stagnation pressure, N/cm 2 (psi)
Total or stagnation temperature, ° K ° R)
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INCIDENCE, ML
INCIDENCE, SS
DEV
TURN
D-FACT
LOSS COEF
LOSS PARAM
EFFICIENCY, ADIA
EFFICIENCY, POLY
INLET CORR WTFLOW
PRESS RATIO
TEMP RATIO
ADIA EFF
INLET CORR RPM
ISS
_B
_O
up
had
np
had
Meanline incidence angle, difference
between flow angle and the blade camber
line angle at the leading edge in the
cascade projection, deg.
Suction surface incidence angle, difference
between flow angle and the blade suction
surface angle near the leading edge, deg.
Deviation angle, difference between flow
angle and blade camber line angle at trail-
ing edge in the cascade projection, deg.
Change in the relative flow angle from
rotor inlet to exit, deg.
Diffusion factor
!
V2 (r V O) - (r VO)
D = i ---r+ _2
!
V 1 2 r a V 1
Total pressure loss coefficient
p! !
_ 2id - P2
Pi- Pl
Loss parameter
-- !
cos B 2
-
P 2a
Adiabatic efficiency
Polytropic efficiency
Corrected inlet flow rate = wcro/6, kg/sec
(Ibm/sec)
Stage pressure ratio = P2/PI
Stage temperature ratio = T2/T I
Mass-weighted average adiabatic efficiency
Corcected rotor speed : N/,/0
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Table A-I. Design Point (Predicted) Blade ile:nent i aza.
(a) Metric
----.----._._____
_er_ St ream Absolute _elat _ve
Percent Rad £us ___12 Funct ion
[qRe r s ion In Out In Out *'n OutI ---- [n ut
5.0 20.L52 25._53 -9.2 -B.3 U.Oo_ U.0_7 U. JO.Z 00.5 _1'._
10.0 25.339 2_.295 -7.e -_.7 U.[Z_ u. tJ3 U. 37.5 eS.J )9.)
15.0 24.509 23.954 -b.J -5.7 0.[95 0.197 U. J6.1 03.9 57.0
30.U 21.971 21.78U -L.7 -Z.3 u.380 0.385 i O. 35.4 b0.o 53.2
50.0 [8.012 18.850 3.V 3.3 U.61,0 0.o1,[ 0. 3_.6 55.2 `*6.J
60.0 16.925 !'.6ut 0.9 5._ 0.707 U.709 1 0. `.0.7 52.7 `*0.0
70.0 1.5.222 15.903 10.6 8.1 0.795 0.797 i U. 43.3 50.U 33._
80.0 1,3._78 16.566 16.9 0.9 0.874 0.076 _ U. `*3.7 67.3 23._
85.0 12.581, L3.892 t7.b 7.2 0.909 0.VLu _ U. _.l `.6.1 1,7.5
90.0 1,L.666 [3.236 20.5 7._I 0.962 0.9_,3 [ U. 45.L `.5.1 it.5
95.0 .-u 1,,0.735 i 12.59o 23.3 8.6 0.973 0.973 F O. _,6.Z _,3.7 5.6=-..=.a
..-T---/?--------
Abso1,ute : Relative . Me rt odiona1, ! Tangent ial Blade
Percent Ve 1,ocity ! Veloczty ! Veloczty i VeLocity Speed
lmme rs ion In Out ) In _ Out In Out [n
, ! __; Out In Out
5.O 199.9 216.7 &9b.`* 353._, ].99.9 I71.1, U. [33.0 45_, .`* _,2.3
tO.O 206.3 220.2 _5.4 343.i_ 204.3 175.2 u. [J3.3 4_U.J ,*2'J. t
15.0 209.9 226.2 ,* 7_,,. 6 337.q. 209._ [8l ._, O. [31.7 _25.9 olo.2
30.u 220.2 226.1 ,*60.7 300.e 220.2 [02.7 u. l_.9.o 3_11 .o $71s. 5
50.0 225.0 227.0 394.0 257.3 diS.u [7o.1 u. I_1,.o 3,¢j._ J27._
bO.0 220.0 232.5 37u.9 232.7 i26.0 17o.e U. 1)1.2 29_*. I $oz._
70.0 225.7 239.2 367.7 209.0 2z5.7 [75.0 u. 16J.u 26_,. 5 _77._
80.0 223.5 253,1, 323.7 19_.9 223.5 1_13.7 U. 17_. ]. 23,*.2 253.1
85.0 220.6 262.7 3L0.6 1,96._ 2/u.o 189.3 0. 16i. 1, 2LO.O 2_L._
90.O 21,5.8 271.u 296.1 [9o.u 215.8 192.1. o. : 191.o 202.7 230.u
95.0 212.3 279.9 2_2._ 195.9 212.3 t95.0 U. I 200._ L 1_6.5 21_._
Percent L _ach No. ; Math No i _ ! Total
["_reion F In ,,.7- 1 ........ -- , treasure i Pre.aure Teaanera,,,_*
I _uc , tn Out : In ' OUt I I , _ _ r .....
) , n r uut In r Out
5.0 O.buO 0.601 1.511 0.980 7.89 12.61 lO.lo 1,o. 10 I 28_. 2 3_, 0
1'0.0 0.623 U.bi3 l,go0 0.957 7.8U 12._37 ].0. I`* 10,33 2_8.2 _5.2
15.0 0.b_1' 0.027 I.q51 U,94`* 7.68 12.73 tO. t`* t0.59 2_e.2 O25.4
30.0 0.676 0,633 1,352 0._71, 7._b 12.79 1,O.1,4 1,0.75 288.2 337.1
50.0 0.692 0.066 1.211, 0.730 7.36 t2.55 1,0.14 16.62 2_1. Z 334.5
00.0 0.695 0.662 1.161 0.0o3 7.3_ tZ.36 1,O. l_ t_.59 288.2 333.7
70.0 0.696 0.6_3 [.069 0.597 7.3_ [2.1,_ 10.L4 16._O 28_.2 333.2
80.0 0.687 0.720 0 995 0.575 7.3_ 1,l.62 lO.L_ 16.55 2_18, 2 332.2
85.0 0.677 0.759 0.953 0.57,4 7.,*5 tie`* t0.1,_ 1_.67 288.2 3J2.U
90.0 0.061, 0.78b 12.907 0.569 7.57 t0._12
95o o.9 o.1,: o.. 057, 7o,  o3.  ,322:.i--
Percent ].no tdence Devtat ton _ Loll LOll gt{_.c tency
immersion _ ML SS Ang 1,e ,,ngle 0-Factor Coef ftc zent Par_ter AdtIDat lc Po 1" troD Ic_
5.0 0.8 3._) "3.2 0.302 0,22U 0.03_ u.6'/5 u. ;15
10.U l.U 3.B .7 0.30_ U.19i U.U3_ 0.73_ u. 155
1,5.0 l.l 3._ 6 2 _.3_7 u.14a U.u2_ u.lv_ u. _1, l
30.0 0.3 3.1 6. ) U._0_ u.006 UmUl_ 0._311 U._lY
50.0 0.3 5.9 _._ u._72 U.U4_ u.ul[ u._6 u._
bO.u -0. [ 0.4 12.v v. 51 I 0. u36 U.UU_ u. _5o v. '_6l
70 U -u i 7._ 16._ u._5_ u.02_ O.0Uo u.y6_ u._Ti
80.0 1.0 12.3 23._ u.5_ UmUll 0.u03 u._'l U. '_90
85.0 l._ k3,3 2B 5 u._i5 u.020 0.005 UmYSZ u._ej
90.0 [ .2 _ 3. 5 JJ. 5 tJ. )tO U. 05d U .U[ J U.95_ U. "@5'9
95.0 U._. i., ._, )8. J U .-90 'J. 099 U .U2J U. '/22 U. "927
We th._._lo_ Rat tO s t on
B991 l._)l_
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Table A-I. Design Point (Predicted) Blade llement Data (Ccnciaded)(b) English
Net td_onel
Strem Absolute Rel4ttv'_ "_'-
Percent Radius Angle Funct ion Angle Angle
l_er=ion In Out In Out In Out In Out In Oat
5.0 I0.296 I0.021 =9.2 -8.3
10.0 9.976 9.723 -7.6 -6.7
15 0 9.649 9._31 '. -6 3 =5.7
30.0 8.650 8.575 J -1.7 -2 3
p
50.0 7.328 7.6Z6 1 3.9 3.3
600 6.664 6.851 ; 6.9 5.8
70.0 5.993 6.285 10.4 8.1
80.0 5.306 5, 735 1_,.9 6.9
85.0 _*.953 5.469 17.6 7.2
90.0 i 4.593 5.211 20.5 i 7.8
95.0 4.226 6.959 23.3 ___._
0.006 0.061 0. 3_.2 66.5 61.3
O. lZ9 0.133 O. 37.5 65.3 59.5
0,195 0.197 0. 36.1 _3._ 57.6
0.386 0.385 0. 35.4 60.0 53.7
0.610 0.61l O. 38.6 55.2 46.3
0.707 0.709 O. _,0.; 52.7 40.6
0.795 0.797 O. _3.3 50,0 33.L,
0,874 0.874 0. _3.7 47.3 23._*
0.909 0.910 O, '_ _4.1 66.1 17.5
0.962 0.943 0. 45.1 45.1 II.5
0.973 0.973 0 : _6,2_
; &boolute , ReI=t irePercent J Vet " -
' veiocl t Velocity , V-'--'- ' , Ill =de
Ilrlion ' In _ ,- ---''- ,eLocLc Velocity c..._
_--'_'_ _ _-------- _ , t
5.0 655.7 711.1 1628.6 1159 5 655 7 561 _ _ _ P --- ' l
• = • • , u. _JO.6 lc,90.9 1451.0
lO 0 670.3 722.3 1592.5 II28.0 670 3 57_*.7 0 _37._ 1_.5 1_07.8
15.0 688.7 735 6 1557.7 If07.0 688.7 595 2 0. 632.2 1397.2 1365.6
30,0 727,3 735. I 1_5.9 lOI2,_ 722.3 599.3 O. _.25 7 125Z.5 12_*l.7
50.0 7_8 3 7a6.8 1292.6 8z_.O 738 3 584.3 0. _65.3 IO61.0 iO75.0
60.0 7_1.5 763.0 1216.9 763.o 741.5 579 _ O. _96.I 96_.9 992.0
70.0 ;40.5 7846 11¢#0.8 685 8 7_0.5 574.0 O. 534.9 867.8 910 0
dO0 733.3 830.4 106211 655.9 733.3 602.7 0. 571.3 768,3 830.4
85 0 723.9 862.0 1019.1 651.0 723.9 621.2 0. 597.6 717.2 792.0
90.0 708.0 889.O 971. 3 6_3.2 70_.0 630._ 0. 626.7 64_5.0 75_,.695.0 696.5 918.2 927.3
-----.----.--.-a 6_2.6 i 696.5 _ 639.; i 0 658.7 ' •
Absolut• Re let ive St It ic ---'--_ Tot al Tot at
Percent Hath No Math No Preslure
[lmerston [n Out In ! Oat [n Out _ Pre|iul'e ---_ ['4ml_rature
i
5.0 : 0.6041 O.bOl 1,511 0,960 11.6_ 18 29 14 70 23.35 518.7 i 62_,2
10.0 0.623 0.613 1.480 0,957 11.31 18.37 16.70 23.68 5[8,7 _ 621 3
15.0 0.6&l 0.627 1._,51 0,966 ll.lt_ lg 46 "1.4.70 24.06 51§.7 617 0
30.0 0.6_6 0.633 1.352 0.071 10.02 18 55 1_*. 70 2_.29 515.7 606.8
50.0 0.692 0 6_6 1.211 0.7)0 10.67 18.20 I_.70 26.10 518.7 ) 602.1
60.0 0 695 0.562 :.161 0.663 I0.6_, 17.92 16.70 2_.06 518.7 600.6
70.0 0.69_ 0.683 1.069 0.597 10.65 17 61 I_.70 26.07 518.7 599.8
8010 0.6_J7 0.726 0.995 0.575 10.72 16 g6 ' 16.70 2_.01 518.7 598.0
85.0 0.677 0 759 0.953 0 576 10 81 16.30 16.70 23.89 518.7 597.6
90.0 0 661 0.706 0.907 0 569 lO 98 15 70 16.70 23.58 518.7 597.5
95 0 0.6¢,9 0.815 O,86_ 0.571 LL,06 15 02 16.70 23 22 518.7 597.6
Percent Incidence Devt &lion Turnin41 _
Imre ion _ L_ss Lose
, A_81e Ansle D-Factor Coef fic tent Plrwter
5.0 0._ 3._ 5 ,_ 0.382 0 220 0.0_
10 0 I 0 ) 8 5 7 0.38d 0 191 00_
15 0 l l ) 3 6 2 0.387 O.16g 0 028 0.796 0 gll
30.0 0 3 },l 6 ) 0._06 0.0_6 0 01_ 0.gll 0.917
50.0 0 ) 5 9 _ 9 0._72 0 0(_, O,Oll 0 9k6 0.94=9
60 0 -0.I 6 _ 12 c, 0.511 0.036 0 009 0._56 0.961
70,0 -O.l 7 _ 10 5 0.552 0.029 0 008 0.169 0.971
gO.0 l.O 12 3 23 8 0 5_4 O.Oll 0.003 0.989 0 990
85 0 l._ 13 3 28 5 0.525 0.020 0.005 0,982 0.983
90.0 i 2 13 5 )3 5 0 510 0 052 0 013 0,956 0 959
95.0 0 _ I_ _ 38 3 0 _90 0.099 0.023 0.922 0.927
" Efficient 7 q
0.695 _ o.71_ l
0.7_ 0.755 l
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APPENDIX B - BLADE COORDINATES
Forward
RLE
Stacking
Point
Tangent
Line
y, Tangential
RTE
\
x, aft
Note: Manufacturing coordinates for blade sections are
in cylindrical coordinates.
Figure B-I. Airfoil Geometry Definitions for Manufacturing Coordinates.
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6Table B-II.
SECTION L
CENTIMETERS
X
_.03858
-_.19728
-_.47297
-_.74691
-I._D528
-I 21610
-I 36515
-I 456_3
-i 5_¢19
-1 5355q
-i 55392
-I 5385_
-i 49344
-I ,!_331
-! 25291
-1 .U5783
-g 82822
-g 57335
-O 34_99
-0 12497
0 9G395
g 32738
g 56482
79_45
O 9362_
1 12557
1 :_19_5
1 266_5
I 3_438
I 31168
I 23359
1 27852
i 13716
g 93993
g 77_31
0 54493
0 3188_
0 10937
V
0.35621
1.15654
1.944_I
2.67392
3.31859
3.86331
4 253_0
4 49913
4 63649
4 6974_
4 67U93
4 58483
4 40781
4 11284
3 6642_
3 96464
2 37884
I 61351
31299
•7 :J_6_7
-g 3_051
-1 59_47
-2 38297
-2 93124
-3 t2289
-3 75t48
-3 95572
-4 e5831
-4 09_49
-4 _4114
-3 93156
-3 71790
-3 36804
-2 86927
-2 23907
-I 514_4
-0 7285g
0 g8722
INCHES
X
01519
-_ 97767
-_ 18621
-0 29405
-g 39578
-_ 47878
-g 53746
-_ 57324
-g 5922,q
-_ 59496
-_ 61296
-0 69571
-g 58797
-g 551H_v
-0 49327
-g.41647
-g.326_7
-_.22573
-_.13425
-_.9492_
_.03502
g.12889
g.22237
g.31120
g.3883_
_.44436
g.48#_'_'C
,_.49876
_.51377
_.51641
0.5_535
0.48367
_.4477_
0.39013
_.39347
g.21454
g.12551
g.043_6
Y
0. l 4@24
#.455;3
9.7_336
1.%523;
1.3_653
1.52099
!.67441
1.7713!
1.82539
1.84937
1.83895
1.8_5_5
1.73536
t.6i9:_3
1.4$26g
!.2_655
_.93655
_.63524
g.31972
_.0_239
-g.31516
-_.62617
-g.9_658
-1.15403
-1.3¢728
-!.47814
-t.55737
-1.59776
-1.61043
-1.5910_
-1.54786
-].46374
-1.3269_
-i.126_9
-_.8779_
-_.596D8
-%.28366
%._343_
RADIUS : 27.26944 CM : 1Q.736_g INCHES
CHORD : 9.24560 CM = 3.64099 INCHZS
RLE = _.g1524 CM : O.@_6gg INCHZS
RTE : 0.02286 C14 = g.g_ggg INCHES
DELTA = 1.25780 RAD. = 72.g6667 DEG.
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APPENDIX C - BLADE/MOUNTED-KULITE TIME HISTORIES
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Q APPENDIX D - EXAMPLES OF UNSTEADY DATA COMPUTER PROCESSING
Table D-I. Casing Kulite Ensemble Average for 200 Points.
MUM_ OF ._ POIN'I_ - 2oe i,_ Mu_ . @.5oo
•_ _'nE . 3aBeeo. i-_ I_IAL _OSI?ION - le._oe
r_4
d
262
OIS'rAP4CE OK $ 71G _ 0IEr_l_E(INCHEs) (l_I ) OK • _t_
1 @.e_eEw.eo o. 11_4_1 (INCHES) (PSI
2 e.4e13E-01 0. 104eE_01 101 0. 4013E_01 -0 9193E_-ee
3 0,80e'/E-01 0.944E_ 10e e, ,1_01 -0.6864E_00
4 0.1_,1E_-00 0, g13SE*00 103 0.40_.01 -0,5_o,E_,ee
S 0, lr_00 0.8921E_00 104 Q. 4134E_01 -0,44e<JE+00
6 0. _O"AE+_O e. 8680E_Oe 105 0. 4174E_01 -0.21r_ee
7 0,240SE+00 0. $2_9E_ 106 0.4_14E,,01 --0.1E_4E_ee
8 0.2S09E_-eO 0. 787_E_0 107 0.4_01 -0,1654E+00
9 0. 3211E_eO 0.7_0 !08 0.4_94E_01 -0, IE_+00
10 0. _12E+_ 0. ?48_E_Oe 109 0. 433_E_01 -0.161SE_00
11 0,4013E_O 0.70_00 110 0.43"/E+01 -0, IB11E+ee
12 •. 4_lSIE_-eO 0.6616E+00 111 0. 441E_,01 -0.2eeTE_ee
13 0.4s1_00 0.6164E_00 112 0.44_E_,01 --0.1912E_00
1,1 e. E_ITE+00 0, E_00 113 0. 449SE_.01 -0.8_-01
IS 0.5619E+00 0. _'791E_ 114 0.4_01 0._1E-01
16 0.60_00 0. _23"AE_Oe 11S 0,4E'/SE_-01 0.1119E_00
17 0.64e1E_00 0. 481eE_oe 116 0. _lSE_O1 0.3_00
18 0. G_:3E_00 0.41a1E_ 117 0. "_+01 0.4,_,ME_.00
Ig 0.7_4E_00 0. _3O'AE _e_ 118 0. _01 0.4_IE_e_
20 0.7_E_-@0 0. $663E-00 11g 0. 473E_-01 0. e710_ee
al 0. _-/E÷00 0.34g 1E_00 120 0.47T6E +01 0.73_ _0_
22 0. _'1_00 0. 3939E_0 121 0. 481E_,01 0 7496E_00
_3 0.8_--ngE*_}O 0.32-/_E_00 1_'_ 0.4_SE.01 0 _0SOE_,00
24 0.9_31E_ 0.1_r-_+00 123 0 4S9E_1 0. $393E_
2S 0, _o3_E_ee 0.1166E_00 124 0.49:_-_E+e 1 0.8S-E_,ee
0, 10_3E_01 -0. 7633E-02 1_S 0, 49";-/E_01 0 ETgE_-e_
27 0 1043E_01 -0. 1044E_00 12_ 0. $017E_01 0, _r-_3E_
28 0. 1084E+01 -0. 3163E_-00 127 0, S_STE_,el 0 E';'_4E _0
0,11_4E_01 -0.6g_1E*00 1_S 0, E_÷01 0,915_E_0_
30 0,1164E_I -0.10_01 1_ 0, SI3_E_-el 0,9_L_E_O_
31 0 1_4E,,01 --0,1415E-01 130 0 $177E+01 0. 101_E_01
32 0. I_4,1E_el '-0.1_+01 131 0. E_1";E÷01 0. 104£,E_-01
:33 0, 1L_4E_01 -_, 17_-01 132 0 E_3E_01 0. _k_4SE,,_._
34 0, 13_4E+01 -0, lgSTE+01 133 0, E_E_01 0.79£_E_00
:_ 0, 13_01 -0.1S_1E_-01 134 0, $33E,_1 0.81_9E_00
36 0, 14er-jE_01 -0, lr_1 13S 0, E_01 0. c_-_00
37 0 1445E+01 -0.1,1e_,01 )3_ 0 _1S"E÷91 0 _IE_0
38 0.14_F-JE_-el -0. 1110E_-01 137 0 $4S_E_-01 0 4_4gE_00
3g 0, 1S_-_SE_01 -0 g404_00 13_ 0 S_g_E_01 0.33elE_-00
40 0 1S_SE+01 -0, _+_0 13g 0. S_3_OE_1 0.3T39E_Oe
41 0. 160SE_1 -0. 5994E_eO 140 0 SST_jE_01 0. _3E_ae
4_ 0 164sE+01 -0.61g_E_0 141 0 E_19E_-_1 0.46_E_
43 • 16_EE+01 _._ 142 0 _$9E_,01 0 3_+0_
44 • 172_E_01 -e.E;21E+_O 143 0.S_E+01 0.3,_9_'_._
i) 17_01 -e.S16"AE+00 144 0 $739E+01 _. 3_0_
46 • 18_6E_1 -_,27"/_-00 14S 0 $77_E+01 O._IT_E_
47 I. 1846E.el -e.232E_O 146 0 E_IgE+01 0 216_JE _
@. 18_6E.01 _. 2'7"7_-*.00 147 • ._01 0, _3L:_e_
4_ @ lSl2_E_I -e. 2_r=_E,,eo 148 0 S_0E_-01 0 211;E_e_
E_ @. 1_6-AE_01 -'_. 2_E,*_0 149 @, _40E_01 0. _0_E+4_
_;l ®._01 -_. 1630E_eo 150 • Sg_E...01 0.1_'78E.o0
, _ 0, _0-17E_01 -"0.6_JE-01 1S1 0.6eeeE_.01 0,2"_IE-01
$3 0. _0_01 0._-01 IS2 0,r_+01 --_. 1914E_a_
E_i 0.212"/E-01 0. _.373E_ 153 0,610_01 "0. _8_E,,.Oe
•. 216"_E_01 0. _'*_0 1_ e. 614(_._01 "=0._k_-_E._O
56 _. 2207E',01 e,'l_w,_O 1_3 0,6181E_,'01 "0. _ETE_O_
$7 e, ;_47E_01 0, r:_0 1_ 0, r:_lE_01 "0. _'_+_0
O. 22_.01 O. 720_00 IS'? O.r_1E_01 .--0.1319E'*.01
S_ 0. _32_E-01 0,7907E_00 I_ 0 6301E_01 -0. 144_ _01
.60 $. 23_E_01 0, g16_eO 1Sg 0 6341E,_1 -_. 1646E-01
61 _. 240_E+01 0, _3_1E_eO 160 0.62_1E_1 --0.1E'/gE,_I
62 0. _,_4_E_01 0. _19E*_ 161 0 6,_1E+01 -0 1_9E_01
63 e.24_01 0.7_+_ 1_ 0.646_E÷1_1 --0.1 _P_E_O 1
64 0,_-_01 0.8493E_ IE3 0,6_e_E_01 "_. 1633E_1
• 6_ 0,2S69E_01 0,_.e0 16,1 0 _42E_01 -0 13"-_01
"66 e.2_0_1 0.8_01E_00 16S • _%-92E_01 -e, 1_3_E-0_.
6? O •26,19E_01 0.6"_ 166 0, r_E_01 -e _,.00
6_ e. 2_01 0. r_3E_00 167 • _01 -e. 63_,_a0
6_ e, 27_01 0.7_ 168 _. 670_E_01 -e. SIOSE_
0 • L:_-01 0, $044E_00 16_ 0,6742E_01 -e :_,_
71 $. _09E_01 •. 6"_00 170 0 6_3E_01 -0 _S£*_0
;_e _. _9r-_.01 0 6_+e0 171 0.r_t_01 _ 31_,*_
7] 0.2_01 0.6S04E_-Oe 17_ 0,6_3E_01 -4_ 291_E_
74 e. 2_3eE,.01 @.E_ 173 0. 6903E+el -e 19_+0_
0 •_';_01 0. S403E_ 17_ _. 6_43E,_1 -e 1E3t:E,.eo
76 e 301eE_,_11 0,61-_00 17S e,6_3E_el -e 1104E_00
77 _ 3e_,_l 0.6_ 176 •, 70_3E+q,1 -e 1eS4E_00
0.309elE_O1 0 61S_ 17"_ • 7064E_el -e 1_._1E-02
il0 $. 3171E_01 0.62_ 17_ 0.7144E_01 0 _._0
_1 e. 3211E,,01 0._-_E_00 1B0 0 71_4E_01 • 341_._)
82 _, 32_1E_-01 0.73_ IB1 • _-2_E_01 0 44_e0
83 e 32_1E_01 0.6_3E_ 182 0 ;_lE*e_ • _41E_eO
114 e. 3331E_._1 • TJ_*ee 183 0, _,E*el 0 61E'E,_
{1_ e,33_1E_l e._E_ 184 0 7"J4_*,_I • _-_0
87 e 34_aE_._l • =_-707E_1_0 1_ 0 74L:_01 0 843_E+_0
89 0 3r-_,01 0.3_00 1_ e _-Je_Ol 0 7_a0
90 0 _L_-_OI 0 IS17E_O_ 1_ e._AE.O1 • 741SE_00
91 e 361_E_01 -e,6_-01 l_e 0 _-_01 0 Ble_E*_O
_e i) 3_*_1 "_ 3"711E_ lgl 0 _E-0l 0 813_E_
® 373_E_1 -_ 9ET"3E*Oe lg] _ 77_'01 0.8345E_0
96 0.3BI:I*_I -@. 14171E_I 1_ @. 7_,E,_I 0 743a.E*_
_r_ I 31_3E*_1 -4, 1436E_1 l.'_ e ;_E_01 $ 6_4g_
II 1.3i_*@1 -e.14_l 1_ $ 7£r:_.01 • 64_*_0
11_ e,3_1 -t,|113E_1 199 e ;5_.01 @ 4"_
\Table D-2. Cross Spectral Analysis of Casing Kulite and
Strain Gage for Phasing.
1
2
3
4
S
6
7
B
9
1o
11
13
14
15
16
17
18
lg
L:9
21
23
84
86
28
3O
31
32
33
34
35
36
38
39
40
,41
42
43
44
4S
,16
47
48
$0
$1
53
54
55
S6
$7
58
60
61
6,?.
63
64
AV_ SPEED . 116B0 MACH _ - 0.S00
CIROJ_IAL LOCATION - 0.21271E_-01 RADIP4. POSITIOM - 10.$00
CHANNEL A- SG $828 C_ B- CK ¢ 708
FRE_ CRCSS-SPECTRL_ PHASE ANGLE AUTO-04 A AUTO-CH B
HZ MAG4 ITUI_ DEGREES
0,00 0. _10E+01 - 180.00 0.4:_77E+01 0 1E_+01
1. _ 0. 2444E+_0 -84.38 0. 7428E+00 0. 3842E+00
3,04 0, _383E-01 -99,37 0. 1368E+00 0. E74eE+00
4. S_ 0,2444E_,00 78,78 0. E?3E+00 0. 889E÷00
6,08 0. 2810E+00 -30.94 0.3817E_-00 0,8874E+00
"?.60 0. _76E+00 4S, 00 0. 9330£+00 0. "._9_3E._
9.12 0.2_+00 22.50 0.4L:_JgE+_O 0. 610E+00
10,68 0,9286E+00 61 B'7 0,8898E÷00 0.1158E+01
12.17 _. 3C_-01 13(3.00 0. $8E-01 0, S":'40E +ee
13,69 0,1711E_-00 _, 28 0, S'768E_'00 O. 298E_'00
1S.21 0,2933E+00 -144 $4 0. 390E+00 0 713_-°E+00
16 73 0. 7820E+00 -14 06 0. 8989E+00 0 8964E+00
18.28 0.1173E÷01 60,4"? 0. 977_+00 0,1312E+01
lg, 7? 0,41S4E-_0 -10S, 47 0.49_3E,._0 0. _.+00
21 .,_3 0, _32E+00 -161 ._ 0.10GSE+01 0 390E+00
81 0. 2444E-01 13(3.00 0. L:_+00 0 _38E-01
,:'4 33 0, lgSr--JE'_g_ 129,37 0. 2931E+00 0 6546E-_
2S. ,9S 0,1344E+_ 123. ?S 0,351"?E÷_0 6 383SE_'00
3"7 0,5865E_0 -59 06 0. 6448E÷00 E' 9331E+00
_. _ 0,31'7"7E'_00 160 31 0..4006E+_ O, 81_3E+0,_
3_. 42 0, _4E÷00 -43, sg 0. ?F_IE+_ 0,7474E÷_
31. _ 0,146:c_E+0_ 146 25 0. 3810E+_ O. 3_S_+0_
33,4_ (3 48_$8E--_1 -78 "7S 0 _4,-E-_ 0. I_4E+_
34, _8 0, _76E+00 _0,6_ 0. I04S_÷01 0.71 $7E_00
3_, $0 0. 7331E--01 33. _ 0.48_¢---_.-01 0 1331E-_1
38.02 0.1E33E+00 149.06 0,2931E+00 0, _+_
39.54 0. E-_,_oE-_O -106 8"2 0. 4494,E÷00 0,596E+e_
41.0_ 0,317"7E+00 132 81 0,61SSE+_O 0, _c-_E+00
,42._ 0. 1833E÷00 - 123,75 0. 4104E+00 0,444_._
44.10 0 18_+00 -33.7_ 0,48_-_E+00 0, _+00
48. _ 0. 3421E+00 128.16 0. 3618E+00 0. 1088E+01
47.18 0,12_+00 28,13 0, $081E÷00 0, _14E+_
48 6"? 0. _810E_00 -78,78 0, P.345E+00 0,1ElL:E+01
$0 19 0,1_+00 -73,12 0.3_+00 0,3618E+00
$1 _1 0,1344E+00 -1_3,7=3 0,37, 13E+00 0,307_E+_
$3.23 0, :_+0_ 8.44 0. 1 lg_E+O1 0. 3346E+@_
S4.78 0. 1988E+00 -132,19 0. 4104E+t_O 0.41T?E+O_
5_. 2"? 0. lgSSE+00 129.3"7 0. E_'? E _ 0. 3444E_
$7,79 0,1344E+00 168 ?S 0. 4104E+00 0,2t_+eO
E_. 31 0. _810E,_00 46,41 0. 459_E+00 0.68"? 1E÷O_
60.83 0.10_÷01 -5 63 0. 801HE+00 0,1343E+01
62.3_ 0.48_1E+00 -99.84 0.8"?93E*00 0. $4_3£÷00
638? 0, I_+Oo 0.00 0. _4"7E+.00 0.67r_+00
68,40 0. 7331E+_0 91 .SiS 0. 8109E_-00 0. 9990E+00
_,_ 0. _'2E+00 _. ",:_3 0. _00 0. 1473E+01
_._ 0.63_+00 -123. _S 0.63_ 1E_-00 0.10_+01
6_I, _ 0,99 1(_-00 40, _ 0. E_00 0.7a_+00
71,48 0,647E+00 -119. $3 0.18_E+01 0. _ 1E_-00
7'3,00 0 8883E-01 ..._7,50 0. 1348E_01 0.6_395E-01
74. _ 0. C:_ _-00 - 160.31 0.2198E+01 0.310_+_0
_. 04 0.1124E_-01 -99.37 0, 1348E+01 0. 9551E+00
"_'? .co_ 0,1454E_01 -1.41 0,99E_,00 0. 153E_,01
79,08 0.10_02 -S ,63 0.36_3E+01 0 L_01
_, 60 O. 3374E','-02 43 59 0. G61SE÷01 0.5.oB,"E÷OI
-_..1_ _. 173_E+0i 140 63 0 I_6_E+01 0. l_aE÷O1
83,68 0, 1_2E_01 S_ 03 0. 1593E_al 0 7181E+00
8_. 17 0 _370E+01 42. 19 0 !983E+_1 0 13_4E_01
_, 649 0 7S_+_ 10_. 49 0. 1094E_-01 0.76_1E,4_0
8821 0. 1711E+00 -30 94 0, 10,-_-JE+01 0, 1863E_00
8_73 0 _32E÷00 "70.31 0 947"7E_,_ 0. _38E_-00
g1.2_ 0 _077E+00 6"7 50 0.1E_3E_-00 0.14_+01
g_, .27 0. 4643E+00 130 78 0. 9038E+00 0, q_g_._G
_,_ 0 3843E+00 _ 81 0. 3127E+00 0.1_$8E+01
g_.81 0 1_C_aE+00 25.31 0, 1"7_gE_-eO 0 8036E_0
Reference
1.000
0,863
1.000
1,000
0,8_-g
0,_-_
0. 788
0.9?0
1._0
1._
1._
0.942.
0 838
1.000
0. 939
1.e_
1.000
0. 993
0.9S0
0. 939
0 994
1._
0. 749
1.e_
I._
0.918
1._
1.000
0,8".27
O. 801
0,84"2
0. g"/g
1.000
1. O"_a
0 845
1.00_
0,868
0,909
0._99
0930
O. 819
0.7"/0
0.863
0, _G3
0 924
0.g_
0. _68
0.'?62
0.g_
0 935
0 733
0 784
0 768
0 840
0,8_
1000
0 _6_
0822
0,973
0.812
1.00_
263
2 6,1
@
,4
_,,,4
_J
O-,-
_,,,r
00¢
QCW
mO.
ZIT"
Z_
_'_,0 .
,,,qQ
t,,.q
lalQ. Z
2WQ
tit IL, z
_LC
o,'- _ m
WJ
C
K
WI
CUA
_C
O_
_LU
W.J
mL
EE
_C
Z_
nQw,.
qPmo
_,,,_ .
n_lc
_Z
OFp ..... _,kJ,,.,
Stress, ksi
_.'__
7 4D
m.
.0
-=
0
(-,
¢
E-.
0
4.J
0
"_" ¢,0
_J
0 O0
°_
0
_0
O_
G
4-J
"I
v
_J
I
,'n
L_
ql'
Table D-3. PT Yaw Probe
_OF_rIEI IN_- 64
SWlm..E _dI[ * 31ml_. H_
3 0. 7612E--01 0.1B4.4E+02 81 .70
5 0. 152.2E+00 • 184'E-02 81 •7_
? 0. _4E+00 0. 184_'*'0_ 81. ,70
9 _. 30,15E_00 0.18'_ 8t 7e
it 0.3_00 0 1848E-02 81 ._
13 0 ,_+_e 0. 1844E+02 81 ._
15 e. _,'_e 0. 1843E+00 81.70
19 e. _51E+00 0. 2848E+02 82. ?e
E1 0.7612E_00 0.1S63E+02 81.70
23 0. g37_*_0 0.18_00 81.7_
0.913_00 0.1_ 1E,_Oe 81.7_
2? 0. _96E_00 0, 1_0_ 91._0
Q. 1066E+01 0.18S-_02 81,70
31 0.11_+01 0.1_1E+02 81,7_
33 0.1218E_1 0, 1_1E_ 81,7_
3_ 0.12_4E+01 0.18_02 81, ?0
3? 0. IC370E+01 e, 1_+_e 81
0.14_wBE_01 0.1_+02 81 70
41 0,1_2_01 0, 10_0_ 81
43 0.1_9<_E_01 0,18"/3E+02 81 70
0,167_01 0.1_7E_0_ 81.70
47 0,1_1E+01 0,18"/8E+02 81. "_
49 0,10E_01 0,1_02 81 _
51 0.1_03E_01 0.1_01E_02 S1 ?0
_3 0,19"/9E_01 0.1_-02 81, ?0
5? 0,2131E_01 0, 1_0E_0_ 01,70
61 0.22S_E.01 0 192?E+O_ 81
63 •, 2360_01 0,19wIAE_ 81
66 0,2436E_01 0.19_0_ 8170
6? 0,_1_01 0,1_60E_0_ 51,70
71 0,_6_o_WE_01 0,19_3E_02 81 "?0
0.2740E+01 0. 1934E+_ 81.70
0._17E_01 0.1_41E_0_ 81,70
7? 0,2_93E+01 0.1_30E_02 81.70
7_ 0,2_01 0.1_2SE+_2 81,70
81 e, _04_E+01 0.1_E_0_ E170
83 _, 3121E_1 _. 1_01E_0_ 81. ?0
0,31_AE_01 $. 1_01E_02 81_ 70
8? O_3L:_3E+eI _. 1_0gE+02 81. ?0
89 O, 334_E_01 0.1_0_E_02 $170
91 • 3_01 _. 1_03E+0_ 81.70
93 0.3_01 O. 1_0_E+02 81. "_
e. 3_01 e. 19_ 81 _70
9? e, 3EriE+el e. l_E+eE 81, ?0
0, 3"_01 O. lglE_ _1. ?0
101 0.3_06E_01 0.19_3E_02 81.
103 0.3_+01 0.19_-02 81 ?0
105 0.3_+01 0. 191_+02 _I
107 0. 403_E_01 0 1___E+0_ 81. ?0
109 0, 4111E+01 0.191SE_-02 81.70
111 0. 418-AE_01 0. l_QOE+02 81.70
113 0, _*_1 0,193_+02 81.70
115 0,4339E_01 0.1_0_ 81. _N_
117 0. _l_a'w_l 0.1_ _1.70
11g 0. 4491E_l 0. 1917_+0_ _1 •"?0
121 0. _0--/E+01 0,1_0E+02 91 •?0
123 0. _E_01 _. 1923E_02 81.70
1_ 0.47-_0: 0. 193_E_0_ 91.70
127 e. 4796E_1 0,191_÷02 81. ?0
1_9 e. 4_01 0.1919E_02 21.70
131 0. 494_E_1 0,1918E_0_ 81.70
133 _. _02_WE_-01 0.1_8E+0_ 81. ?0
135 @. 5100E_01 0.1_31E_ 81 •?0
137 @. 5176E_01 0.1_31E_02 81 70
119 0. _3E_1 0,1010E_ 81.70
141 O. _3_1 O. 1_17E_02 81,70
143 $, _4_1 0.1916E_ 81.
147 _. _'_"/_1 _, 1_C3E_0_. 81. _q)
149 e._33E_01 0 1913E_D_ 81 ,?_
151 $. _'70_qD1 0.191aE_02 _1 .?_
$5? ,. 5_Ew,01 ,. 1_271_._02 21 7_
177 0.6_01 0. 1916E_ 81
1_ 0 6_01 e, 1918E_O_, 81 7_
181 _, 6_1E_01 0, 1 _3n0_ _W?. 81
183 O.6_WDL O. 1_ m1.7_
18S e "_3E*el O. 1_3_2 81 ",'_
187 0._1 O. 1_00E_02 81
1,T_ 0,71q_c_1 O 194_E_ |1 7_
191 e.?_01 e, l_r_ql_ I1 ,_
1_ e?'_1 • 1_1_3E_ |1,_
197 O. ?_01 O. I_E_ |1 ._)
1_ O. ?53IEWDt O. I ea_'_ _ |1
Ensemble Average for 200 Points.
l_IAi. POSITIOM - 9._S_
TO'rAL _..
II_ DISTANCE _ _P_,E
2 0 3_-01 0.1B_IE_O_ 81.70
4 0.1142E_>(_ 0.18_0E+0_ S1.70
6 0,1_03E-_00 0.184_E+0_ $1,
8 0.26_E+00 0 18SOE_02 81.70
10 O. 3at2_00 0 184"_'(-02 81
12 0.41S_E+00 0. l_oE_O_ 81.70
14 0,494BE,_,'00 0,1840E_0_ 81. ?0
16 0,570_00 0,1S3_E_02 81 70
18 0 6_91E_00 0,184_E-0_ 81.70
_0 0. 7232E÷00 0.18T_BE+0_ 81.70
0 7993E_00 0.10_6E+0_ 81.70
24 0. _00 0.1_5_E_02 81 • "_
_6 0._16E-00 0.1 _-_E_'02 81.70
0.10_01 0.1_E_0_ 01 ._N_
30 0. 110_+01 0,1_SE_02 $1.70
32 0.11SOE-01 0.10_1E÷02 8!._
34 0.1_+01 0.1S91E_0_ S1 70
36 0,1332E+01 0. 1901E+0_ S1 70
0.1_0_E+01 0,1_+02 81.70
_W_ 0 1484E+01 0 1_+_ 81._0
44 0 1637E+01 0. 186,_+02 $1 70
46 0. 1713E+_ 0, 18_3_E_ 81,70
48 0.17_01 0 1_3E-02 RI.70
_0 0,1_'01 0.1S_4E_ 81.70
52 0.19_1E_01 0 190-_+02 81
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118 0.44_'01 0.1_2gE_0_ 81 "?0
1_ 0.4_1 0.1_1_+0_ 81 ?0
1_ 0. 4606E_01 0.1_;_6E_ 81.70
124 0 46S_E_1 0.1_ 81"70
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D-4. Cross Spectral Analysis of PT Yaw Probe
Strain Gage for Phasing.
and Reference
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Table D-5. X-Array Probe Ensemble Average for 200 Points.
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0. L_i_l_+O 1 0.3164E*_3 0,_4E+02 0 c-'_77E +oe. o, _3E+oI O.3181E+03 0.2.303E +.02 O. 51_+01
0, P--,29_ _-02 0 i_42E'+0_. O. L:N_+OI 0.31"?E_.+03 0, L_OOE+._. O. S133E+.01
0,_43E+0| O. 31S5_+03 0.2_._4F+0_ 0. _7"7_+02 O. Ig_+ot 0.31_SE.m.03 O, _:_a3E_._?. O. 484gE+01
0 2_+01 0.3136E+03 O. 2270E +_. O. 24S7E+0_. O. 1T/g_+_ol O. 3146_._3 0. _.'T'/IE.H_. O, 44"2_+.01
O _r_81E+Ot 0 3121E+03 0.2_50E+02 0.234;_+0_ 0. IG_+OI 0 31_03 0._2V_0_. 0 4.3_'_+.01
0 _g_'OI O. 311 c_._03 0. P-.L-_3E + 02 0 2,2_r,_ _02. O. 1640E+_1 O, 31_-! 93 0 _"_gE+02 O. 41_;4E*OI
O _'/_E4"OI 0 310_.+03 0.2248_+02 0._073E+02 0 I_OIE+_I 0.3113E+-03 0.22S3E+02 0.3_19E+010 283"/_I O, 3104E+03 0 _.47_._ 0.189_+0_ O. 137_+01
O, _';'6E+01 031_+_3 • 22.44E +0¢?, 0 170__+02 0.22_g_3E+02
O. 3110_+_3 0. 3494E ¢-_1
• 123_E_1 0 310SE+03 0,2_4_+02 O. 3143E+01
0 _:'91SE+OI 0 31_-_._.4_3 0.2241:_ +02 O, 1,F_I E+O_. O. 11301E+OI 0. 3108E+03 0.2z_ 1E+_. • 28"78E._1
0 _$4_+01 0_+o3 0.2243E,,02 O. 14g_+02 O. 10_IIE_-_I 0 3102_+_3 0,2246_E...02 0 27S_c2+01
0 _3_+01 0 _7_; 03 0 2_4E+02 O. 132_+02 O. _r371E+_ 0 -_'0_+03 0. 222_ O. 2464_.+01
O, _31E+Oi 0 .3_,c_+03 0 • _21 ?E_-02 0 1104E+02 0. ";'_9_'?_ _:_ 0 30_ _E _03 0 P_.ISE+_. 0. L_/e]_E +.01
0 314_401 0 2_E+03 0 _IOV-_+O_. 0.2:'_;_-_*01 O, 1737_+0_ 0 _-I_IE'O_ 0 6t_OIE+OO
0 3187E+¢_1 0 2q_'03 0 _+02 0 4471E+_q_ 0 _909_+03 0.216_-_+0c_ 0 4_,N_
3c22F--_+¢H 0 2_G-__3 0 2,_7_E+0_ 0 3_-T;_'-O1 0 i_77:_+03 0 _,,_...02 08_07E-01
-0 132;_E+01 -0 9611E-01 0 28_.q1:'_-03 0 _7_*_2
0 _381C+_1 0 2R6"_+03 0.20_P,_,02 -0 3494E+01 -0 L:_53_+0_ 0 207'C_-02
0 34S_I_+01 0 2q'i';6 *03 0 2_+03 -0 730c_+00
- 0 L_+¢_. -0 333f__+01 -0,241_40 _ 0 _4[+03 0 20C--,C_+02 -0 7_+I_
0 34"_*_I 0 2_4_'*_3 0 _.t_..+O_ -0 :_/71E+Ol -43 _3_+00 0._4_..+03 0.C:_E+¢_ -0 71g._+00
i-
Table D-5. X-Array Probe Ensemble Average for 200 Points (Concluded).
If_.,ET HO'r YII_ I:JROgE PADIAL POSITION • %0, 11_
L.0CAT 10R AX I,'4.. AXIAL TAI_ IAL TANGENTIAL ABSOLUTE AI_JLLFU_ FL01mJ
V_LOC ITV I'_S VELOC ITY t_SS VELOC ITY r$_SS D IPE C T IC_
FLCU FLO_ FLC_ (AX IAL-PZF)
0 3S7_+01 0 2_840E+03 0.2066E+02 -0,4057_+01 "0 3589E÷00 O.L_41E+03 0 2_S:-'E+02 '-0 9_'E_E+O_3
0 3_1'4E+01 0 2_41E÷03 0._'_,7E+._. -0 466,6E+01 "0.33";_:_+_ OL ;_41E+03 0.2-0_"7_+0E'_ .-'09410F+00
_ 3GSI+01 0 _c_'_3 0 2048E+02 -0.$438'E_'01 -0 _?E+00 @ 2_.V_'03 0 R0,19_÷02 -0 1101E +01
0 _9_÷01 0. 282_E +03 0 _-'_4Z_'_02 -0. _ 1";'-'_E+Ol -0 4471E÷_ 0.2S2'!E _'03 0 204___+02. -0.1_54E+01
0 3731E÷0! 0,2818E_03 0 _040E÷0_ '0 6177E÷01 -0,447_JE_00 0,281-c_'03 O.L_41E+O_ -0,12cJ_+01
0. 3770E+01 0 E_.2E÷03 0 _4_E+02 .-"0.615'_E+_ 1 --0 44_+00 0 282 _ "03 0. 2044E+02 -0. 1250_+01
0.3_ogE+oi 0.2_21E*03 @. 2043E+0_ -0. SS_ 1 -0 40_3E+00 _. ,_2_E +03 0 _4.-_E+0_ -0.1150E+01
0.384_+01 0 2_20E+03 0.2042_+0_ -0.4018E÷01 -0.2cJ_Y_E+00 0 _.1E_33 0.204_+02. -0,8162E+00
0 _F_E+01 0,28u°SE+03 0. _4F_E÷_2 -0,2glOE÷01 -0,2107E+00 _.L_SE,03 0 _046E +_ -0. SgglE+00
0. _+01 0, L_'83r'-,E+03 0. L_+02 -@ _._.+01 -0. I_SE+_O 0.28.-_03 0 2053E _ -0.4SG4E+O_
0. L_g64E+01 0. _48E+03 0, _062E+02 -0,1433E+01 -0.10_+00 0,2848K+03 0.20_E +02. -0._84E+00
0. 4003E+01 0.2S_0E+03 0. _064E+_ -0.1oglE+01 -0,7_V:/_E-O 1 0.2_03 0._-_4E+0_ -0. 2193E+00
0 404_E+01 0 28SSE+03 0, _0S7E+02 0.3111E_O 0 2_--_-01 0.2_SE+03 0,20_7E+02. 0. 624_-01
0.40S1 E+01 0 2S92E ÷03 0. _4E+_ 0, _SSTE+O 1 0,1 _S_-_+00 0. L_+03 0.20g_E +_ 0. $0_ _-_+00
0 41L_+01 0. 2900E+03 0,_100E+0_ 0.3S91E+01 0,260_e00 0. 2900E+03 0,2100E+02 0. 709SE+00
0, _)sgE'-01 0,2910E+03 0.2107E+0_ 0.4_+01 0._+_ 0,2911E_03 0.2107E+0_ 0,8SS7E+00
0, _197E+01 0, 3021E+03 0.2187E+02 0,7B_+01 0.5"_+00 0.30_+03 0. 2188E+02. 0.14gSE_01
0,423SE +01 0. _070E+03 0,22c_ +02, 0.106_E+02 0,7"731 E+00 0. _72E _'03 0, _._ _ +_. 0, 19°_+01
0.4_+01 0.31_E+03 0.2L_1E+02 0.1337K+0_ 0 g_80E+00 0,312SE'_3 0, _263E+02 0._4Sc_+01
0. 4314E+01 0.31hiE+03 0.2_$8E +02 0.1720E+02 0,124SE_01 _. 316-_+03 0,22g_ +02 0.3114E+01
0.43S3E+01 0,3 IB_.-4_3 0,230gE+02 0. 2013E+9_. 0,14S_+01 0. 319SE+03 0,2.313E+02 0,3_13E+01
0. 4292E+01 0,3_0_+03 0. 2317K+02 0. 221_+0_ 0.1F_+01 0. _208E+03 0. _°323E +02 0. 396SE+01
0, 'q431E+O[ 0 3234E+03 0,234_E+0_. 0,2S07E+02. 0. ISISE+01 0,3/?.44E't"03 0, _349E+02 0,4431E+01
0, A46"gE+01 0 32SOE+03 0,2-_S3E+O_ 0. _10E+0_. 0.203S_.+01 0.3eS2E+03 0._1E+0_ 0. 4943E+01
0.4S_+01 0.32SSE+03 0,23S7E+0_ _, 30_3E +0_ 0.2__18Ee01 0. 3270E+03 0,236_02 0.537SE+01
0 _47E_1 0.3_ 1E+03 0.23_1E+02 9. _+0_ 0,241_+01 0.3_+03 0. _7.'3E÷0_ 0,5_8_-/E_1
0.4r_8_dE +01 0.32SgE +03 0 _7_+0_ 0.3S00E +02 0.2_33_+01 0.3_8E+03 0. _380E÷02 0.6111E+01
0.4C:w_-'JE +'01 0,3_7-_- +03 0,236"gE *_ 0. _OE +0_- 0,_+01 0.3,_31E ',_3 0. L_+O_ 0. Ft_.4r'_E +01
0.4_4E+01 e. 3c_77_+03 0,2372E+_ 0. 373_E+0_ 0. _+01 0. _+03 0. _5_ +0_ 0,64g_+01
0. 4701+01 0. _+03 0.2_7_+02 0. 378 IE+02 0,27_01 0.33_4E+03 0, L_3g2E +02 0,6_'T2E +01
0. 4742E+01 0 3c'_6E+03 0.23_+02 0. 3804E_._ 0.27S_-01 0. _gSE +03 0. _8_E+0_ 0. _4E+01
0, 4780E+01 0.3_-_2E+03 0. _S_82 0. _.9-/E_ 0, _01 0.3c_73E+03 0. 2370£+02 0 64_E+01
9.4B19E+01 0 3224E+03 0.2_334E+02 0.3LT73E+02 0._44/_K+01 0. _4_E+03 0. 2347E+0_ 0. 597_E+01
0. _8SBE+01 0, ."_-_ +03 0 23_ 1E+0_ 0.3-._lE*_ 0.23SLOE+01 0. _3_+03 0, L_3K+02 0.57_+01
0 4897K+O1 0. 3194E+03 0. 2313E+0_ '_.324_E_ +0'._ 0 _52_+01 0. 3211E+03 0.23c_ _4_2- 0. $806E+01
0. 493GE+01 0. ]1_2_ +_3 0.2_ 2E _'0_- 0. ?_IE+O_ 0 24_-JE+01 0. 3204_+03 0.2_(_3E +02 0 • 5gcj_E+O 1
O, 497r-_+01 0. HI_I E+O] 0,2_+oe 0,33gr_E+O_- 024r'_ +01 0. 3199E+03 0, _3! _E+O_ 0. 6092E+01
0 SO14E+01 0,3171E+_3 0.2_9_.+02 0,33_-+_ 0 _454E+01 0.3189E+03 0,230_+02 0._10c_E+01
0, $0S_+01 0. 3155E+03 0.2_9S 4E +_ O, 3_ 3E +02. 0 ,_44_'01 0. 3173E+03 0.2_7E +02 0.61L_+01
O.SOglE+01 0. 314_E+03 0. _-_7_E +02. 0,33_+0_ 0.24S8E+01 0.3164E+03 0. _291E'0_ 0 G161E+01
O.SI30E+01 0. 313_E+0"_ 0.2_'T_+02 0.33_.qE"_0_ 0 _43_°E+01 0,31S5E'_3 0.22_+0_ O.G110E+01
O.SlGg_01 0.31L_,03 0.22S4E+0_ 0.3332E_0_ 0._41_01 0.31 _SE+¢_3 0.2_77E+02 0 6081E_-01
0.S_+01 0.31L_-+03 0 • _-'_SE't'O_ 0. 336_+0_ 0,_404E+01 (_. 3146E+03 0.2_77E+0_ 0 GOSSE+01
O. $2.47E_01 0.312f-_-03 0.2_3E "0_ 0. 3293E +0_ 0. _38_E+01 0. 3144E'03 0.2_T_E +0_ 0. 6014E+01
0. $28_E +01 0,3126E_03 0. _76t+0_ 0,32_70E +0_ 0,_331E_01 _. 3143E+03 0.2-_'75E'0_ 0.$8_1E+01
0.532_E+01 0 3132E+03 0.2_?E +0_. 0.3147E+0_. 0. _279K _'01 0 314"?E+03 0.2_+0_ O,S-_+Ot
0. $3S3E÷01 • 3130E+03 0,/_°S_E +0_ 0,30S_+0_ 0._10E+01 O. 314SE+03 0.2ET?E+02 O, ss_gE+o!
0, S402E+01 0 313_E+03 0._- 0.2BggE+O_. 0. L=_:JgE +01 0.31A4E+03 0. 227_E_ 0.S_91E+01
0.5441E+01 0. 3137_+03 0 2:=-_7IE +0_ 0, _717_E+0_ 0.1_7E'01 0. 314_E+03 0.21"_ +0_ 0,4_-JOE+01
0 .S4_0E+01 0 314_E,03 0 _27SE+02 0. 2471E+0_. 0.17_E÷01 0.31SIE+03 0.2_-_E +0_ 0.44g_+01
0. SSlgE_01 _.3141E+03 0. 227aE+0_ 0,2_$3E+0_ 0,163_E+01 _$, 314gE+03 0. _S_E +0_. 0,41L_SE_01
0 SS_,01 0. 314BE+03 0. :_27_E +02 0,2_+02 0,1_84E+01 0.31SSE+03 0, _284E+0_ 0.37_+01
0 _$97E +01 0,313_83 0. _°-/IE+O_ 0.17_+0_ 0.130_+01 O. 31 _2E+03 •. _75E_02 0.3 _+01
0.5_+01 _$. 3107_E+03 0.8_82 0, 16_1E_ 0, $173E+01 0. 3111E_03 0 , 2L_s3E "_32 0' L_9_6E_O 1
0 5674E+01 0. 3071E+03 0.2_:_4E +02 0.1_3E+02 0.1030K+01 0.3_7':5E+03 0. _J_SE _02 0, _6"5_3E+01
0. 5713E'O1 0,3041E+03 0. 2202K_02 0. I1B4E_ 0.8S70E _00 0 30A4E+03 O,_E 02 0._+01
0.57S_01 0 303_E+03 0.21g_+0_ 0,1033E+0_ 0. "74_9E +00 0. 3034E+03 0. _I_;TE+_ 0. IgSlE+01
0. S'TglE÷O 1 • 302_+03 0.21g3E+02 0. 987[_E+01 0, 71S1E+0_ 0.3_30E+03 0.21_4E+02 0.1_+01
0. S830E +01 0.3_:_'03 0.219SE _0_ 0.98SSE+01 0 713SE +O_ O, 3034E"_3 0 21_+0_ 0.1_1E+01
0. S_gE+OI 0. 3033E+03 0.21g_+02 0,91 ?_+01 0 Co64 IE +00 0. 303SE+03 0. _1_7K_0_ 0,173c_'01
o.SgOTE+01 0. 3030E+03 0,2194E+O_ 0. __-923E+01 0. S73_+0_ 0. 3031E+03 0._104E+02 0 1498E+01
0.594_E+01 0.3_17E'03 0.21B4E+02 0.7_SE_01 0. S_+00 0.3018E+03 0 21 _SE +02 0. l_g2E+Ot
0. sg_SE+01 0.29_ 1E'_03 0.21S8E+0_ 0. 703_+01 0. S,_:f'_ _'_ 0.2g_+03 0.21_gE+02. 0. _3S2E.+01
0.6_4E+01 0 8_S'?E+03 0.c141E+02 0. 578gE+01 0. AI91E+00 0 29S8E+03 0._14_E+0_ 0, 11_1E+01
0 ,_3E+01 O.a94SE*03 0,_1_+0_ 0 5143E+01 0.37_3E+00 0. L-_46E+03 0 _133E+0_ 0 100_E+01
6102E_01 0.2glTE+03 0. _112E+02 _. 3R6_E+01 0. L_+00 0 2917E+03 0._11_ +02 0, ?_96_ +00
0.6141E+01 _ 2917E+03 0,2112K+02 0.2_4_÷01 0.2133E+00 0.2g1_+03 0._112E_02 0,$7_ _00
O.GIBOE+01 0 292SE+03 0.211_+02- 0.31_._ _1 0.2_'_E_00 0.2_.+03 0.2118E+0_ 0.616SE+00
0 6218E+01 o._gl IE,03 0.2108E+02 0.3S08E_01 0.25_E_00 0.2_11E+03 0. 2108E+02 0.6_+00
0.62S7E+01 0. _J_,.._Z "_ 3 0.8101E'02 0.3aa_E+01 0.24cJr_ +0_ 0 290_+03 0._101E+0_ 0.680c_
0.62_J_E+q_ ! 0, _cJ_ +_3 _). _104E+_._. 0.3"/ISE+01 0.2S9_E+00 0. 2906E+03 0,2104E_0_ 0.7__'5E+_0
0.633SE+01 0 _4_+03 0._131E+02 0.4S8_*01 0,331_+00 0._44E+03 0 2131E+02 0.BglSE+00
0,6374E+01 0.c'_+03 0.2147E+_ O.S[_gE*Ol 0,42"71E_4_0 0L_03 0._1_+0_ n 1140_01
0.6413E+01 0. 3000E+03 0.2172E_02 0.8338E*01 0. _+00 0. _001E+03 0.21 _JE_O_ 0 1592_+01
0 64S_nE+01 0 ._+03 0 ' 21 g_gE +q_ 0 ' I_OE_H_ 0. ?_ I_E+_ 0.3_+03 0 _lg3E_ 0 _43E+01
G490E+01 0,3046E_03 _ 2_+_ 0.1_.3E+02 0. _':E+00 0,3_4_÷03 0.2_'7E÷0_ 0 2300E'01
0.6S_+01 0. 3073E +03 0.2_5E ÷0_ 0.1 _ 1E _0R- 0. gl ggE_00 0. ]07SE _03 0. _°TE _02 0.2_368E _01
_ 6S_÷01 0_+03 0 "_-÷0_ 0,134_E_0_ 0 97_E_00 0 309_H_3 • 2-_39E+0_ 0.249SE+01
@ S_07E_01 0.31_E+03 0.224_E'0_ 0.1_24E_02. 0. 103t_+01 t_.3109E+03 0._$1E+0_ 0 2626E+01
0. E_4_E+O 1 0,31'_E+03 0 • _73E-+0_ 0.1S_9E+0_ 0. 113SE+01 0. 3144E_03 0. 227SE _°_ O.g _1E+01
0.668SE+01 0.31S_E_03 0.2_-_ +0_. 0.1807E_'02 0 13_E+01 0.31G1E_03 0,2_88E _02. 0.3_+01
0.67_4E+01 0. 317SE_03 0.2L_-+_,_. 0. L_3E+O_ 0. 14_SE+01 0.31_+03 0 23_3E+0_ 0,370_01
0,67S_+01 0. 319SE+03 0._313E _02 0.2.3_0E_02 0. IGf_7_'W_l 0.3L_O3E*03 0. _319E+_ 0 417_+01
0. 6801E+01 0. _1_E÷03 0.2_4E*_ 0. _f_2r_E +0_ 0,1899E _01 0,3220E +03 0. 233_E +02. 0, _671E+01
0._01 0.3_-24_3 O._]4E+_k? 0._1_ "_0_ 0. _113E+01 0 3_37E+03 0. 234aE+0_ 0 $173E+_1
0,6_+01 0. 3242E_03 0, L::_34":_..+0_ 0. 3236L +_:_ 0. 2343E+01 0.3_+03 0. L_3SgE +0_ 0 570_E+01
0,6g18_+01 0 32SOE+03 0._3_ 0_ 0. 3477E_02 0.2S1_E*01 0,3_+03 0, L=_J?4EW_ 0 G0__+01
o.6g_,E+Ol 0,3269E+g3 O.L_TE_02 0.3_SE_02 0,2F_SE_01 0.,I_÷03 0, _3_1E+0_ 0 GA3c_E_01
0 G_E+01 0 3277E_03 0 _3"7_E+02 0.3876E_0_ 0.28_+01 0. 3300E_03 0 23_+0_ 0 G74c_+01
0. 703_E+0_ 0 32B_+03 0._3,,_E+_ 0._?E_0_ 0.6_-94E_01 0 330_E+03 0.2_E+02 0 GgAIE_'OI
0 _07_E_01 0 32_+03 0. p_37_'_ 0 407_02. 0. _4_'_+01 0.33t IE+03 0, _L_+O_ 0 7_+01
0 7112E_01 0 32"_ _03 0. _322E+0_ 0. 4076E*_2 0. _9SIE+01 0. _1E+03 0. 2390E+0_ 0.70_-IE+01
0 ]26t_+03 0 2_E+02 0.39_9E÷02 0.2_?a_+01 0 3289E÷_3 O. _38_E*_ 0 Gg-_gE_DI
.715|E+01 0 3_+03 0._3SgE+02 0. _7SE+02 0 •_0_+01 • _L_ IE+03 0 2376E_0_ 0 G78_+0171g_01
0 2_J_ _(AI 0 _4F-_ _03 0 H_O_ 0 _ _0_ 0 '_+01 0 _-_-#03 0 '2_$__-_E"0_ 0.6"244E _;_I
2_01 0 _241E_03 0 _34_+_. 0._920E_0_ 0.2_+01 0326 c_E_03 0.236AE+02 0 6_*0_
0 7307E+OI 0 _L_03 0 6_34_E'0_ 0.A0 c_-+0_- 0 '_j_+Ol 0,32_3E_03 0.2_3E_0_ 0 71_+_1
0.73_-_E+0! • 32_F_E_3 0 _3_0_ 0.40_+_ 0.2_J_laE+Ol 0.32_03 0.2_0_+0_ 0.70_01
0. 731qaE +01 0 32_03 @ 2.33_E_02 0 3972E _02. 0. _ :-_3E +01 0.32_--_.4E "_3 0,2_ +02-- 0. ?OiOE'_l
0 7423E,01 0._1E_03 0.2.3_ 0 _3_ • _1F_1 0 _4A_3 0.234qE+02 0 F-_3E_(_1
0.74_E+01 0 3211E_03 _,_E_O_ • ]_2_+0_ 0._"/0_+q_1 0 _3S_E_ 0,_41_H_ 0 _44E_4_1
0.7S_81E+01 0 31BTE +{_3 0,2307K+_ 0.3S_BE+_ 0. _6_E+01 0. 3207E+03 0. _.-_22E +0_. 0 G_V-J3E+01
0..'_-_4_E+01 • 3164E+O3 0,22glE+O_ 0 3303E_Oe 0,_-'391E_01 i) 3181E+O3 0.2_303E+02 O.sgsgE_01
0 7_7gE_01 0 313SE+03 0. 227_ 0.30S8E+02 _ ._laE+01 • 3151E+03 O.P_IE _02 0' ss_gt+01
@, 7SI8E+01 • 31ETK+03 0.2L_E_. O.L_ +0_ 0 ._10aE+01 0 314_E+03 0.2_?_ _02- O.S3_OE+01
0.7_+0| @ 311fiE+O3 _. 22r'Jc_ • . 2_-+02 0 ' _-/E+OI 0.3121_'03 0./_ +02 0 $084E+01
7S_SE _01 0.3104E_3 _.22s'_+_ 0,27S_E_ @. lg_JIE+OI _ 311k_E+03 0._+02 0.$064E+01
_. "T_+_I _. _10SE+O3 _,224_E_ _._731E+_ @ I_7"71E+01 _ 3118E+O3 0. _TK,H_. 0.SO_+O1
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Table D-6. Once Per Revolution Sampling _f X-Arra\, Probe.
A_ cJ_r_D o 11_'O
MUMBER OP F_qMES IN THE A_ . I_
MUMMER 0_" SAM_ POINTS - 1L_
CIf_t_N_'IAL DISTAF_CE o 0.1_3E+00
P'4mCH reJl_+_P o 0. _-_
PADI_4_ _ITIOI4 - 10 11_
IttET
l___IrV - 0.07_m_0
TIME A_IAL AXIAL T!_c_MT IAL TAN_Eh'r I_i. AI_UT_ AB_0LLq_
V_L0C IrV _ VELOCI'T_ _ V_I.0C I_ _S
FL(_ FL,_ FL_
0. _+-0_ 0 31_E+03 0 2_°+'/7E +oe 0, _:T74E+Oe 0,237 IE+01 0.31_3E+_3 0._
0 SI_-02 0_+03 0 23S_+02 0.477_E+02 0 34S4E+01 0 -_+03 0 237_+02
0 10_.7E-01 0 321_+03 0+ 23_-_E+_ 0 4S70E÷0<_ 0 330_3E+0l b. _<_42_3 0 2._1E+02
_+ _SE--OI 0,3219E+03 02331E+_ 0._7_+02 0 29_IE'_I 0 _44E_3 0.234gE'_.
0.6_-01 0 3246E+03 0. C:_+_ 0 4S47E+02 0 3c_+01 0 3E_+03 0 2 _--/3E_
0._E--01 0 _4_*_'_ 0,_+0_ 0.3450_+02 0 _4_+01 0 _+_3 g._'3_+(_.
0 3_gl_E+01 0 3_:_E+Or3 0 23GgE+O_, 0 4_1_E+02 0 3341E+01 0 33_SE+03 0 2393E_'02
0. A110E-01 0 _12E+03 0 _2+3_c-_E +-0_, 0 +L_P+'d3E +02 0 1g71E+O* 0. 3223E+03 0. 2333E+02
0 S137_-01 0.33_+03 0.239_E_ 0,4c_C_E+_ 0 310-/E_01 0.33"J_.+<_3 0 241_
0 C_IE-01 • 31_.3E+03 0.2290E+O_ 0.29_+0_ 9 21Gc_+01 0.317"7E+03 0 2.3_+_
0 61_-01 0+31_E+03 0 23P_+_ 0.3713E+_ 0 _6,_+01 0+3_+_3 0 2+323E+-02
0 7"g_-01 0 331_E+03 0 23g_E+_ 0.48aSF..+02 0 3_10E+01 0.3_4_+03 0.2423E_9_
0.77_+01 0 314_+-03 0 22_E+OP. 0 3_/7E+_ 0 2S0-_+01 0 3179E+03 0 22<]7Em;_
0,_IC_-01 0. _35E_03 0 2.3 a_ +_ 0 $4_+02 0 3974E_1 0 32_+_3 0 2376E_02
0.ff733_-_I 0.3_+_3 0 233.'_+0_ 0 _:_1,-_E-+02 0_3_J_+01 0.3_+_3 0 _3_1E-"O2
0 _.47_-01 0 3_44E.+03 0 234_E_ 0. _Ig4E_2 0 303_E+01 0. 3271_+03 0 _+02
0 10_00 0.31 .__ _03 0 2_?-J_+02 0 _+02 0_+01 0.31_+03 0 _:_3E+_
0 107gE+00 0 332_+03 0 2403E_, 0. 477_E+02 0 3457E+01 0.33SAE+03 0 24_-02
0 113_+_ 0 31_,_+03 0 _+_ 0.3_+02 0 _T_+OI 0.314_+03 0_+_
0 I1_E+_0 0 3_:::_+03 0 235_+0_ 0.4_3c7E+_ 0 33_3_+01 0 3_'_E+@3 0.23_lE+e2
_ 1233E+_ O 331_+O3 0.23"_+_. 0 4_07E_. 0 29_91E+01 0 333C-_E+03 0.241SE+O2
0 I_-_4_+_ 0 _'_ 0.2_7_'2 O.SI_%TE+_+ 0 374_E_01 0._+_ 3 0 _+_
0 13_oE+_O O 3_+_3 0 _417T"_'_ 0 472FF.+qk_ 0 342_E+O1 0 3371E_3 0 _441F_k_
O 1541E+_0 0 319_F+03 @ _31r_-+_ 0 5,_-_E_. 0 _71gE+01 0 3_2_E+03 0 2_33)E_2
0 15_+0_ 0 32._1E+03 0 2347_+02 0 41_'WE,02 0 2_rTr-_E'_'01 0 _.'_7E+03 0.2.3_+02
0 169SE+_0 0 3r_E*03 0 231_+_2 O 4 02 0 _4_E+01 0 3233E'03 0 2341E+02
1747_ 0 _4E+03 0 2:_:*_-3_ 0. 4177E*_ @ ._4E+01 0. 331OE+03 0 2_97E_02
0 I';_RE_'_ 0 311_+_3 0 __'___+_ 0 34:3_E:+_ 0 24:_+01 0.3131E+03 0 _+-_5_+_
0 1849E+_ 0 3r_+_3 0 2453E+02, 0 _I_I_'0_ 0 46'q_E*Ol 0.3449E+03 0 2497E_
0 1901E_00 • :_:_._'_.03 0 2331E+02 0 _r73E_O_ 0 _ ,_T_+OI 0._4_03 0 _4_E_4_2
e _IO_E+40Q @ _7_3 0 2373E_ 0_41_9E_ • _+01 • 3303E+4_3 0._351_+_
• 21_J(+0_1 • _71E+03 0 2t36_,,_ 0 SS_+02 0 _+__+01 0 3319_+0] 0 240]E+02
0 _e60E_o_ _ _4_E+03 0.c:_::3v-_:_ 9 _o47E+02 0 336_+01 0 3_E_03 0 237_E_0_
0 231_W00 • 33_+03 0 2.391E+0_ • 3_2_E_ 0 _IE+OI 0 332SE'-03 0 _407E+02
0 _)$3E+00 • 319_E+03 0 231C_E_ 0+3_$0E_ 0 249_E+01 0 321_3 0 _33_0_
0.241_4E_0 • 3_+03 0 2433E+_ 0 _+1_ 0 411_++01 0.340_+03 0 246"_+02
0 2a6_E_ 0 3P_c_:4"_3 0 2338E_2 0. 341_+_. 0 24_G_+01 0 "324,_E:'03 0 23SIE+02
0.2S1_W_ 0.31BSE++03 • 230_E_ 0. 424BE+'_ 0. _ _-_-+E+01 0.3_.1_E+03 0. 232gE+02
• _+00 • 339F_E+03 0 24S_E_0_ 0 S_IE+O_ • 3_+_I 0.3437E+03 0+24_+0_
0+_++-_E+0_1 0 31_-+03 0._9E+_ 0 273gE+0,2 • 1_3E+01 0 3132E+03 O.P_-_w_.
0 2G71E+O_ 0 3_E+03 0 23_2_*02 9. 311,+_+_ 0 _LmSTE+OI 0 3_-JE+-03 0 2333E+_
0 _7_3E+00 • 31_'03 0 _+0_ 0 419_S_2 0 303_E_01 0 316_E+03 0 2_g3E_02
0 _77+E+_ 0 31_'_,_3 0 2311E+_ 0 3_9_E+_ 0 L_I3E+O1 0 3216_+03 0 2]L:_E+02
0 L_7"_E_O 0 _I_+03 0 2:_.'_E+_ 0 4g::_+O_ 0 3_:_gE+Ol 0 324_'03 0 23_IE+02
0 2_,_E+00 0 3181c_*_3 0 2_ 0 3_o_-_0_ 0 2_-_+01 0 3197E+03 0 231_cE+0_
0 3_+_0 0 _?,_C+_3 0 2]_.-_E+0,'_ 0 3117E+_ 0 _7E+01 0 3223E_03 0 2333E+_
0 313_E_0 0 _c_+03 0 234r__*_k_ 0 4932E+0_ 0 3_71E+01 0 327_E'03 0 23T'-2E_2
0 31_SEw_O 0 _I_3 0 231_'E+_ 0 a_17E+_ 0 33_3E._1 0 _23'SE'_2m3 0 C_3a_E_2
0 _k_SE*_ 0 11_+_3 0 225_E+_. @ _7_2. 0 2_24E_01 0 3123E+O3 0 c_IE+_
0 _5+_:J_+_ • 3_+03 0 231_E+0_ 0 4_3E+_ 0 _3IE+OI • _34E+03 0 234_E+02
0 4_-_+_ 0 3141_+_] _ d+_+_'--_+P_. 0 _719E+_ 0 I_)G_+_I 0 31sr_ _'_3 0 2L_+_
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O. 83_?I_E+01
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0+ gI_+01
0.4'c_ +01
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0, B1R4E+01
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O C::,_S_ + 01
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0 SSSIE+OI
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-< 6147E+01
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0 910oE+01
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Table D-h.
Once Per Revolution Sampling of X-Arrav Probe (Concluded).
IMLE'T HOT WI_ _ I_)InL. F_)SITION o 1@. 168
TIME AXIAL A_I_IL TANQENT I_t. T_QEt'ft I_L _S0t.J]_ ABSOUJ'_ FLOW
_ELOC IT9 _ V_.OC ITV tWSS V_ELOCI TV MASS DI_CTION
_:I.OW rl.ow FLO&J c AX I AL _ )
e, 46"7SE+0_ e, 31 fi3E._3 0 2"c_0E _._ 0 3301E_. 0. 2390E_t 0.31_.-03 0.23_3E+_ 0. sgs'7_+OI
0.4W'2SE._O 0.3 I";5E'03 0. _+_ 0.4_3_[_: +0_. 0.33SPJE+01 0,3_O<JE -_03 0.23,:_E _2, 0. 831aE+01
0 4777_00 0 3242_03 0+2347_02 0.36B_E+02 • _$71E+01 0. _I÷03 0, L_02 O,F_g_+Ol
• 4_00 O.L_K_E_03 0.241_E+0_ O,5_B4E+O_ 0,_'71E+01 0 33".'/7_'_3 0,a447_+_. O,_F'J40_._I
0 48_E+0_ O.3t4_E'_03 0.2L:_'7'_÷_ O._L_-_:_E÷O_ 0.23S4E+01 0 316:3E_'03 0._=_E+02 O.s.gOlE¢'Ol
0.49_+_ 0. _1_E+03 0,233_E_0_ 0. _JI_E+02 0. L_"OI 0 3242E+03 0. _..347E _02 • 69_'/_+01
0.4g_3E÷00 0,31_+03 0._+0_ 0 34BIE+02 0 L:r-'_2_E+OI 0 31SOE+03 0 2_0E_02. 0._4_E+01
0 $034E+00 0.31B_+03 0 230BE "02 @ L_'/c_+_ 0.2154_+01 0.3L_+03 0 2"31 _+02 0. $331E_OI
0.$0_+00 0 331_E+03 0.2402_02 @ 4_+0_ 0 31L_+01 0 334_E+03 0 242t_0_. 0.742_+01
O.SI3_TE+00 0 _16E+03 0 2_L:_+0_ @ 42_-JE+02 0 307_E+01 0 _41+03 _ 234_02 0._+01
0 SI_'_E+_O 0 _E+03 O.L_lj34E+O_ _ 3_I._E_ 0l_01 0 _4_ 0 23_IE+02 0 6_'/_S_E+01
0 _ 0l_03 0 6_3S4E+02 e _17E+0_. 0 _91E+01 0.32"71_03 012_+_ 0 6_IE_01
0 c_°glE+'_O 0l_03 0 _4_ 0 4gSIE+O_ 0 3SS_E+01 0l_3 0 2_+_ 0 _S_IE_1
0 $34c_'.-_0 0 _+03 0 21_02. 0 _02 0.L_+01 0 3312_+03 O,23g_E*02 0 691SE_01
0 $394_+00 0 _I?E*03 0 2J_+_ 0 _7S_E+02 0 2727E+01 0._=_3_E_03 0 234SE+02 O.F_79_E+01
0 S44SE+00 0 31S_E+03 0 _4E+02 @ 4_dE+_2k_ 0 34a_+01 0 3190E+03 0 2_9E_02 O B_90E+OI
0 _$4_+_ 0 3/_5_+03 0 _._?-_)E+O,? 0 4_9C, E+02 0 3_+01 0 3293E+03 O.L_'B_E+9_. 0 81g?12_01
0 _SIE_O 0 3r_34E+03 _ 2341E_0_ 0. ]3_E_2 0 242_+01 0 32S 1E_3 0 L_E+02 0. sg11E_01
0 S_ 0._4_+03 0 234_E_ 0.4774E+_ 0 34S$_E+01 0.3_?_E_03 0 . _ _ _ 0._1E_01
0, S_3E_00 0,321_+03 0 2_0_ 0,31_3E*02 O1 _ |E_-01 0 3231E+03 0 123_q_E _02 0. 5546E_el
0 S_+_0 0 31_E_-03 0 22_1E_02 02'74_E_2 0 l-q_Ot 0 3121E'.'03 0 22S9E_02 0l_1E+01
0.5_-J_E_4_O 0 3_F_E_03 0,23_ 0 4_+_ 0 3S_01 0._F32c_03 0 240_-JE_ 0 _4E_SE_01
0 5gO_E _0_ • 319_E+03 Ol_l_ 0 4_&_ 0 31_01 0_+03 0 23ToE÷_ 0.7_01
0 $959E_00 0 333_E_03 0 2411E+0_ 0 3_8_-_E+02 0 2_J_K+Ol 0 334_E_03 0 2424E+Oe osg75E+Ol
0 6010E+_ 0 311_E+03 0.2LoSTE+02 0 3123E+0_ 0l_$_1E+01 0 313]E+03 0 22_+0_ 0 ST_2E_01
0 F_00 0 314gE'03 02_+_ 0 3134EH_2 0l_.01 O,31GSE_4_3 0._91E+02 0 S_4E_01
0 611_ 0 ]2g_E+03 0 _-_E+O_ @ 3'gO_._ 0 L_OI 0 331F_E*03 0 2401E_ 0 676_I
0 61F_.00 • 3219E+03 012_{E¢_ 0 4221E_02 0 30SE_+01 0 _47E+03 O.L_3SIE_02 0.7_gE'01
0 62S_+00 0 _33E+03 0 2340E+0_ 0 _IE_02 0 _1E_01 0 3_47'_+03 0 L_IE_2. 0 544SE+01
0 $31_+_ 0 31L_*03 01 _ _ 01 _{ _ 0 2]_5E+01 01314_*_3 0, _*_2 • $00_01
0 _.TT_E_00 0 340_+03 0.2463E_0_ _ _2_+02 0,43SIE_01 0 345SE+03 0 2501E+02 0. 1004E_0_
0 6421E_ • _+_ 0 _+_ 0 _+_ 0 _1 0l_3 0.23_2Ew_ 0 7911E_01
0 _ + l _d 0 _2ga_a03 @ 2_3_-_E_ _ S77_ 0 418_E_4_1 0 _45_E_3 0 24c-_E_-0_ 0 _1
0 6S2_E_0 0 _13E.03 _ _]2SE_0_ 0_+0_ 0 _SI_E_I 0 3_33E_03 0 _4_E_ 0.6402E_01
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Table D-7. Cross Spectral Analysis of X-Array Probe and Reference
Strain Gage for Phasing.
A_ S_ • I1680 MACH _ . 0._
CIRO._REh. IAL LOO_TION - 0.IS_+-_ RADIAL POSITION - 10.168
O"IAMNEL A ° _ $ _ _ B - X-AF_ ME_I'_ _I'P,t - 31_.61
IMOEX _'_OUENCY O_OSS-S_ECTRUM PH_E ANQLE _ A AUTO-OH B
HZ M_I TU_E DEGREES
I 0.00 0. $073E-01 -67 .$0 0. L_+01 e, 9"/1BE-_e 1.000
2 I, $2 0.2_E._._ I 109.6"g 0.4_+00 0.6"_+_I 0.
3 3.04 0 1099_+01 -r_. 2S 0 443c_E._ 0, L_+01 0.812
4 4 _ 0. L:_6"_._ -168. _ 0 _-01 0./5_7'K'_-01 0. 908
S 6 08 0 1800E+01 -S. _ 0.4112K+00 0 4_-'-01 0 7_S
6 7 60 O. L_TE_I "-'_. 03 0. 4741E+00 0. F_-01 0 7S7
7 g 12 0._+._1 -6_7,50 0.'7_'_JK+00 0 4869E_-01 0.83"7
8 10.6_S 0.._73E +00 -IS_.og 0. 3313E_00 0 1S_-_K.H_I 0.96_
g 12.17 0 1S_01 177 19 0.30sgE+00 0 S_37E_01 0 7_9
10 13,69 0.177SE_-01 1S4. _; 0, _'g_cTE _e_0 0,2459E_1 0
11 1S .21 0. I_03E+01 1S. 47 0 41_E*00 0, _SS_*el 09_
12 16,73 • 1437E'01 174.37 0,101_E_01 0, IS7_E'01 0810
13 18.2S 0, $4_9E_1 -109. _9 0,1293E_01 0. a6h'SE+O 1 08L_S
14 19,77 0 1843E_'_1 160 31 0 3-/0_E_ 0 $31_*01 0,_76
_S _1 29 0.116_1 1_ 87 0 100SE_1 0,1273E+01 0 83_
1_ _ 8_ 0,4g_lE_'_l -_0,31 0.11_SE*O1 0.4S7_E*01 0 810
1P 24 ]3 0. 431L_01 40 ,'_ 0 13_1 0,3S1_01 0
IB 2S _c3 0 "794_+_0 -174 _ 0._+_ 0.44SIE+01 0 7_
1g 27 37 0 _7.-_K_ -_ _7 0 S_TSE_-_ 0.874FoE_4_ 1 0_
_ 90 0 gI31E'_O 0._ 0 _ScnOE_ 0._391E_01 0 714
_1 _ac_ 0 L_E*OI _ 2S 0,394_E+_ 0 S_12E_01 0 811
31 94 0 9_ 80 IS 0.$0_E+_0 0,21L_01 0.839
23 33 _ 0 _.49E+01 $0 62 0.890_4_0 0,_-_E_01 09_
24 349_ 0 2739E+01 13S _ 0 _+_0 O.S1F_+el 0 7S_
2S ]SSO 0 ?L_E_-el 7 03 0,7833E+00 0 103_E_ 0 791
]8 _ 0, _"_4g_4-_ -_._ 0 S_E_O 0 156SE.01 0.816
_7 39 $4 i_ 14PIE_-OI -1096"3 0,3127E_ 0 S17_+-01 0,_
28 41 06 0 1353E_-01 000 0 4eaSE+CO 0 3?03E_01 0 816
42 _ 0,811_0_ 12._ 0 244r-_<.00 0 3431E+_1 0 g_
44 10 0 _3_1 1_ 0 _0 0 _-_1 0_1
31 4S _ 0 2_3_E_1 _ 94 0 3_'74E+_ 0 G14_l 0
47 IS 0 I_-01 ISB gl 0 T_J84E_-00 0 L_01 0848
33 _ 67 0 IF_Z3E_OI %15 31 0 _1E+_0 0 4121E÷01 0 801
34 $0 !9 • 10_-_1 _46g 0 36_÷_0 0 321_01 0 83_
]S SI 71 0 L_I 63 L_ 0 42S5E_ 0 S_1 0 B4S
3S $3 23 0 q131E+00 -8 44 _ _,3_'_ 0._01 0.g??
37 $4 _ 0 12S8_+01 -74 _ _ c_'_-_,E+,_I 0 4723E+01 0_S
3_ S_ _ 314c_E+01 -14_ _3 0 12_-+01 0 _+01 0 7_
_9 SP ?9 0 I_IE+_I 171 _ 0 2464E_4_ 0 4_4_+01 1 0_
40 5931 0 152_E+O1 /_S 31 0 48"77E_O O 3_IIE_.O1 0._._37
41 _ 83 0,121_-_+01 -101 2S 0.74c_+00 0 183"_+01 0 "_
_k_ 62 3S • 2"7_E+_ -787S 0 149SE+00 0 1_+01 I _0
43 63 _ 0 24Rs_E_ 4SI B'2 • 101]E,'_el 0 L_73E_._I 0843
44 _ 4_ _ 9"10_+_ -I_3 /_B 0 L_J74E+_ @ 3343E++31 •
68 44 0.37_ _01 -g?. O3 0.7_ O.Sa_IE_I 0.7_S
47 _g gs • 7S_.01 122,34 0 111_.01 0 71r-_01 0879
49 "300 • _F',V_E_I 111.09 0 7_+_ 0 SIgGE,-OI 0 8_
$I _ 04 • 25_-+01 -_50 0 4605E_+_ 0 _ ._+01 0 _Val
77 S_ 0,4S9]_0_ -139 _ 0 _'01 • l_g_E,._ 0 _'_4
$3 79 _ • 2S_ 177 19 0 41_5_+_1 0 701_1 0 7_
_ _ • 14_I_J_E_ -l_ 81 0 _+01 0.71_E-01 0.815
SS S_ 12 8 1_5qE+02 -IS3 L_ 0,1_,_1 0.1_37_ 0.834
S_ 83 _S 0 3_4E+01 -143,44 • $913E+_ 0._'71E+01 0 8_-_4
$7 85 17 0 17_76E'01 $7_ 0 3_91E_ _ _'J_E_I 0
c_ 8S 69 0 121___-01 -14_ ES 0 3S7_E+_0 • 34c-_E+01 0 g_4
5_ 8_ 21 0 24_IE+01 -137 81 • L_ • _S_+01 0 841
89 73 0 390SE_1 -7_.7_ 0 1_3E+01 0 J3S3E+OI 0 847
GI 91 _ 0 _-J_E_81 11391 0 g_ 0 330__+01 • _S
62 9_ 77 • 31_E_I 84 3_ 0 141_'._1 0 _4_I 0 743
63 g4 2g 0 _3_E_I 11S31 • 431h3E+_ _ _+01 • _41
_4 qS 81 0 2131E_01 I]"7 81 0 I_'2_'+O1 • _177_I 0
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APPENDIX E - X-ARRAY - PROBE CONTOUR PLOTS AT NO,,-r'LUTtER POINTS
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